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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study has been to discover print 

awareness of kindergarten children in Taiwan and the 

evidence that they are constructing knowledge about written 

Chinese. The study utilized Print Awareness Tasks 

including twenty environmental print items chosen from the 

Taiwanese society. Sixteen kindergartners age from three 

to six were the informants. These children were asked to 

read and respond to environmental print items with a 

different degree of decontextualization in each of the two 

task sessions. 

The results of the study showed that kindergarten 

children in Taiwan are highly aware of print in their 

environment. These young children demonstrated high 

semantic intent when they read environmental print. They 

used various information sources available to them, which 

include contextual clues in the print setting and their 

personal experience and background knowledge~ They also 

showed that they used their developing concepts about the 

Chinese writing system as linguistic strategies to help 

them read the print items. 

There were differences between the responses to the 

two task sessions in terms of semantic and pragmatic 

characteristics and use of information. The contextual 



clues appeared to play a significant role in reading of 

environmental print. There were also differences between 

age groups. Three and six year olds differed form other 

age groups in terms of the semantic and pragmatic 

characteristic of their responses and their use of 

information. 

15 

The children demonstrated that they were developing 

important concepts about the Chinese writing system. They 

were hypothesizing the representational relationships in 

language between: Ca) written representation and the object 

it represents: (b) written representation and oral 

utterance -- character-syllable correspondence: and (c) 

segmentation in written representation -- language units. 

Most of the children had developed the concept of character 

as a written segment and word as a semantic segment. Very 

few of them had concept of the racical. They appeared read 

in a holistic way. 

The older children tended to develop concepts which 

were more specific and were closer to the conventions: 

however, no fixed linear developmental progress by age is 

suggested by the data. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE STUDY OF EARLY LITERACY AND 

IMPLICATIONS FOR TAIWANESE EDUCATION 

16 

For the last three decades, there has been a growing 

body of knowledge about the early literacy development of 

young children in the U. S. as w~ll as other parts of the 

Western world. This study is designed to expand on this 

knowledge about early literacy development by studying 

young children in Taiwan. 

Researchers in the western world started to question 

the nature of how young children come to know written 

language. These questions were often related to an 

examination of reading and writing instruction in 

elementary school and the fact that some children, 

especially those from lower socio-economic backgrounds or 

minority groups (Anderson & Stokes, 1984), often have 

problems with learning to read and to write. Teale and 

Sulzby (1986) state this issue in relation to current 

research trends: "Massive numbers of children failing 

initial reading instruction served as impetus for educators 

to consider other ways of viewing beginning reading 

instruction" (p. viii). Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982) 

state the reason for their study of literacy before 

schooling among Lat.in American children: 
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Reading and writing OC9UPY an important place in the 
concerns of educators. Despite the various methods 
used for teaching reading, a great number of children 
do not learn •••• The problem of learning to read and 
write has been posed as a question of methods •••• 
There are many discrepancies between the two 
(synthetic and analytic) methods, but they pertain 
mainly to t.~e type of perceptual strategy used: 
auditory for some, visual for others •••• The emphasis 
placed on perceptual abilities ignores two fundamental 
considerations: (a) the linguistic competence of the 
child; and (b) the cognitive competence of the child. 
(pp. 6-7) 

Research efforts have investigated what and how young 

children come to know about written language before 

receiving reading and writing instruction at school. The 

focuses of these investigations are basically within the 

domains of: (a) exploring young children's underlying 

cognitive processes in written language acquisition 

(Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982) and identifying the kind of 

knowledge about written language young children possess 

prior to and at the very beginning of schooling (Bissex, 

1980; Clay, 1982; Harste, Burke, & Woodward, 1981; Read, 

1971); and/or (b) the processes of becoming literate 

(Harste, Burke, & Woodward, 1981; Haussler, 1982; Heath, 

1983; Y. Goodman, 1984; Goodman & Altwerger, 1981; Taylor, 

1983). 

These researchers have concluded ~~at young children 

do possess notable knowledge about written language prior 

to receiving school instruction. They learn to read and to 

write early. Studies done by Torrey (1969), Clark (1976), 



Durkin (1966), Bissex (1980j, and Krippner (1963) hav~ 

identified early readers and early writers, as young as 

eighteen months. 
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studying the processes of becoming literate among young 

children, Goodman and Goodman (1982) have concluded that 

learning to read is natural in a literate society, similar 

to learning oral language. This conclusion helps to 

explain why early literacy happens. Goodman and Goodman 

see acquisition of literacy as an extension of natural 

language learning. They indicate that young children begin 

to read when they respond to meaningful symbols in a 

situational context and the awareness of print and its use 

leads them to participate in literacy events. Y. Goodman 

(1984} considers that the awareness of written language, 

including its functions, forms and context, is part of the 

roots of literacy development. Accordingly, children's 

early encounters with written language are crucial factors 

in their literacy development. 

These ideas supported by research have revealed a 

broader and very different view toward reading and writing 

instruction as compared with the conventional one that 

states that first you learn to read and then you read to 

learn. In her study of the influences of family and 

community on young children's language development in 

Trackton and Readville, two communities in the southeast of 
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the U. S., Heath (1983) found that young children actually 

"read to learn before they go to school to learn to read" 

(p. 191). Heath indicated that in order to accomplish 

tasks, either self-initiated or assigned by adults at home, 

young children need to read print accompanying the tasks, 

for example: 

On some of these occasions, such as when one of the 
boys wants to modify his bicycle for a unique effect, 
he has to read selectively portions of brochures on 
bicycles and instructions for tool sets •••• They are 
not tutored in these skills by adults of the 
community, but they are given numerous graded tasks 
from a very early age and are provided with older 
children who have learned to read ·to perform the tasks 
their daily life requires. (pp. 191-192) 

According to literacy development researchers, reading 

is not decoding the written symbol to correspond with oral 

language nor identifying written words, rather, reading is 

making sense ~i the print based on all of the surrounding 

contextual clues (S~ith, 1985). Similarly, writing is not 

reproducing graphic shapes nor acquiring rules for 

transcribing oral language, rather, writing is being able 

to communicate one's own meaning through producing graphic 

representations which are meaningful and functional to the 

writer (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982). The growing knowledge 

about literacy development among children in the western 

world has become a focus in the area of literacy 

development in English, Italian, French, Hebrew and Spanish 

speaking countries. 
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statement of the Problem 

Regardless of the growing body of knowledge about 

early literacy development in the western world, elementary 

school educators in Taiwan seem uninformed of this 

knowledge. CUrrent language curriculum and classroom 

instruction reveal a narrow view of the teaching and 

learning of reading and writing. This revelation raises a 

number of questions: (a) Is literacy development in 

countries using a logographic writing system different from 

development in countries using an alphabetic writing 

system? (b) Where does the updated knowledge of literacy 

development suggested by the literature in the western 

countries fit into the theories of language development 

that influence the teaching of literacy in Chinese in 

Taiwan? (c) What ~re the differences and similarities in 

the literacy development of Chinese-speaking children in 

Taiwan as compared with children in other parts of the 

world? 

studies in Early Literacy Development 

The nature of literacy development in Chinese is left 

unexplored. Little research has been done in the area of 

beginning reading (Ke, 1986: Wu, 1987: 1988a), and the 

research that has been done provides limited insights into 

how young children come to know written Chinese. If 
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literacy learning is as natural as oral language 

development and if children do become knowledgeable about 

the print in their environment, much earlier than the time 

of entering school, what could this mean for Taiwanese 

language education? Investigations into the development of 

Chinese-speaking children in Taiwan would be beneficial to 

an overall understanding of literacy development in written 

Chinese. 

Beginning Reading Instruction 

Reading instruction in Chinese in first grade in 

Taiwan begins with ~~e teaching of phonetic symbols, a set 

of abstract symbols invented several decades ago by a group 

of linguists to represent the phonemes in Mandarin Chinese 

(Li, 1984), the current school language in Taiwan. These 

symbols appear only in school settings, especially at lower 

grade levels and are not usually seen in the print in the 

literate environment in Taiwan. 

Teaching of phonetic symbols is designed to be a 

"synthetic" teaching method according to the Language 

CUrriculum Development Committee (Guo Li Bian Yi Guan, 

1985). It begins by presenting a short passage written in 

phonetic symbols. The passage is read by the teacher 

first, and then repeated by the stUdents. After the 

passage is read, the teacher reads and analyzes the smaller 
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units of the language in the passage -- sentences, phrases, 

and words in a relative sequence until each phonetic symbol 

in the passage is introduced. 

There are three kinds of phonological elements in 

Mandarin Chinese -- vowels, consonants, and intonations. 

The goal of teaching phonetic symbols is to have every 

child become able to master all of the three elements 

separately and in combination with the others. Children 

are expected to pronounce repeatedly each word by sounding 

out the consonant, the vowel, the vowel with the 

intonation, and then all three elements together. They are 

required not only to sound out these symbols separately as 

well as in combination, but also to recognize their 

written forms -- the shapes. Writing at this level is 

mainly hand writing -- copying the shapes of these symbols 

-- and writing the representations of the pronunciations of 

words with the appropriate phonetic symbols. Teaching of 

phonetic symbols is considered to be completed when each of 

the total thirty-seven symbols is covered, within 

approximately a ten week period. 

Following the teaching of phonetic symbols is the 

regular language teaching with passages written in standard 

Chinese. Although the teaching method at this level 

remains basically the same --synthetic, more emphasis is 
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put on the analysis of phrase patterns and character1 

recognition. Although pedagogically the beginning reading 

instruction known as ndirectn (Chen, 1985) teaching focuses 

on a whole passage, the classroom instruction in practice 

tends to emphasize the smaller elements of the lanquage. 

The rationale for introducing phonetic symbols is to 

relate children's knowledge about oral lanquage to their 

learning of written lanquage. However, this type of 

instruction reveals several underlying assumptions about 

the view of literacy learning in written Chinese held by 

Taiwanese educators: (a) that children do not know how to 

read characters without receiving instruction: (b) that 

children need to know all of the phonemes in Mandarin 

Chinese in order to read characters: and (c) that in order 

to relate their knowledge of oral language to written 

lanquage, children need to know all of the phonemes of 

Mandarin Chinese and their represented symbols. 

It is generally believed that there are certain skills 

that need to be mastered in order to learn to read, and 

some of them need to be mastered before others. In 

addition, at the beginning level, reading is considered to 

be sounding out elements of the written text in the 

textbook and writing is copying graphic shapes of the 

lIn this dissertation, character refers to each 
individual written unit in Chinese. 
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learned phone~ic symbols or characters. Thus, rather than 

relating reading and writing to a child's life experience, 

rea.ding and writing are trsated as school subjects to be 

mastered. This is contrary to what Ferreiro and Teberosky 

(1982) argue: "Reading is not deciphering: writing is not 

copying" (p. 272). Based on the results of their own 

studies and others, regarding reading they conclude: 

In summary: (a) evidence obtained from analyzing adult 
reading behavior coincides in indication that meaning 
does not derive from letter-by-Ietter (or word-by
word) recognition, in other words, from exact 
deciphering: (b) the data we have gathered from 
preschool children shows that at no time do they opt 
for pure deciphering as the way to approach print. (p. 
276) 

Regarding writing they state: 

In the same way, writing development as revealed in 
our work does not depend on children's graphic skill, 
on their ability to make letters which look 
conventional. It depends on what we refer to as their 
level of conceptualization about writing, that is, the 
set of hypotheses they have explored for the purpose 
of comprehending this object. (p. 278) 

It is questionable, then, whether language educators in 

Taiwan even consider the significance of "meaning" and 

"function," two of the elements of written language, in the 

process of literacy learning. 

The kind of instruction prevalent in Taiwan also 

reveals the lack of acknowledgment about the roles that 

personal and environmental factors play in literacy 

development. In a literate society such as the U. S., 

children have developed concepts and attitudes toward 
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literacy through interactin~ with people and written 

language in the environment before coming to school. Their 

developed conscious ~~owledge about literacy and its 

functions and forms are part of the roots of their literacy 

development ey. Goodman, 1984). Since the role of the 

literate environment is not taken into consideration nor 

connected with literacy learning at school, learning to 

read and write in schools in Taiwan may be more difficult 

than it needs to be. 

It is urgent to language education at the elementary 

levels in Taiwanese schools that educators have a better 

understanding about the nature of literacy development in 

written Chinese. An understanding of the common knowledge 

about written Chinese that young children bring to school 

is crucial for developing an effective lan~uage curriculum. 

The acquisition of written language involves the complex 

processes of personal as well as social and cognitive 

construction and interaction which can be investigated 

through research. 

The purpose of this study is to explore one possible 

influence on the Taiwanese child's construction of 

knowledge about written language. Specifically this study 

explores the relationships between the print in the 

environment and the way young children perceive, interpret, 

and construct written lanquag~. The general problem is 



concerned with: (a) the influences from print in the 

environment in Taiwan on kindergarten children's 

construction of knowledge about written Chinese as they 

read selected texts, and (b) the way Chinese children use 

cues from the print in Taiwanese environment as they 

construct knowledge about written Chinese. The specific 

research questions include: 

1. To what extent do the subjects comprehend written 

Chinese in their environment? 

2. What contextual cues from environmental print2 do 

the subjects use when they read selected texts? 

3. What stylistic and linguistic features of written 

Chinese do the subjects attend to when they read selected 

texts? 

4. What strategies do the subjects employ when they 

read selected text? 

s. In what ways do the subjects show evidence that 

they are constructing knowledge about written Chinese? 
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This study used the Print Awareness Tasks developed by 

Y. Goodman (Goodman & Altwerger, 1981) with kindergarten 

children in Taiwan with necessary revision on the tasks to 

accommodate the research setting and the features of 

Chinese. 

2In this dissertation, environmental print refers to 
print which is embedded in the environment. For example, 
the print on a street sign or on a food container. 
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Significance of the Study 

I have been concerned about early literacy development 

in Chinese because: (a) very little research in this area 

has been done in Taiwan thus not much is known about the 

early literacy development in Chinese: and (D) the kind of 

instruction in beqinninq readinq and writinq at school may 

not be the most appropriate for children in Taiwan. 

By lookinq at the ways younq children make sense from 

the written lan~~aqe around them and the strateqies they 

use, insiqhts about the processes of becominq literate in 

Chinese are provided. This will not only add to the 

qrowing body of knowledqe about early literacy development 

in the world and reveal the universality of literacy 

development but at the same time will reveal the unique 

aspects of literacy cevelopment influenced by the Chinese 

writinq system. 

It is siqnificant to know if Taiwanese children are as 

aware of environmental print as children in other parts of 

the world and to find out children's conceptualization of 

written lanquaqe as influenced by different writinq 

systems. This will be done by comparinq the conclusions 

from this study to those from print awareness3 stUdies in 

other countries. 

3In this dissertation, print awareness refers to younq 
children's a~areness of print which is embedded in the 
environment in their daily lives. 
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The insights that will be gathered about early 

literacy development in Taiwan will also be informative for 

curriculum development in Taiwan, for classroom practice, 

for research in language development as well as for the 

general field of early childhood education. It is 

important for teachers to know the way young children 

attend to written text and what they know about written 

language in order to conduct effective and continuous 

instruction based on children's strength. 

The insights about literacy development from the 

findings of this study may function to arouse the attention 

of the Taiwanese curriculum development committees to 

reconsider the theoretical basis of language curriculum. 

Although a complete picture of literacy develo~ment in 

Chinese cannot be provided by a single study such as this, 

it provides a ne~ perspective about language learning that 

may influence change in curriculum development. 

Researchers in literacy development in Taiwan, as well 

as other Chinese-speaking countries, may benefit from the 

study in terms of the informa~ion it provides and the 

research paradigm it bears. New inquiry directions are 

suggested by this study as well. 

Host importantly, the study may stimulate discussion 

among parents, families and the society as a whole to 

redefine literacy and its processes. The roles which 
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parents and other members i~ the family play in children's 

literacy development is well recognized in the western 

world (Heath, 1983; Mccormick & Mason, 1986; Meek, 1982; 

Sulzby, 1986; Taylor, 1983). Children's emerging awareness 

of written lanquage is strongly connected to the families, 

their concepts, attitude, and value of literacy. Families 

not only mediate children's literate experiences in and 

out of school, they also provide socially embedded reading 

and writing activities (Taylor, 1983). It is of 

siqnificance for families in Taiwan to realize how young 

children encounter written lanquage daily, and that their 

role as mediators and facilitators of young children's 

literacy development is critical. 

Assumptions 

The grounded theory I hold for doing the present study 

includes the notions that written lanquage development is 

natural and that there is a relationship between children's 

print awareness and their literacy development. These are 

universal regardless of the language. However, I also 

assume that because of the linquistic characteristics of 

Chinese that differ from English, and other alphabetic 

lanquage systems, the conclusions about the linquistic 

influences of literacy development in stUdies of English

speaking children may not be applicable to Chinese-speaking 
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children. These assumptions lead me to look for 

similarities as well as uniqueness in children's responses 

to the designated tasks between this study and studies 

with English- and Spanish-speaking children. 

Limitations 

Doing an exploratory study with no control on the 

subjects and on the setting, within the Taiwan society, I 

must take into consideration that: 

1. In Taiwan, parents' (or other family Members') 

tutoring of early reading and writing may have an influence 

on the subjects' awareness of environmental print. 

2. In Taiwan, the traditional concept toward reading 

and writing which is socially conveyed to young children 

may have an impact on the subjects' responses to the tasks. 
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CHAPl'ER 2 

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT EARLY LITERACY DEVELOPMENT 

The study of how children learn to read has attracted 

a great amount of attention from the educational 

establishment. Theories of beginning reading are well 

developed and yet controversial. Research has led to 

conclusions which support divergent theories. 

There is a conventional body of knowledge that shows 

that certain conditions and skills are required in order 

for young children to learn to read. Theories about 

reading readiness and reading skills have been developed 

and tested in response to the conventional knowledge. 

A new perspective of looking at early literacy 

development, commonly known as emergent literacy, has been 

developed among researchers during the last three decades. 

Researchers with this perspective look at early literacy 

development from the children's perspective rather than 

from adults' standard (Sulzby, 1986). They also look at 

what young children know about written language rather than 

what they do not know (Teale & Sulzby, 1986). 

Research based on the emergent literacy perspective 

has been conducted to explore the kind of knowledge about 

written language young children possess and the process of 

becoming literate. This research suggests that literacy 
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development is such a complex process that it cannot be 

explained thoroughly by the notion that beginning reading 

consists of a set of skills. It would be an over 

simplification for a researcher to take one perspective 

without examining the other. However, inquiring into ~arly 

literacy development literature will be influenced by a 

careful consideration of the applicability and explanation 

of each perspective. This study is concerned with the 

nature of literacy development among young children in 

Taiwan. With the awareness of the limitation a single 

study may have, I have chosen to focus on examining 

children's awareness of print in the environment. However, 

to obtain knowledge, background and guidelines for the 

investigation, literature within the following areas is 

reviewed and described: 

1. Beginning reading: conventional view. 

2. Literacy development: emergent literacy 

perspective. 

3. Definitions of reading and writing. 

4. Writing system in a logographic language: Chinese. 

5. Literacy development research in Chinese. 

6. The problems of beginning reading instruction in 

Taiwan. 
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Beginning Reading: Conventional View 

The most common conventional view toward beginning 

reading, beoides reading readiness, is perceiving reading 

and writing as visual/perceptual processes. By doing a 

reading task analysis, Belmont (1974) demonstrates these 

processes as: (a) visual differentiation, (L) 

discriminations of the constellation of letters, (c) 

analysis and synthesis, (d) visual and auditory linkages, 

and (e) left to right visual searching and scan moving (p. 

533). 

It is believed among such researchers that reading 

consists of a series of tasks, and children need to develop 

these behavioral competencies in order to learn to read. 

Thus, the tasks need to be taught in a systematic and 

sequential way (Belmont, 1974; Gibson, 1976; Groff, 1977). 

A quotation from Veatch (1966) explains the notion: 

learning reading and writing is to learn "all skills needed 

to break a word apart, to analyze it, to separate such into 

pieces in order to find out what it is" (p. 363). Gibson 

(1976) identifies reading skills in hierarchical order as 

Ca) differentiation of written symbols; (b) decoding 

letters to sounds; and (c) using high-order units of 

structure (p. 253). 



These notions have enhanced the emphasis of decoding 

skills in beginning reading instruction. Walcutt's 

statement is fairly representative: 

Reading is first of all and essentially the mechanical 
skill of decoding, of turning the printed symbols into 
the sounds which are language ••• We are intensely 
concerned that our children understand what they read, 
but the mechanical decoding skill must come first if 
we are to get them started properly. In the earliest 
stages of learning to read there is very little need 
for thinking and reasoning on the part of the child. 
What he needs is a little practice in mastering a 
decoding skill and the thinking will come along some 
time later. (Goddard, 1974, p. 2) 

Within this paradigm, research focuses on beginning 

reading instruction in relation to reading achievement. 

studies by Dykstra (1968), Bond and Dykstra (1966-19677), 

and Samuels (1971; 1977) are some examples. These 

researchers tended to conduct research to test the 

effectiveness of one kind of reading instruction in 

comparison with the other kind. A summary by Chall (1967) 

concerning beginning reading is one of the most influential 

statements from the 1960s. By reexamining research on 

begiruJing reading instruction conducted from 1910 to 1965, 

Chall concluded that code-emphasis approaches produce 

better overall reading achievement, word recognition and 

reading comprehension by the beginning grades than 

approaches stressing reading for meaning. Although her 

conclusion seems to be overwhelming and conclusive, there 



is no way that the results can explain how young children 

learn to read. 
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Challis study and those supporting the effectiveness 

of a code-emphasis approach have had great influence on 

classroom practice. It is interpreted, by some educators, 

that "phonics is a legitimate aid to children as they learn 

to read" (Groff, 1977, p. 2). The teaching of phonics as 

the major focus of beginning reading instruction is based 

on the consideration of "making use of the knowledge of the 

relationships between the speech sounds of our language and 

the manner in which these sounds are written" (Groff, 1977, 

p. 1). Gibson (1975) holds the same reason for the 

teaching of phonics. She states: "The heart of learning to 

read would seem to be the process of mapping written words 

and letters of the spoken language: a process of 

translation or matching one symbol system to another" (p. 

298). Groff concludes that knowledge of phonics is 

required for young children to learn to read. He notes 

that children always use knowledge of phonics, or letter 

(grapheme)-sound (phoneme) correspondences, one of the 

three sources of information, to recognize a word in a 

sentence (p. 15). It i= ,bvious that th1s approach 

developed because there are demonstrable correspondences 

between oral language and written language existing in 

English, and ot'i.~r alphabetic system languages. 
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The teaching of phonics is criticized because of the 

researchers' lack of the consideration for the following: 

(a) that becoming literate is a social process and 

influenced by a search for meaning; (b) that most preschool 

children actually have some knowledge of literacy; (c) that 

becoming literate is a continuous developmental process 

that begins very early in life; Cd) L~at children bring 

organization and control to their own literacy development; 

and (e) that the knowledge children have about literacy is 

a legitimate element of their literacy development (Hall, 

1987, p. 4). 

Literacy DevelQpment: Emergent Literacy Perspective 

Another group of researchers hold an emergent literacy 

point of view toward early literacy development. Examining 

the theory and research results by some of these 

researchers helps reveals another and very different 

perspective about the nature of literacy development. 

Literacy Before SchoQling 

By looking at what children know about w~itten 

language, researchers, such as Clay (1972), Ferreiro and 

Teberosky (1982), Goodman and Altwerger (1981), Harste, 

Burke, and Woodward (1981), and Teale and Sulzby (1986), 

have concluded that young children have begun to read and 
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possess a great amount of knowledge about literacy before 

receiving school instruction. Goodman and Altwerger state 

clearly in their study that: "The children we have studied 

and worked with have received no formal instruction yet 

they have begun to read" (1980, p. 84). This conclusion is 

also well demonstrated by Harste in the report of his study 

with Woodward and Burke with a population of 68 young 

children. They conclude: 

We began our study of what 3, 4, 5, and 6-year-old 
children know about written language with a good deal 
of optimism, assured that they know much more about 
print than what teachers and beginning reading and 
writing programs assume •••• What the results of our 
effort have taught us is that we began not being 
optimistic enough: that children know much more than 
we or past researchers have ever dared to assume. 
(1981, pp. 1-2) 

Early readers identified through various research 

studies in the U. S. and Great Britain confirm the above 

conclusion. In her longitudinal study of early reading 

achievement in California, Durkin (1966) identified 49 

early readers. These readers were achieving from a 1.5 to 

a 4.5 reading grade level two weeks after entering school, 

and many of them had started reading as early as the age 

of three. 

Clark found the same was true of 32 young fluent 

readers in her study in England (1976). Clark indicated 

that the range of these children's initial reading 

attainment was from seven years, six months to over eleven 



years of age, and she did not consider these children 

"rare, or atypical" (p. 105). 
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A case study done by Torrey (1969) with a very 

different research focus and research methodoloqy, reached 

the same conclusions as Durkin and Clark that the child can 

learn to read without a teacher. Torrey concludes that 

there was no conscious effort on anyone's part to teach the 

subject, and yet he learned to read by "asking just the 

right questions in his own mind about the relation between 

language and print and thus to have bridged the gap between 

his own lan~waqe and the printed form" (p. 556). 

Findings from the above research have evoked a 

reevaluation of young children's competency in reading and 

writing and their ways of learning. Read (1971) suggests 

the attitude educators and researchers should have toward 

these issues: "We can no longer assume that a child must 

approach reading and writing as an untrained animal 

approaches a maze with no discernible prior conception of 

its structure" (p. 23). 

Processes of Becoming Literate 

If what the above research suggests is true, it would 

be significant for researchers and educators to understand 

the processes of becoming literate. Theorists and 

researchers are seeking a reasonable explanation of this 
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process. Considerable research efforts have been directed 

toward related issues using a variety of research 

methodology with a range of populations. 

One of the questions that has been raised is the 

necessity of formal instruction for literacy to happen. 

Concluding the discussion held at the University of 

victoria Symposium in which researchers from different 

backgrounds in the field of language development gathered 

toqether to discuss issues of written language development, 

Goelman (1984) states that the issue regarding "the role of 

formal instruction in the achievement of literacy in North 

America was questioned" (1984, p. 212). This notion was 

also explicitly raised by several researchers at the 

symposium based on their research results (Ferreiro, 1984: 

Leichter, 1984). 

Frank smith is one of the researchers who argues that 

young children do not have to be taught in order to learn 

to read and write. Smith considers that young children 

learn languaqe by using it and seeing how others use it. 

lie states: 

Children learn about print by using it or by being 
involved in its use •••• Children learn about spoken 
and written language by attaching themselves as 
dpprentices to people who are using language as a tool 
to accomplish particular and self-evident ends. 
Children have to behave like language users, to share 
the purpose for which the language is being used, in 
order to learn how the lan~~aqe is used. (Smith, 1984, 
p. 150) 
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Regarding phonics teaching, Frank Smith (1976) argues: "Not 

only are the formal mechanics of reading unnecessary in 

these initial stages, they may well be a hindrance. It is 

the ability of children to make sense of the printed word 

that will enable them to make use of the mechanics we 

offer" (p. 299). 

In her study with three young children's development 

of reading in relation to their oral language, Sulzby 

(1986) indicates formal instruction is not necessary at 

early stages of reading and that "the children demonstrated 

in their speech and written products that the activities of 

writing and re3ding were sensible to them long before 

formal instruction" (p. 86). 

Goodman and Goodman have a similar argument about the 

way young children learn to read. They consider learning 

to reading as a natural process. just like they learn oral 

language: 

Children growing up in a literate society begin to 
encounter written language before they personally 
experience the need to communicate beyond face-to-face 
situations. All of them become aware of and are able 
to use written language to some extent. They become 
aware of books, signs, captions, printed containers, 
logos, handwriting in the day-to-day experiences they 
have •••• For some children their awareness of written 
language and its uses leads so naturally to 
participation that they are reading and writing, even 
inventing their own spelling rules, before they or 
their parents are even aware that they are becoming 
literate •••• Acquisition of literacy is an extension 
of natural language learning for all children. 
(Goodman and Goodman, 1982, pp. 251-252) 
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However, these notions do not imply that a print-rich 

environment is enough for children to learn to read. 

nTeaching children to read is not putting them into a 

garden of print and leaving them unmolestedn (Goodman and 

Goodman, 1982, p. 254). Rather, active participation and a 

sense of communicative need are essential for literacy 

learning to take place. 

It is commonly agreed among the researchers holding an 

emergent view toward literacy development (Hall, 1987; 

Ferreiro and Teberosky, 1982: and Harste et al. 1984) that 

literacy development is a personal as well as a social 

process. Harste, Woodward, & Burke (1984) note that: 

nwritten language learning is a social event of some 

complexity, and written language use reflects the 

orchestration of this complex social event. Both the 

complexity and the orchestration support the development of 

user control" (p. 9). Literacy emerges as a response to the 

printed language and social environment experienced by the 

child. "The consequence of an interaction between 

experience and intelligent behavior is the construction of 

'rules' or 'principles' to account for the things 

experienced, and as experience continues the principles are 

modified or even discardedn (Hall, 1987, p. 62). 
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Based on their Piagetian orientation, Ferreiro and 

Teberosky (1982) consider literacy development as a process 

of conceptualization. They state: 

To understand print, pre-school children have reasoned 
intellig~ntly, elaborated good hypotheses about 
writing systems (although they may not be good in 
terms of our conventional writing system), overcome 
conflicts, searched for regularities, and continually 
attached meaning to written texts. (p. 279) 

Using piaget's method of critical exploration to 

investigate young children's concepts about written 

language, Ferreiro (1984) indicates that for young children 

the process of learning written language is a process of 

constructing knowledge and hypothesis testing. Not unlike 

general cognitive development, literacy is developed 

through assimilation and accommodation. Children always 

need to overcome the conflicts coming fro~ schemes that 

they develop internally and from the experiences they have 

with the environment. This is referred to as the process 

of equilibrium. Ferreiro concludes: 

In literacy development, cognitive conflicts play a 
role similar to that played in the domains studied by 
piaget. It is important to remember that these 
conflicts are of two different types: (1) conflicts 
between the information provided by the environment 
and the assimilation schemes built up by the subject, 
and (2) conflicts due to lack of coordination between 
different assimilation schemes that lead to 
contradictory results. (p. 172) 

Ferreiro's notion is in agreement with that of 

Donaldson and Reid (1982). They refer to children as 

hypothesis-testers and rule-users by nature and describe 
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them as having a strong drive to make sense of what they 

encou.~ter and to understand what people mean when they 

speak, in ways that are more subtle and complex than they 

once were supposed. In their study of literacy development 

in different cultural and ethnic groups, Schieffelin and 

Cochran-smith (1984) also note that: "What emerged from the 

data was an image of the child as constant learner, sorting 

out the rules for interpreting and using print effectively 

by organizing and using it for his or her own social 

purposes" (p. 9). 

Clay's study (1972) of the reading behavior of young 

readers influences her stance toward reading development 

children are constant hypothesis testers. Clay views 

children's reading errors as signs of progress. The errors 

reflect children's attempts at using more complicated 

structures; which become their hypotheses that are later 

tested by either being understood or not. Researchers such 

as Dyson (1985) and Harste, Woodward, , Burke (1984) hold 

similar notions. 

Vygotsky's work (1962; 1978) also shows that literacy 

development is influenced by the society. He has placed 

heavy emphasis on the role of cultural and social context 

on language development. His notion of the Zone of 

Proximal Development demonstrates the significance of the 

interaction between the child and si~.ificant others, 
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adults or more experienced language users, for the child to 

reach her/his maximum development. 

Social interaction is significant to language 

development because it provides opportunities for young 

children to see not only how language functions but also 

the forms being used. Smith uses the term "demonstration" 

regarding this notion: 

Literacy is both individual and social -- individual 
because the impetus must come from the child, but 
social because literate others must provide the 
demonstrations that engage the child as a literate 
member of society. Children do not become literate in 
a vacuum. On the other hand, children cannot 
anticipate society's uses for literacy. (1984, p. 151) 

Teale and Sulzby (1986) also note: "Growth in writing and 

reading comes from within the child and as the result of 

environmental stimulation" (p. xx). 

Through interaction, children engage themselves in 

activities which are literacy embedded. They gradually 

internalize the social relationship and thereby develop 

personal competencies in reading and writing (Teale, 1982). 

Teale describes social interaction as the "inducer in the 

process, ••• the essential role'in both triggering and 

furthering development" (p. 559). 

Comparisons of reading achievement and other variables 

drawn in Durkin's (1906} study also indicate the 

significance of social interaction, i.e. home factors, to 

early reading development. Clark (1976) concludes her 



study of young fluent readers by noting that the 

environment and experiences children have obtained are 

crucial in their literacy development. 
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Accordingly, young children's experience with the 

environment plays a siqnificant role to their early 

literacy development. By reviewing studies of early 

readers, Teale (1978) concludes that environmental factors 

are important to early reading development. These 

environmental factors found in the studies include: (a) the 

availability and range of printed materials in the 

environment: and (b) reading being done in the environment 

(p.926). Two relevant points here are that children come 

to reading through a variety of printed materials and that 

children must initially learn that print is meaningful. 

According to Y. Goodman's notion of the Roots of 

Literacy (1986), environmental print is significant in 

relation to children's awareness of written language, and 

is the base of literacy development. Her five roots of 

literacy include: (a) development of print aw~reness in 

situational contexts, (b) development of print awareness in 

connected discourse, (c) development of the functions and 

forms of writing, (d) the use of oral language to talk 

about written language, and (e) metacoqnitive and 

metalinguistic awar~ness about written language. 



studies of Print Awareness 

Environmental print provides occasions for young 

children to notice the functions and uses of written 

language in society. Environmental print facilitates 

learning because it is a tremendous resource for young 

children to lo~k at and think about, and usually it is 

contextuali~ed. This means that the meaning of the print 

in the environment is, "to a large extent, self-evident 

from the context surrounding the print" (Hall, 1987, p. 

23). 
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Young children need to know that it is print rather 

than other features in the printed item which carry meaning 

(Clay, 1972). In their study, McCormick and Mason (1986) 

emphasize the significance of print awareness to literacy 

development. McCormick and Mason propose that there is a 

hierarchy of prereadinq concepts and that the filst 

concept, which they call functional knowledge, that 

children need to understand is that "particular and 

meaningful words and messages have printed counterparts" 

(p. 91). Their hierarchy includes: (a) the functions of 

print: (b) the form of print: and ec) coordination of the 

form and function of print (pp. 91-92). Their notion also 

corresponds to Halliday's notion (1977) that form follows 

function in language development. 
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A case study was done ~y Frank Smith with a three and 

half year old boy on a trip around a supermarket and a 

department store. Smith notes that the subject understood 

that printed words had a communicative function, and he 

attempted, on the basis of contextual information, to 

assign to the word an appropriate meaning (1976). Other 

stUdies by Mason (1965) and Payton (1984), observing their 

own children, also confirm Smith's result. 

A study by McGee, Lomax and Head (1984) with 81 

children, ages three to six reading functional print items, 

describes children's efforts to read environmental print. 

The results of this study show that "children's responses 

to different print items indicated an awareness of 

different kinds of language which are associated with 

different print items, as well as sensitivity to the print 

display and how that might influence reading response" (p. 

13). 

Another influential study in children's aw?~eness of 

environmental print was initiated by Y. Goodnan. In their 

Print Awareness study, Goodman and Altwerger (1981) 

investigated young children's responses to print in the 

environment, their use of strategy and cuing systems in 

their responses, their concepts about reading and writing, 

and their knowledge about print in books. The notion of 

decontextualization in this study is significant because it 
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reveals children's shift in overt behavioral strategies and 

in the features of written language they attend to when 

responding to decontextualized print. The result reveals 

that children use all kinds of cuing system available in 

the print to read but are aware that "the print and not the 

supporting contextual features communicated the message" 

(p. 28). Ylisto (1968) holds the same notion in her study 

of young children's early reading responses: "A child's 

first printed word symbol recognition is made through use 

of any and associated cues in meaningful context," and then 

gradually moves to the stage in which she/he realizes that 

the symbol can stand alone without an associated context 

,p. 635). 

Successive studies of print awareness based on the 

procedure designed by Y. Goodman were replicated with 

different focuses. Haussler (1982) conducted research 

within a kindergarten-first-grade classroom, using similar 

procedures with some adaptation, to describe and analyze 

the relationship of the development of print awareness in 

children to their development of beginning reading of 

texts. Romero (1983) focused on a bilingual Spa~ish

English speaking population to see if differences among the 

children were related to home environmental factors. 

Goodman and Marek also used the same procedure of Print 

Awareness Tasks in their study of a Papago kindergarten 
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population (Y. Goodman, 1986). These studies have 

confirmed Y. Goodman's theoretical conclusion regarding the 

notion of the Roots of Literacy (1986): print awareness 

seems to be a common phenomenon among the subjects, and the 

differences in children's abilities in reading 

environmental print are due to age: that is, it is a 

developmental process. 

Definitions of Reading and Writing 

The divergence of perspectives toward beginning 

reading is based partially not only on their divergent 

views of the learning and teaching processes but also upon 

how researchers define reading and writing. Researchers 

with different perspectives view differently that which is 

considered "reading." 

Groff is one of the conventional researchers. To him; 

reading is: 

1. A person's ability to recognize single words in 
sentences. By recognize we mean the act of converting 
a printed word into spoken language, either spoken 
aloud or subvocalized •••• 2. Reading also refers to 
the reader's understanding of what the author of a 
piece of printed material apparently intended to 
convey •••• Beinq able to understand what a written 
passaqe means after it has been read has been called 
recodinq. (Groff, 1977, p. 15) 

Groff also maintains that "a good test of whether children 

are readinq, in the first meaning of the word, therefore, 

is to listen to them read aloud" (1977, p. 16). 
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Researchers who hold emergent views toward literacy 

learning apparently agree with Y. Goodman's definition that 

reading is: "human interaction with print when the reader 

and writer believe that they are making sense of and 

through written language" (1986, p. 6). Furthermore, she 

defines the potential reading text and reading behavior as 

the following: 

Children perceive written language and provide 
evidence that they are aware that there is a message 
in that transaction when they read "brake the car" in 
response to a stop sign or "toothpaste" in response to 
a Crest toothpaste label. Children believe that they 
have written a message for themselves or for others 
when they produce what looks like a scribble or a 
string of letters to thP. observing adult and say, 
"This says 'I love you, Gramma!,n These children are 
obviously involved in reading and writing. But 
researchers, teachers, and others concerned with 
literacy have tended to ignore t~ese important 
beginnings in reading and writing. (Y. Goodman, 1986, 
pp. 5-6) 

McCormick and Mason note: "reading is highly 

contextualized: in a sense, it is similar to looking at and 

remembering picturesn (1986, p. 91). 

Writing System of A Logographic Language: Chinese 

Researchers need to be very cautious if they want to 

apply results of research done on one population to 

populations with different background. It is especially 

true when the language systems are different. Teale (1978) 

has noted this in his review of stUdies of early readers: 
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The studies will include only those in which the 
orthographies of languages involved were alphabetic • 
••• Generalizability to English language situations is 
problematic enough for an alphabetic language like 
Swedish. To attempt to draw implications from the 
essentially ideographic Japanese orthography would 
have been stretching the point a bit too far. (p. 924) 

In studying the reading process of Chinese readers, 

Tien (1983) states the same caution. While examining the 

misunderstandings in the West of the Chinese writing system 

and exploring reading processes between different language 

systems, Tien realizes that it is important to "clarify the 

differences and similarities that exist between the two 

writing systems, the Chinese character-script system and 

western alphabetical system" (p. 4). 

The differences between Chinese and English in terms 

of graphemes, phonemes, semantic, and syntax have been 

explored by linguists for decades. These differences 

influence dissertation research and therefore will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

Grapheme-Phoneme Issues 

One of the major differences between Chinese and 

English writinq systems is the lack of grapheme-phoneFoe 

correspondence in Chinese (Cheng, 1986). Chinese is a 

logographic writing systeL within which the sound-spelling 

correspondence is not as obvious as in an alphabetic 

orthography. Even though 75% of the Chinese characters 
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include a "phonetic compound" (Tien, 1983, p. 11), a kind 

of character which carries its own phonetic as well as 

semantic roots, Cheng (1986) argues that the phonetic roots 

in "phonetic compound" characters usually do not provide 

the exact clues for its sound. He concludes that the 

qrapheme and the phoneme in Chinese are independent from 

each other. Other linguists such Y. P. Chao (Ct.~o, 1974) 

have reached a similar conclusion. 

Syllabic Issues 

Another heavily argued issue about Chinese is the role 

of the syllable in the Chinese writing system and its 

relationship to other language units. Some linguists argue 

that Chinese is not a monosyllabic language as perceived by 

most of western scholars. Y. R. Chao, one of the most 

influential linguist in China for the last three decades, 

He (1974), and S. F. Huang (1976) among others consider 

that modern Chinese is a polysyllabic language since the 

majority of words in the Chinese spoken tongue have more 

than one syllable. However, the majority of the Chinese 

scholars such as Y. P. Chao (1974), Deng (1982), and T. S. 

Huang (1980) still argue that Chinese is a monosyllabic 

language. 

It is important to recognize that their arguments are 

based on their conception of what is to be considered a 
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language unit. For those who argue that Chinese is a 

polysyllabic language, they perceive the word as a 

semantic seqment, an independent meaningful "free morpheme" 

(Y. R. Chao, 1968), or a minimallY meaningful unit 

(Bloomfield, 1984). Whereas scholars who consider Chinese 

to be a monosyllabic language focus on the character and 

its one-to-one relationship with the syllable. The 

definition of character and word in Chinese thus is crucial 

in understanding the syllabic issues in this language. 

Deng (1982) has pointed out the significance of this 

differentiation to the study of Chinese linguistics. 

The term "word" as used in Chinese is different from 

its use in English. In Chinese, character, which is called 

~ II can be glossed as "word" in English and actually 

functions as a morpheme. Whereas, a d £i is a language 

unit representing an independent meaning and may consist of 

one or more characters, which actually functions more like 

the word actually does in English. ThUS, although a 

character can be a morpheme or a word, it rarely functions 

as such in modern Chinese. Y. R. Chao (1968) defines ~ II 

as a bound morpheme, a particular morpheme that never 

occurs freely in isolation as a word. While., £i is a 

free morpheme, a unit that can occur in isolation as a 

simple word even though it can also occur in compound 



words. Deng (1982) states it simply: .. ~ in English is 

equal to &i in Chinese" (p.27). 
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it becomes clear then that if the character is 

considered the major language unit, then Chinese is a 

monosyllabic language since every syllable is represented 

by one character. On the contrary, those who argue from 

the perspective of word formation consider Chinese to be a 

polysyllable language since the majority of Chinese £i are 

either base morphemes or compound words. For the purposes 

of clarification for this dissertation the following terms 

will be used throughout. 

(a) Character: ~ zi, refers to each individual 

written unit in Chinese usually representing one oral 

syllable. It can be a free or bound morpheme. 

(b) Word: n £i, refers to the smallest meaningful 

semantic unit, including base morpheme and compound words. 

It can contain one, two, or more characters. 

Regardless of the complex syllabic issues in Chinese 

argued among linguists, one of the concerns for this 

dissertation is to clarify the character-syllable 

relationship. This dissertation is based on the rationale 

that Chinese is a monosyllabic language in which each 

syllable is represented by one character. 
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Issues of Character and Word FOrmation 

The issue concerned with the concept of word formation 

in Chinese is also an important issue in this study -- the 

concept of the language unit. The character is a written 

unit. However, whether or not it is also a semantic unit 

is controversial. Lin (1972) argues that considering 

characters as a unit of Chinese is a misunderstanding of 

the fact that in most of speech Chinese is polysyllabic. 

Luo (1976) states that the word rather than character 

should be considered the language unit in Chinese. 

It is important to remember that although each 

character in most cases is a morpheme, when combined with 

other characters the meaning of the individual morpheme can 

change considerably. There are eight kinds of ways with 

which Chir~se words are formed (Luo, 1976) which make the 

semantic relationship between each element character and 

the word they form very complicated and hard to predict. 

A word is likely to be either a redundancy of, an 

expansion of, a combination of, or a divergent meaning of 

its characters. For instance, ~. er-tong [young child1] 

lFor the purpose of presentation in this dissertation, 
the teras which involve Chinese are presented in the 
following form: the terms in Chinese character/s followed 
by its transliteration and then by its translation into 
English. The transliteration is marked using an 
underlining and the translation is within a bracket, []. 
For clarification, the transliteration is underlined 
separately by word unit if the language unit is a compound 
word, that is, a compound word is underlined int~ two or 
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is the redundant compound unit of ~~ [child or son] and 

• ~ [young child] retaining the original meaning of 

child. m II fei-; i [airplane] is an example of a word 

combining the meaning of fa ill [fly] and .. ii [machine]. 

The divergent meaning in word formation is revealed by the 

meaning of "1S ~ fang-cun [heart], a combination of "1S .tAng 

[square] and ~ £Yn [inch]. These examples demonstrate the 

flexibility and variability of word formation in the 

Chinese writing system. Because of this complexity, 

consideration of the word as being an independent 

meaningful unit as opposed to the character is an 

important concept in Chinese and the distinction between 

characterness and wordness is of great importance for the 

language learner. Cheng (1986) and Wu (1987) both 

consider it ~rucial for Chinese learners to know the 

formation of words before they learn to read. 

Different from alphabetic writing systems, the Chinese 

writing system is also distinctive with its written form. 

Y. P. Chao (1974) discusses the radica12 as the character 

root which is the smallest but independent graphic element 

in a Chinese character in his article: Comparison of Two 

more word units. For example, '* 1q-:, i; wei-fll hai-tai 
[flavored seaweed]. 

2Radical refers to the independent graphic element 
which makes up a character in written Chinese. For 
example, * and ~ are radicals of the character~. 
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rt in 1tf. Y. P. Chao (1974) ::'ndicates that the majority 

of Chinese characters are a combination of two or more 

"character roots. n For instance, * and ~ were the two 

radicals of~. He concludes that Chinese characters are 

formed from radicals and radical formed from strokes. He 

also suggests that since the radical is the most important 

element of character formation in written Chinese, in order 

to learn written Chinese well it is also necessary to study 

the radical. Cheng (1986) and Wu (1987) also consider it 

crucial for a Chinese learner to know the ways characters 

are formed before they learn to read. 

There is no research to substantiate whether or not it 

is necessary for a Chinese language learner to know how 

characters are formed in order to learn to read. However, 

it is important to know how young children construct these 

concepts in order to understand natural early literacy 

processes in Chinese. 

Research Regarding Literacy Development in Chinese 

A study conducted to analyze misrecognized characters 

by first graders in Taiwan provides some information about 

children' concepts of character formation (Ke, 1986). The 

data source is the word formation workbooks by over six 
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thousand first graders in Taiwan. By categorizing and 

analyzing the misrecognized characters, Ke concludes 

children's use of cuing systems to read: (a) Initially when 

children come across a new character, they use the physical 

cues to determine the meaning of it: (b) When phonological 

cues of the character are provided, children put away the 

physical cues and depend on the given sound to guess the 

meaning of the character: (c) When external context cues 

are given, children learn from the context to guess the 

meaning of the unfamiliar character without the help of the 

physical cues (p. 30). These conclusions imply that when 

children are given a single character, they focus on 

radical or similar components of the character. When more 

contextual cues are provided, children read in a more 

global way. 

Replicating McGee, Lomax, and Head's (1984) study with 

a Chinese population, Wu (1988a) has also provided 

information regarding written language development among 

young Chinese children. In her study, 193 children from 

four years to six years of age read and answered questions 

about the ten Chinese printed items selected from various 

sources such as a calendar, a newspaper, a ~ap, a letter, 

and a deposit slip, etc. The answers of the children then 

were scored according to the accuracy of the response. The 

scores were subjected to an analysis of variance to 
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determine children's awareness of the functions of written 

language. Differences between ages and gender were also 

compared. 

Wu concludes that (a) young children in Taiwan have 

less awareness of the function of written language than 

children in other parts of the world, and (b) between 

kindergarten and first-qrade, young children make very 

little progress in becoming aware of the function of 

written language. Wu suspects that the result might be due 

to the extremity of the sampling process of the subjects 

and the teaching of phonetic symbols to the children as 

their initial reading instruction (n.p.). 

A further study by the same researcher was conducted 

to investigate in more detail children's concepts about 

Chinese print (Wu, 1987). This study included 120 

kindergartners and first-graders, 60 in each group. 

Instruments were developed to investigate children's 

knowledge of the functions of print, of print conventions, 

and concepts about Chinese characters in relation to their 

reading achievement. Similar to the previous study, 

children's response to each task were scored and analyzed 

statistically. WU concludes: 

1. First grade Chinese children are quite well

acquainted with the conventions of print and less well

acquainted with the functions of print. 
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2. There are two distinct developmental stages of 

children's concept of Chinese characters: a. being able to 

distinguish Chinese characters from pictures and graphics 

but unable to distinguish between characters, noncharacters 

and pseudocharacters; b. being able to discriminate 

noncharacters from pseudocharacters and actual characters. 

3. The knowledge about how the nChinesenessn of a 

character relates to reading comprehension and other areas 

of academic achievement was not suggested by the study. 

4. Concepts about print are important predictors of 

reading achievement. (Wu, 1987, pp. 6-7). 

The conclusions reveal the intent of the study -

testing the significance of children's concepts of print to 

their later reading achievement. However, several 

questions regarding beginning reading remain unanswered: 

(a) What is the relationship between children's awareness 

of environmental print and their concept of written 

Chinese? (b) What are the concepts children have about 

written Chinese before they are acquainted with the 

conventional forms in instructional settings? (c) What is 

the relationship between children's awareness of the 

function of written language and their process of literacy 

learning? and (d) What are the other kinds of concepts 

children assume about written Chinese besides those that 

have been proposed to them in the study? The results of 
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Wu's studies have provided some insight into the nature of 

literacy development among Chinese-speaking children but 

there is still much to discover. 

The Problems of Beginning Reading Instruction in Taiwan 

Beginning reading instruction in Taiwan described in 

Chapter 1, in a sense, is similar to the teaching of 

phonics in English-speaking countries. The reason for 

teaching phonics in an alphabetic writing system is to make 

use of the correspondence between the speech sound and a 

related or written form or letter. Since in Chinese there 

is little phoneme-grapheme correspondence, as discussed 

earlier, beginning reading instruction in Taiwan needs to 

be examined. In spite of the differences between the two 

language systems, English and Chinese, criticism regarding 

the teaching of phonics in English may help to explain 

some of the problems which exist in the teaching of 

phonetic symbols in Taiwan. 

Teaching of phonics is not based on what researchers 

have suggested young children bring with them when they 

come to school. Instead, it is based on children's need to 

master certain skills before they learn to read. Hiebert 

(1981) makes this argument: 

Instruction should build upon and complement young 
children's entry knowledge, ••• CUrrent programs are 
often built upon a logical analysis of tasks and are 
often rigidly sequenced according to presumed 



prerequisites •••• Information used to structure 
reading experiences should come from careful 
documentation of what children actually do in 
naturalistic and school settings. (p. 257) 

The teaching of phonics is also criticized as not 

taking into consideration the social context of written 
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language. McCormick and Mason (1986) have suggested that 

when children first learn to read, they become acquainted 

with language in a context-dependent level and then they 

move into the second level in which they may begin to apply 

phonetic analysis. They indicate that "the activities 

which focus upon letter-sound correspondences often ignore 

children's need for conceptual understanding of the 

meaningfulness" (McCormick and Mason, 1986, p. 112). 

Some critics contend that teaching phonics could 

create confusion about the functions of written 

language. Teale (1982) has questioned the belief 

that literacy development is a case of building 

competencies in certain cognitive operations with 

letters, words, sentpnces and texts, competencies 

which can be applied in a variety of situations. He 

considers that "a critical mistake here is that the 

motives, goals, and conditions have been abstracted 

away from the activity in the belief that this 

enables the student to 'get down to' working on the 

essential processes of reading and writing" (p. 

567). 
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In addition to the problems which appear in 

Enqlish, one of the major problems in the teaching 

of phonetic symbols in Taiwan is the fact that these 

symbols are exclusively used for instruction and are 

never seen in print in the environment nor in any 

other writinq form of Chinese. Writinq samples of 

these two are presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Written forms of characters 
and phonetic symbols 

Chinese 
~ ~ ~ * Characters 

Phonetic / , / 
Symbols X~ P ~ ~ uU 

The irrelevance and decontextualization which appear 

in teaching the phonetic symbols are in contrast to 

what research in the Western world has suggested 

regardinq the principles of literacy development. 

There are no meaning cues in any of the phonetic 

symbols. In addition, Liu (1988) amonq others who 

support the teaching of phonetic symbols in 

beqinninq readinq programs emphasizes that phonetic 

symbol teachinq needs to be accompanied with oral 

languaqe. That is, talk about the text before the 

teaching of the symbols in the text in order to make 

the symbols meaningful. Liu, obviously, realizes 
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that the phonetic symbols are meaningless. In order 

to make the text written in phonetic symbols 

meaningful in beginning reading instruction, she 

suggests integrating speaking and reading. If 

searching for meaning is essential in reading as 

suggested by researchers such as Smith (1985) and K. 

Goodman (1982a), the problems Taiwanese children may 

have in learning phonetic symbols in beginning 

reading program need to be questioned. 

I hope this dissertation can help to clarify 

some of the issues raised. 
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CHAPl'ER 3 

STUDYING PRINT AWARENESS IN TAIWAN 

Although investigations on early literacy development 

among children speaking English, Spanish, and other 

alphabetic languages have provided new insights into the 

process of becoming literate, a study with a Chinese 

population using a language based on a different writing 

system has the potential to extend or cast doubt on those 

insights. It is not the intent of this study to test 

hypotheses resulting from investigations on early literacy 

development. Rather, by studying Chinese kindergarten 

children becoming literate in Chinese I expect to gain 

insights as to which phenomena are similar to and which are 

different from children becoming literate in alphabetic 

languages. This study benefits from a naturalistic 

research approach because it not only allows "investigation 

of phenomena within and in relation to their naturally 

occurring contexts" (Willems & Raush, 1969, p. 3), but also 

imposes few "constraints on both antecedent conditions and 

possible outputsn (p. 9). This is in contrast to 

experimental stUdies which manipulate both condition and 

output sharply (Guba, 1978). 

This study is designed to be a naturalistic 

investigation from which new insights may emerge after the 



inductive data analysis. Regarding ethnographic study, 

Wolf & Tymitz (1976-1977) state: 

It is essentially an issue generative approach, the 
potential exists for new insights and questions to 
emerge. (n.p.) 
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This study is designed as a naturalistic investigation 

because of my concerns for "process" and "meaning" (Bogdan 

& Biklen, 1982, p. 29): how young children come to know, 

how they make sense from the surrounding literate 

phenomena. Language cannot be studied merely by the 

evaluation of products, neither can it be studied 

separating it from the context of language. Hymes (1974) 

has emphasized the significance of context in the study of 

language: 

One cannot take linguistic form, a given code, or even 
speech itself, as a limiting frame of reference. One 
must take as context a community, or network of 
persons, investigating its communicative activities as 
a whole, so that any use of channel and code takes its 
place as part of the resources upon which the members 
draw. (p. 4) 

The design of this investigation takes into consideration 

written communicative activities as a whole. 

OVerview 

studies of preschool children's environmental print 

awareness have been conducted with English-speaking and 

bilingual Spanish-English-speaking children (Harste, Burke, 

& Woodward 1981: Haussler, 1982: Goodman & Altwerger, 1981: 
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Romero, 1983). The results of these studies conclude that 

preschool children not only make sense of the environmental 

print by making use of contextual cues, but also relate 

print to their life's experiences. Also, regarding these 

abilities there are no differences between different 

ethnic, racial, or linguistic groups (Y. Goodman, 1986). 

One purpose of this study is to discover whether young 

Chinese-speaking children in Taiwan read environmental 

print the same way, and what features of written Chinese 

they attend to when they read this print. 

Research Ouest ions 

The procedures are designed to fulfill the purpose of 

the study -- exploring the relationship between print in 

the environment and the way young Chinese-speaking children 

perceive, interpret, and construct meaning while 

transacting with the reading. By doing this study, the 

specific research questions to be answered are: 

1. To what extent do the subjects comprehend written 

Chinese in their environment? 

2. What contextual cues from environmental print do 

the subjects use when they read selected texts? 

3. What linguistic and stylistic features of written 

Chinese do the subjects attend to when they read selected 

texts? 



4. What strateqies do the subjects employ when they 

read selected texts? 

5. In what ways do the subjects show evidence that 

they are constructinq knowledqe about written Chinese? 

The Instrument 
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This study utilized the Print Awareness Tasks 

developed by Y. Goodman (Goodman & Altwerqer, 1981) with 

adaptations necessary to accommodate the Taiwanese setting 

and the Chinese languaqe. Two sets of environmental print 

items with different deqrees of decontextualization are 

utilized as the major instrument. 

The criteria for Developing the Instrument 

The items include print from the environment familiar 

to younq children in Taiwan, especially in the community 

within which the study was conducted. Labels from 

household food containers or packaqes, street signs, signs 

of popular stores, toy packages, T.V. commercials, or 

public services which are commonly seen in daily life were 

the initial tarqet for the selection. The items were also 

selected so that they represented a variety of writing 

styles, writinq directionality (e.g. top to bottom, left to 

riqht), functions (e.q. naming, direction), and sources 

(e.q. business sigu, public service, food product) in order 



to include as typical picture of the Taiwanese print 

environment as possible. 

Selection of the Instrument 
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The selection of the instrument started with some 

fifty enviro~ental print items from the s~urces mentioned 

previously. To determine their familiarity to young 

children in Taiwan, these items were presented to over a 

hundred young children from three different kindergartens 

in Tainan, the city in which this study was to be 

conducted. Any item that was not recognized by more than 

one third of the children was removed each time. After 

several identifications and eliminations, twenty items were 

selected to be included in the final instrument. The final 

items included packages of food products and of household 

items, pictures of a street sign, of a public bus, and of a 

public telephone, and a bag from a department store. The 

final group of items was again identified by another twenty 

kindergartners to establish its validity. A list of these 

items in the original language with English translation for 

each is presented in Appendix A. 

contextualization of the items 

The items were presented twice during the data 

collection period to each subject with different degrees of 
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decontextualization. For task I, the items were rn~intained 

as authentically as possible. A cut-out portion of a 

container or a picture of a street sign in as complete a 

form as possible is presented to the subjects during the 

reading of environmental print in context. In addition to 

the print, the items contained as appr.opriate all the 

supporting contextual clues such as number, picture, 

emblem, design, color, or shape. 

For task II, the items were decontextualized retaining 

only the stylized print which indicated their referent 

identification and color. All of the familiar accompanying 

pictures and designs yere removed. The pictures of the 

items for each of the two tasks in Appendix B show the 

contrast of the two degrees of decontextualization. Each 

item in both conditions was mounted onto cardboard and 

bound into a looseleaf binder for ease of presentation to 

the subjects. 

The pilot study 

I conducted a pilot study prior to the final data 

collection for the following reasons: (a) to verify which 

of the selected items from the environment are most 

appropriate for the subjects, (b) to practice the 

procedures with children in Taiwan, (c) to practice the 

questioning strategies to be used with the children, their 
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parents and teachers, (d) to locate potential problems I 

might encounter during the process of data collection, and 

(e) to determine an appropriate rese~rch setting. 

I followed the same procedure designed for the final 

data collection, which is described in detail later in this 

chapter. One 3 year old, one 4 year old, one 5 year old, 

and one 6 year old were the major informants in the pilot 

study and were not members of the population chosen for the 

final study. The parents and the teachers of these 

children were interviewed using the same interview forms. 

Just as in the final data collection procedure, each 

session was audio-taped. 

During the process of data collection in the pilot 

study as well as in the final one, a second observer joined 

me in the field work to assure the validity of the data 

collection. The observer took field notes during each 

session. A meeting prior to each session and iJIlll!.ediately 

following the return from the field was held between 

myself, the principal researcher, and the observer in order 

to discuss the procedures, the children's performance 

results, and any other significant occurrences in the 

field. This procedure helped to disambiguate the 

discrepancies between field notes and audio tapes. 

I carefully reviewed the data obtained during the 

pilot study to determine the appropriateness of the items 
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of the environmental print and the data collection 

procedures. The present items were considered to be valid 

and some of the interviewing techniques were changed to 

elicit better responses from the subjects. 

The Maj or study 

While the pilot study was taking place, the selection 

of the site and the subjects was also conducted. The city 

in which this study would be conducted was determined to be 

Tainan City, Taiwan since this is the community I know 

well. 

Selection of the Site 

Faculty from the Early Childhood Education Center in 

Tainan Teachers College provided initial information about 

kindergartens in Tainan. The term kindergarten as used in 

Taiwan is more similar to how the term preschool is used in 

the U. S. In Taiwan, children enter kindergarten between 

the ages of three to six. The legal age for entering 

elementary school is approximately six years old. 

Three kindergartens were selected based on the 

consideration that there was a minimum of direct teaching 

of written language. This consideration was particularly 

important because formal and direct written language 

teaching in kindergartens is not uncommon in Taiwan. For 



the purpose of the research design it was important that 

influences from direct teachinq of readinq and writinq be 

kept at a minimum in order to obtain valid data about 

emerqent literacy amonq the subjects and to have a 

population more comparable to the children studied in the 

U. S. and elsewhere. 
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The selection of the kinderqarten to be used tor the 

study was based on additional information obtained from 

teacher/director interviews and classroom observations in 

the three kinderqartens. From the interviews and 

observations a profile about the teacher's concept and 

philosophical orientation toward lanquaqe teachinq emerqed 

which helped in selectinq the appropriate tarqet 

classrooms. The Kinderqarten in the Experimental 

Elementary School of Tainan Teachers Colleqe was finally 

decided to be the most appropriate school for this study. 

The Kinderqarten in the Experimental Elementary School 

of Tainan Teachers Colleqe (KEES) is a half-day 

kinderqarten containinq classes for 3, 4, 5, and 6 year 

olds. It is less structured in terms of instruction 

orientation, activity orqanization, and classroom 

arranqement in comparison to the other two kinderqartens 

observed. There is no direct writinq instruction takinq 

place in any of the classrooms and only a minimum of direct 

readinq instruction in the 4, 5, and 6 year old classrooms. 
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The major reading activities in these classrooms are 

inteqrated with other subjects such as music and art. Oral 

lanquage development is one of the major components of the 

curriculum, which is strongly emphasized by the teachers. 

Many activities involve oral lanquage use by the children. 

The majority of the parents were members of the faculty or 

staff of either the Experimental Elementary School or 

Tainan Teachers College. The rest of them were from the 

neighborhood of the school, among whom business people and 

company or government employees were the majority. The 

social and economic background of the children in KEES thus 

was quite homoqeneous, economically middle class. 

The Subiects 

The population for the study were kindergarten 

children from three to six years old who had not received 

formal lanquage instruction. Subjects were chosen based on 

age and consideration of the home lanquage the children 

spoke. The subjects were sixteen kindergartners from KEES. 

This number enables an in-depth analysis and makes the 

discovery of unique insights more possible. Besides the 

criteria discussed in the previous sections, the subjects 

were also chosen to represent a range of ages to see if a 

picture of development would emerge. There were four 

children in each age group with equal numbers of boys and 



girls where possible. Table 1 gives an overview of the 

distribution of age and gender of these subjects. 

Table 1. The distribution of age and gender 
of the subjects. By years:mcnths 

3 yr 
olds 
4~ 
olds 
5 yr 
olds 
6 yr 
olds 

3:8 
3:11 
4:4 
4:8 
5:2 5:10 
5:8 
6:0 

Girl 

3:6 
3:9 
4:6 
4:11 
5:4 

6:1 6:5 
6:3 

The school language in Taiwan is Mandarin Chinese. 

However, Taiwanese, the major dialect, is spoken by many 

families. Taiwanese has no written form different from 
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Mandrin Chinese. In order to eliminate language variation 

among the subjects, I decided to use only those children 

coming from homes whose dominant language is Mandarin. 

Language dominance was determined by surveys and interviews 

with teachers and parents. In order to keep the influence 

from direct teaching of reading and writing to a minimum, 

the subjects were also chosen from those families in which 

the parents or other adults were not providing direct 

teaching of written language in the home. 

The interview~ with the teachers and the parents were 

also used to gain permission for doing the research and to 

gather information about the children and their family 



backgrounds. The interview forms are presented in 

Appendixes E and F. 

Data Collection 
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The pr.ocess of data collection followed the procedures 

of the Print Awareness Tasks developed by Y. Goodman 

(Goodman & Altwerger, 1981). The major procedure was 

Environmental Print Reading and was utilized to obtain 

children's responses to reading print from the environment 

with full or partial context. The items used have been 

described in the previous section. 

Two sets of tasks served as the major data source: 

reading of environmental print in context and reading of 

decontextualized environmental print. The tasks and data 

collection procedures are described as follows. 

I. Environmental print reading. The items of 

environmental print are presented during two separate 

sessions each ~ith different degrees of 

decontextualization. For task I, reading of environmental 

print in context, the items are presented to the subjects 

with full environmental context. For example, a cut-out 

portion of a container or a picture of a street sign. For 

task II, reading of decontextualized environmental print, 

the items are decontextualized retaining only the stylized 
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print and color. All of the familiar accompanying pictures 

and designs are removed. 

The items were arranged into different sequences for 

each task session using a table of random numbers in order 

to eliminate the effect from previous task performance. A 

list of the sequences of these items at task I and task II 

is shown in Appendix C. Every subject read all the items 

in the same sequence for both tasks. There was at least 

one week interval between tasks. 

Some time was spent at the beginning of data 

collection for each subject to become acquainted with me, 

and to become familiar with the research setting. 

The subjects were presented one item at a time and 

asked to identify the item. Any response from the children 

was accepted whether verbal or non-verbal. 

The questioning techniques I employed were based on 

the questioning procedures developed by Y. Goodman (Goodman 

& Altwerger, 1981) in her Print Awareness studies. The 

kinds of questions included in this study are: 

Phase 1 -- Initial questions: 

1. Have you ever seen this before? 
2. Where? 
3. What do you think this is? 
4. What do you think this says? 

Phase 2 -- Explaining questions: 

1. How do you know? 
2. Why did you say that? 
3. What makes you think so? 



4. What tells you that it says __ ? 
5. Where does it say that? 
6. Show me with your finger where it says that. 

Phase 3 -- Expanding and exploratory questions: 

1. What else does this say? 
2. How do you know? 
3. What can you tell me about this? 
4. Show me with your finger what you are looking 

at. 
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For task I, all of the initial, explaining, and expanding 

and exploratory questions were asked of the subjects; while 

for task II, only initial and explaining questions were 

asked since there was not enough information in the text 

items to gain additional information. 

The tasks were terminated when the subjects showed 

that they did not want to continue the task, either by 

verbal expression or by non-verbal action. Each session 

was conducted with each subject individually and lasted 

between 30 to 50 minutes. All verbal interaction and 

responses were audio-taped throughout all of the data 

collection sessions. 

The observer who had participated in the pilot study 

again joined in the field work to assure the validity of 

the data collection. A form (Appendix G) was developed for 

the observer to record the verbal and nonverbal responses 

by the subjects during the Environmental Print Reading 

sessions. A meeting prior to each session and immediately 

following the return from the field again was held between 



the researchers to come to any agreement about the 

procedures, the children's performances, and to discuss 

occurrences in the field. These meetings helped to 

disambiguate the discrepancies between field notes and 

audio tapes. 

The library in KEES was arranged as the setting for 

data collection because it provided a separate space away 

from other activities and distractions. 
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After returning from the field, I transcribed from the 

audio tapes and field notes all the verbal and non-verbal 

responses of the subjects to the Environmental Print 

Reading and the dialogues between me and the sUbjects. All 

of the transcriptions were completed within twenty-four 

hours after returning from the field so the occurrences 

were fresh in my memory. I used written field notes and 

tape recordings to disambiguate discrepancies if there were 

any and to establish reliability of the data. The meeting 

with the observer also helped to disambiguate information. 

A personal data file was kept for every individual 

subject. The personal data file included a completed 

personal data sheet (see Appendix 0 ), completed permission 

forms, completed parent interview forms (see Appendix E), 

and completed teacher interview forms (see Appendix F), 

transcripts of the audio tape taken at each session for 

each task and the field notes written by the observer. 
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II. Parent interview. A parent interview was 

scheduled to obtain information reqardinq the subjects' 

previous literacy experiences, literacy activity and 

lanquaqe teachinq by the adults at home as well as parent's 

attitude toward readinq and writinq. The interviews were 

completed mostly by home visits. ~nere were some telephone 

interviews when home visits could not be arranqed. A 

parent interview form (see Appendix E) was filled out 

durinq the interview session. 

III. Teacher interview. A teacher interview was 

desiqned to obtain the information reqardinq literacy in 

school. The major content of the interview included the 

kind of literacy events happeninq in the classroom, the 

teacher's teachinq of language, his/her attitude toward 

readinq and writinq, and his/her comments about the 

subjects reqardinq their literacy capabilities. The 

teacher interview form (see Appendix F) was also filled out 

durinq the interview session. 

The formal session of data collection started the last 

week of February, the beqinning of the spring semester of 

elementary school in Tainan City. This particular time was 

chosen partially for the purpose of minimizinq the 

influence froD schoolinq on the subjects. After a one 

month winter break from school, the subjects might be less 

influenced from written language instruction and thus might 
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respond to the data collection tasks in a more natural way. 

The total period of data collection lasted until early 

April in order to accommodate to the schedules of the 

school and parents and to leave enough time for intervals 

between each task. 

Data Analysis 

The data to be analyzed included the responses of 16 

subjects to reading 20 environmental print items in two 

different sessions. The transcriptions of the subjects 

responses rather than the Coding Forms for Responses to 

Environmental Print Reading were used for the initial data 

analysis in order to preserve the originality and 

completeness of the data. The coding forms and other 

information were used for verification and disambiguation 

whenever necessa~. 

Categorization 

All responses during both sessions of task performance 

and the print settingsl were categorized for further 

analysis. 

lIn this dissertation, print setting refers to each 
environmental print item with its context which was 
individually presented to the subjects during the sessions 
of task performance. 
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A set of categories adapted from the categories by 

Goodman & Altwerger (1981) and the Taxonomy of 

Environmental Print by Harste, Burke, & Woodward (1981) was 

used as the basis for quantitative data analysis. 

Adaptations were based on what emerged from the data 

especially concerning the characteristics of the Chinese 

writing system. Some new categories had to be developed. 

The categories used in this analysis included the 

descriptions of the print setting and the responses by the 

s~jects. The print settings were categorized and coded in 

terms of semantic and syntactic features, available 

information source, and writing directionality in order to 

find their relationship with subjects' responses. 

All the responses were categorized in terms of their 

semantic characteristics, syntactic characteristics, 

available information sources, knowledge of linguistic 

decision, graphic similarity, reader negotiations, pointing 

behaviors, metalinguistic awareness, and correction 

attempts. Subcategories were developed for each major 

category. The responses to the tasks of Environmental 

Print Reading were organized into three phases in relation 

to three different kinds of questions: (a) phase 1: initial 

responses, responses to questions such as "What is this?" 

and nWhat do you think this says?n (b) phase 2: 

explanation, responses to questions such as "Why did you 
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say that?" "What tells you that it says _?" "Where does it 

say that?" and "Show me what you are looking at" and ec) 

phase 3: expanding responses, responses to questions such 

as "What else does it say?" and "What else do you know 

about it?" Responses to task I were coded using categories 

of all three phases while responses to task II were coded 

using only categories of Phase 1 and 2 since no expanding 

questions were asked during this task. A complete 

description of these categories with definitions and 

examples is given in Appendix H. A summary outline 

follows. 

I. Print Setting 
1.0 Semantic Features 

.1 Naming 

.2 Referent identification 

.3 FUnctional description 

.4 contextual description 

.5 Locative or Attributional focus 

.6 Related concept 

2.0 Syntactic Features 
.1 Character/Word unit 
.2 Compound word unit 
.3 Clause or sentence level unit 
.4 Multiple clause or sentence level unit 

3.0 Directionality 

4.0 

.1 Horizontal left-right 

.2 Horizontal right-left 

.3 vertical top-bottom 

Available Information Sources 
.1 Print 
.2 Number 
.3 Picture 
.4 Emblem 
.5 Design 
.6 Color 
.7 Form 



.8 Shape 

II. Reader Response During Each Phase 
Initial Response 
10.0 semantic Characteristics of Responses in 

Relation to Referent Item 
.1 Exact identification 
.2 Partial identification 
.3 Parallel item 
.4 Alternate name 
.5 Misarciculation 
.6 Generic for specific term 
.7 specific for generic term 
.8 Function 
.9 Physical features 
.10 Related concept 
.11 Chaining relationship 
.12 semantically unrelated 

11.0 Syntactic Characteristics of Responses 
.1 Character/Word unit 
.2 Compound word unit 
.3 Clause or sentence level unit 
.4 Multiple clause or sentence level unit 

Explanation 
20.0 Semantic Characteristics of Responses in 

Relation to Sources/strategies Applied 
.1 No response 
.2 Don It know 
.3 Linguistic related 
.4 Non-linguistic feature related 
.5 Personal experience 
.6 Function 
.7 Fantasy 

21.0 Available Information Used -- Reader 
.1 All print 
.2 Main print 
.3 Other print 
.4 Number 
.5 Picture 
.6 Emblem 
.7 Design 
.8 Color 
.9 Form 
.10 Shape 
.11 Something outside of display 
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22.0 Demonstrated Knowledge of Linguistic Decision 
.1 Syllabic correspondence 

23.0 

.2 Print identification 

.3 Graphic similarity 

.4 There is relationship between print and 
referent item 

.5 There is no relationship between print and 
referent item 

.6 Don't know 

.7 Not provided 

Graphic Similarity Between Response and Print 
.1 Exact 
.2 Partial 
.3 More characters than text 
.4 Less characters than text 
.5 Partial similarity on word level 
.6 High similarity on radical level 
.7 Some similarity on radical level 
.8 No similarity 

Expanding Response 
30.0 Number of Responses 

.1 None 

.2 Single 

.3 More than one 

31.0 Available Information Used -- Reader 
.1 Main print 
.2 Other print 
.3 Number 
.4 Picture 
.5 Emblem 
.6 Design 
.7 Color 
.8 Form 
.9 Shape 
.10 Something outside of display 

32.0 Semantic Characteristics of Responses in 
Relation to Sources/strategies Applied 

.1 No response 

.2 Don't know 

.3 Linguistic related 

.4 Non-linguistic feature related 

.5 Personal experience 

.6 Function 

.7 Fantasy 
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33.0 Demonstrated Knowledge of Linguistic Decision 
.1 Syllabic correspondence 
.2 Print identification 
.3 Graphic similarity 
.4 There is relationship between print and 

referent item 
.5 There is no relationship between print and 

referent item 
.6 Don't know 
.7 Not provided 

34.0 Graphic Similarity Between Response 
.1 Exact 
.2 Partial 
.3 More characters than text 
.4 Less characters than text 
.5 Partial similarity on word 
.6 High similarity on radical 
.7 Some similarity on radical 
.8 No similarity 

III. Reader Responses During All Phases 
40.0 Reader Negotiation 

.1 No res~onse 

.2 Don't know 

.3 Game playing 

.4 Subject change 

level 
level 
level 

.5 Maintains communication contract 

and print 

.6 Renegotiates communication contract 

41.0 Pointing Behavior -- Points 
.1 Horizontal left-right 
.2 Horizontal right-left 
.3 vertical top-bottom 
.4 Vertical bottom-top 
.5 Back and forth 
.6 Mixed point 
.7 One point 

42.0 Pointing Behavior -- Sweeps 
.1 Horizontal left-right 
.2 Horizontal right-left 
.3 Vertical top-bottom 
.4 Vertical bottom-top 
.5 Back and forth 
.6 Mixed sweeps 

43.0 Metalinquistic Response 
.1 Yes 
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44.0 correction Attempts 
.1 No attempt to correct 
.2 Expansion 
.3 Semantically related concept 
.4 Acceptable to unacceptable 
.5 Unacceptable to unacceptable 
.6 Print-f~~sad 

Each response was coded usinq the numbers listed in 

front of each subcateqory qiven in the previous section 

once for quantitative analysis purpose. The following is 

an example of the codinq: 

R: What is this? 
40.5 10.2 s: Tissues. 

11.2 
R: What lets you know that it's tissues? 

20.4 21.7 s: There are flowers (the design) on it. 
R: Where does it say tissues? 

20.3 21.3 s: Tissues (pointing to the exact word one by 
22.2 23.1 one left to right). 

41.1 
R: what else do you want to tell me? 

30.1 44.1 s: No. 
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The numbered responses were then grouped and calculated to 

obtain the frequencies and percentages for each 

subcategory. 

Interrater Reliability 

A Chinese linquist who had earned his doctorate in the 

Depa~~ent of Linquistics, at the University of Arizona, 

who is familia= with the data analysis procedure of this 

research participated in the data coding process in order 

to establish the interrater reliability. An orientation to 

the procedures of the data analysis was held with him and 
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the definitions and examples of the cateqories codinq were 

discussed. The two of us went throuqh one of the 

transcriptions, not part of the data he would code, to 

practice and aqree upon the codinq procedures. 

Table 2. Interrater Reliability: Environment Print 
Readinq. Percentaqe = Frequency of Aqreements/ 
Potentials. 

SUBJECT CATE. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 X 

Semantic/ 
B~f~~~nt l:t~m 2Q 91 93 89 90 88 90 
syntactic 
[~Atu;r~§ 97 96 99 95 95 94 96 
Semantic/ 

C §tnlt~g:i~§ 2;l 8a 94 93 89 95 92 
A Available 
T lDfQJJBAtiQD 88 9~ 95 89 92 91 91 
E Linquistic 
G 19l~l~g9§ 91 87 92 93 90 93 91 
0 Graphic 
R §;i.m;i.1A;[i~ 96 96 99 99 98 100 98 
I Reader 
E ~g:Qt;i.At;i.QD 92 97 95 96 95 100 96 
S Pointinq 

BehAvi,Q;[ 100 99 100 99 99 98 99 
Metalinquistic 
A!!A~~D~§§ 99 99 100 98 98 100 99 
Correction 
Attempt§ 24 99 96 97 97 99 97 

§UBJ. X 94 94 96 95 94 95 95 

All the data from six subjects (one third of the total 

data) were coded by the rater followinq the agreed upon 

procedures and cateqories. The subjects were randomly 

selected for this procedure. The results were then 

compared with mine. Discussions were held between the 
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researchers in order ~o reach agreement whenever there were 

any discrepancies. 

Table 2 shows the degree of the agreement between 

coders with the mean percent of agreement for each subject 

ranging from 94-96% and the mean percent of agreement for 

each category ranging from 90-99%. 

Analysis 

Quantitative as well as qualitative analysis of the 

data was completed. 

I. Quantitative analysis. Quantitative analysis 

including computing the frequencies and percentages for the 

categorized responses. The quantitative analysis of the 

responses of Reading Environmental Print provided 

information regarding the relationship between the print 

settings and the subjects' responses in terms of the (a) 

semantic involvement; (b) pragmatic involvement (c) 

syntactic involvement; (d) information source; and (e) 

graphic characteristic. 

The outcomes of the analysis were mainly the 

accumulated frequencies and percentages of each subcategory 

in order to look at the semantic inVOlvement, pragmatic 

involvement, syntactic involvement, use of information, 

demonstrated linguistic knowledge, graphic similarity and 



directionality. comparisons were made between the two 

tasks and across aqe qroups. 
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II. Qualitative analysis. Qualitative data was 

analyzed to provide in-depth insiqhts of the developing 

linquistic knowledqe about written Chinese of the subjects 

which was revealed in their responses to tasks. Special 

focus was placed on the characteristics of the Chinese 

writinq system in relation to the hypotheses the subjects 

were qeneratinq about this writinq system based on their 

responses. In-depth analysis also focused on the subjects' 

semantic intent. Based on my examination of the data, it 

seemed to me that the children were qeneratinq hypotheses 

about the relationships between Chinese print and the 

referent item, syllabic correspondence, and the graphic 

system of written Chinese. The qualitative analysis 

examines these hypotheses in depth by discussinq the 

followinq issues: 

I. Semantic Intents 
1. Meaninq search 
2. Meaninq expansion 

II. The Relationship Between Print and the Referent 
Item 
1. The referent item is not represented by print. 
2. The referent item is represented by print and 

non-print features. 
3. The referent item is represented by print. 

III. Syllabic Hypotheses 
1. One-to-one correspondence 
2. Sound-and-print-lenqth correspondence 
3. Undifferentiated correspondence 
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IV. Hypotheses about Languaqe Units 
1. Concept of word formation 
2. Concept of character formation 
3. Character recognition 
4. Graphic features analysis 

The supplementary data from the interviews were used 

to examine the subjects' previous lanquaqe experiences and 

their relationship to the responses whenever necessary. 

The discussions of the results of quantitative as well 

as qualitative analysis are orqanized and presented in the 

next two chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRINT AWARENESS OF YOUNG CHILDREN IN TAIWAN: 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The discussions of the results of quantitative 

analysis of the responses are presented by examining, in 

turn, Semantic Involvement, Pragmatic Involvement, 

Syntactic Involvement, Use of Information, Demonstrated 

Linguistic Knowledge, Graphic Similarity, and 

Directionality. 

The section on Semantic Involvement describes the 

semantic characteristics of the responses. Two major 

categories were involved in this section: Semantic 

0-
-,~ 

Characteristics of Responses in Relation to Referent Item 

and Correction Attempts. The section on Pragmatic 

I~volvement discusses the way the subjects dealt with the 

communication contract within a particular social context. 

The Syntactic Involvement section describes Syntactic 

Characteristics of the responses. The section on Use of 

InfOrmation involves two major categories: Semantic 

Characteristics of Responses in Relation to the 

sources/Strategies Applied and Available Information Used 

by Reader. This section not only explores the kind of 

information available in the print setting which the 

subjects used but also relates the subjects' application of 
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information beyond the print settinq. The information 

beyond the print settinq which the subjects applied also 

involves their construction of linguistic knowledqe about 

the writinq system. Three additional sections were 

developed to discuss this kind of knowledqe in more detail: 

Demonstrated Linguistic Knowledge; Graphic Similarity: and 

Directionality. 

The contents, definitions, and examples of each 

cateqory will be discussed at the beqinninq of each 

section. The section on The Print Setting is presented 

first to provide an overall picture of the print setting in 

terms of the other cataa~ries: Semantic Features, syntactic 

Features, Available Information Sources, and 

Directionality. 

The Print Setting 

The print settinq refers to each environmental print 

item with its full or partial context which was 

individually presented to the subjects durinq the sessions 

of task performance. A print settinq could contain written 

text and numbers, pictures, colors, or other supporting 

contextual clues. The description of the print setting 

sets up the total context for each item to which the 

subjects responded. By knowinq the print settinq, the 

subjects' responses are more comprehensible. 
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Semantic Features 

The analysis of semantic involvement of print setting 

gives a description about the meanings of the written text 

available in the setting. The semantic features available 

in the print setting are categorized into: (1) Naming, (2) 

Referent Identification, (3) Functional Description, (4) 

contextual Description, (5) Locative or Attributional 

FOCUS, and (6) Related Concept. Their definitions and 

examples follow: 

(1) Naming. Print created to label referent item as a 

particular instance. Naming the brand is one of the most 

common naming devices. 

Example: "Shu-Jie" in Shu-Jie Tissues. 

(2) Referent Identification. Print which identifies 

the referent item or referent class, usually a common 

name. 

Example: "Tissues" in Shu-Jie Tissues. 

(3) Functional Description. Print which identifies 

what the referent does with the referent item, or how one 

is to perform in relationship to the referent item. 

Example: "Keep refrigerated" on the cover of Tong-Yi 

Pudding cup (telling you how you are to perform in relation 

to this referent item once purchased). 

(4) Contextual Description. Print which describes a 

physical quality of this item. 
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Example: "2 liters" on the label of Coca Cola (describing 

the amount of coke in this particular bottle of Coca Cola). 

(5) Locative or Attributional Focus. Print which 

describes a characteristic of the referent item or a 

relationship between the referent item and a particular 

location. 

Example: Factory address on the package of Bai-Li Guava 

Juice (describing the location where the referent item is 

produced) • 

(6) Related Concept. Print which refers to other 

concepts (or the name of those concepts) which are related 

but different from the referent item itself. 

EXaIL.lo'le: "Award" on the box of Gao-Gang-Wu Flavored 

Seaweed which marks that this products has won an 

outstanding food product award (referencing the concep~ 

related to the referent item). 

Most of the print settings included in this study 

contained print which either names or identifies the 

referent item or both as the major item identification. 

There was only one item that contained neither Naming nor 

Referent Identification -- the street sign Be Careful with 

Children, a functional description. None of the rest of 

the categories of print existed by itself in print 

settings without being accompanied by eith9r its name or 

referent id6.ntification. The print '" !"'.i::h indi.;;ated th'~ 
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function, physical features, location and attribution of 

the referent item was a supportinq information available to 

the reader and usually was less obvious or smaller print 

figures. So was print which provided a concept related to 

the referent item. Table 3 shows the frequency of each 

semantic cateqory as coded for all 20 items for both tasks 

I and II. 

There was an obvious decrease in the frequency of the 

kinds of print which described information other than 

Naminq and Referent Identification at task II, as the 

supportinq contextual clues were removed from the settinqs. 

Table 3. Frequency of semantic categories in 
all print settings for tasks I & II. 

Naminq 
Referent identification 
Functional description 
contextual description 
Locative/Att. focus 
Related concept 

Task I 
17 
17 

5 
7 
3 
3 

Task II 
17 
17 

2 
2 
o 
o 

The items included in this study represented a varied 

number of the kind of print information available in terms 

of their semantic characteristics. Four Of the items 

contained only one kind of semantic characteristic of 

print: 2 of them were categorized as Naminq: 1 as Referent 

Identification: and 1 as Functional Description. The 

street sign Be Careful With Children was the one that 
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contained only Functional Description in the setting and 

Public Phone was the one contained only Referent 

Xdentification. There was 1 item, Tong-Yi Pudding, which 

contained five kinds of semantic descriptions excluding 

only Related COncept. On the cover of a Tong-Yi Pudding 

cup, the print included: Tong-Yi (Naming): Pudding 

(Referent Identification): Egg flavor (Contextual 

Description): Keep refrigerated (Functional Description): 

and company title, address and factory registration number 

(Locative or Attributional Focus). The majority of the 

items contained two, three, or four kinds of semantic 

categories: 7 items contained two kinds of semantic 

categories: 2 had three kinds: and 6 had four kinds. 

For task II, with the supporting print removed, the 

semantic features of print included in the print settings 

changed. The high~st number of kinds of semantic 

description included in each item was four for only 1 of 

the items out of the total 20. This item was Tong-Yi 

Pudding containing only Tong-Yi (Naming), Pudding (Referent 

Identification), Egg flavor (contextual Description), and 

Keep refrigerated (Functional Description). The rest of 

the print was removed. The majority of settings, 13, 

contained two kinds of semantic features. There were 5 

items with only one and 1 with three kinds. 
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syntactic Features 

The categories used to analyze the description of the 

syntactic characteristic of the print setting are 

especially accommodated to the characteristics of the 

Chinese writing system. Four subcategories were developed 

to describe the units of language and their syntactic 

relationships in this study -- (1) Character or Word Unit, 

(2) compound Word Unit, (3) Clause or sentence Level Unit, 

and (4) Multiple Clause or Sentence Level unit. The 

definitions and examples are given in the following: 

(1) Character or Word unit. A one or more character 

(as it was defined in chapter 2) sequence which contains a 

completed and independent meaning and is used as a single 

semantic unit in Chinese within the context of the print 

item. 

Example 1: .jiang [award]. 

Example 2: .axiang-zao [perfumed soap]. 

(2) compound Word unit. A two or more word (as it was 

defined in chapter 2) sequence which is used as a semantic 

unit. 

Example 1: ~~~e wei-fu hai-tai [flavored seaweed]. 

Example 2: ~-~ •• tong-vi rou-zao mian [Tong-Yi Instant 

Noodle]. 

(3) Clause or sentence Level unit. Example: §:~K 

yao-leng-cang [keep refrigerated]. 
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Table 4. Syntactic Features of each item for 
tasks X & II. 

Character/ Compound Clause/ Mlt.-Cls./ 
igl:d Wo[d sentence Sentence 

ltmg ~ ~alt I II I II I II I II 

Shu-Jie X 
~issY§1 X 
Tong-Yi X X X 
Pudding X X X 
Guai- X X 
GYAi X 
Hei- X 
Song X 
Bai-Li X X X 
GUAVA lZYige X X 
Be Careful/ X 
Cbilg[~D X 
Bo-Ka X X X 
PotAt2 ~iRS X X 
Public X 
:ebon~ X 
Coca X 
Col~ X 
Tong-Yi X X 
Instl HOQQles X 
Wei-Quan X X 
Milt X X 
Tai-Nan Pblc. X 
~U!ii LiD~ X 
Kong-Que X X 
crag)s~[§ X X 
Bai-Lan X X 
Det~[g~nt X X 
Dong-Di-Shi X 
DeRtl §t2[~ X 
Gao-Gang-Wu X X X 
;Elvdl §~mtd X X 
Qin-Qin X X 
p[fild §2AJ;! X 
McDonald X 

X 
Hei-Ren X 
TootblzAit~ X 
Bei-Hai X X 
Fish Chips X X 
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(4) Mu1 tip1e clause or sentence level. Example: 

fl~. ,~.-~ a-~ da-ge-du, ni-hui-y5-2ian-jie-yi-pian 

[(I) bet, you'll (eat) one piece after another]. 

Language units included in the print settings in the 

present study were varied. For task I, a print setting 

might include only one compound word unit or compound word 

units with other units such as character/word, or 

clause/sentence level unit. Table 4 illustrates the 

different kinds Chinese language unit combinations possible 

for each of the environmental print setting for tasks I and 

II. 

In most of the cases, however, the main print which 

represented referent identification was either a word or 

compound word unit, such as .~ hei-song [brand name of 

soft drink products] and ~-*T tong-vi bu-ding [Tong-Yi 

Pudding]. 

For task II, print in the settings was mostly removed 

except the referent identification. Thus, in most of the 

cases the language unit in each setting at this task was a 

word or compound word unit. 

Available Information Source 

The kind of supporting contextual clues which were 

available in the print setting varied from one print item 

to another. These included: 



(1) Print. written text which is in Chinese. 

Includes characters, words, compound words or 

clause/sentence units of language. 
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Example: .. 1f:2 shu-i ie [brand name] II in 1f:2. ~ ~ shu-j ie 

wei-sheng-zhi [Shu-Jie Tissues]. 

(2) Number. Written text which is in Arabic numerals. 

Example: 2 (liters) on the label of Coca Cola bottle. 

(3) Picture. Graphic design which 1S a picture or 

real photo whether or not part of the logo. 

Example: Pudding picture on the cover of Tong-Yi Pudding 

cup. 

(4) Emblem. All graphics which are used as an 

identifying statement. 

Example: Golden Arches of McDonald's 

(5) Design. Other graphic designs which are not used 

as an identifying statement. 

Example; Sea waves on the Gao-Gang-Wu Seaweed box. 

(6) Color. Example: The red color of the label of 

Coca Cola. 

(7) Form. The form of the item in term of its 

relation to the whole as it is presented to the readers. 

Example: Cover of a pudding cup. 

(8) Shape. Example: Triangle design on a street sign 

(Be Careful with Children). 
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Items included in task I were maintained as 

authentically as possible in their presentation to the 

children. All of the items contained one or more non-print 

supporting contextual clues. Table 5 shows the kinds of 

information available in each item for both tasks I and II. 

The print in the setting was coded as either the main 

print and other print. The main print refers to the 

dominating print which carries the brand name or referent 

identification and the other print refers to the minor 

print which presents functional, conteA~ual, locativa, 

attributional or other information. An example of main 

print and other print follows. 

Main Print 

~. 
wei-quan [brand name] 

other Print 

bao-jio-te-ji-xian-ru [preserved superior 
fresh milk] 
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Table 5. Available Information Sources in each item 
for tasks I & II. 

fJ;:;i.nt ~ P;i,ct:[ ~ .I2§gn Colr Frm Sh~e 
Item \ Task I II I II I II I II I II I II I II I II 

Shu-Jie v X v V 
A A A 

~1§§y~§ X X 
Tonq-Yi X X X X X X 
fYQg;i.ng X X 
Guai- X X X X 
~YSl1 X 
Hei- X X X 
S209 X 
Bai-Li X X X X 
GyavSl I1Y1~§ X X 
Be Careful/ X X X X 
Ch;i.lgten X 
Bo-Ka X X X X 
Potato Chins y X X && 

Public X X X 
PbQ:l§ X X 
Coca X X X X 
COlA X X 
Tonq-Yi X X X X X 
Instl HQQQ1§§ X X 
wei-Quan X X X X X 
Milt X X 
T.-N. Pblc. X X X 
Bu§ Lin§ X X 
Kong-Que X X X X X 
C:[A£UI:§ X X 
Bai-Lan X X X 
Det§m§nt X X 
Dong-Di-Shi X X X 
l2e~tl ~tQ:[§ X 
Gao-Gang-WU X X X X X X X 
FlvQz ~§SlWQ X X 
Qin-Qin X X X 
PJ::fmg ~QSlJ2 X 
McDonald X X 

X 
Hei-Ren X X X 
tootlmSll2t§ X X 
Bei-Hai X X X X 
Fish Chips X X 
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For task II, most of the supporting contextual clues 

were removed from the settings leaving for the most part 

only the main print. Examples of an item at task I and 

task II are presented in Appendix B. 

Directionality 

There were three kinds of directionality in the print 

setting -- horizontal left-right, horizontal right-left, 

and vertical top-bottom. Examples are shown in the 

following: 

(1) Horizontal L~ft-Right: ~-~T 

(2) Horizontal Right-Left: ~:*. 

(3) Vertical Top-Bottom: 

Fifteen out of 20 print items for both tasks I and II 

were written horizontally left to right. Print on 5 items 

was written vertically top to bottom. However, one item 

had print written both ways, horizontal left-right and 

vertical top-bottom. There was no item with the print 

written horizontally right to left, even though it is seen 

in some of the environmental print in Taiwan. The print 

settings presented to the subjects included all the major 

variations of writing directionality of print in the 

environment in Taiwan. 
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Semantic Involvement 

TWo categories are involved in this section: Semantic 

Characteristics of Responses in Relation to Referent Item 

and correction Attempts. 

Since the printed items used in this study represent 

environmental print commonly seen in daily life in Taiwan, 

we could expect, theoretically, that the subjects would 

respond in a variety of ways to Environmental Print Reading 

after years of encounter with environmental print. 

However, what happened during the task performance was not 

expected. The relate~ issues will be discussed in later 

sections. 

In order to understand the degree and the range of 

semantic intent of the responses, the relationships between 

the responses and the referent items were examined. The 

subjects' attempts at correction adds an additional 

dimension and suggests the degree to which the subjects 

control the semantic intent in their responses. categories 

which describe the relationships between responses and 

referent items were developed and used in several other 

research studies (Goodman & Marek, 1984: Haussler, 1982). 

These categories were considered adequate for the data in 

this study. They are listed in the following: 

semantic Characteristics of Responses in Relation to 

Referent Item: 
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(1) Exact Identification. Response which is exact as 

the print of the referent item. 

Example; Print: Shu-Jie Tissues 

Response: Shu-Jie Tissues 

(2) Partial Identification. Response which is an 

exact response to a part of the print on the label. 

Example: Print: Shu-Jie Tissues 

Response: Tissues 

(3) Parallel Item. Response is a name for an item of 

the same general class. 

Example: Print: Shu-Jie Tissues 

Response: Wu-yue-Hua Facial Tissues 

(4) Alternate Name. 

Example: Print: ~ 1ft II &! [Public Use Phone] 

Response: ~ ~ • &! [Publ ic Phone] 

(5) Misarticulation. 

Example: Print: Kentucky Fried Chicken 

Response: Lucky Fried Chicken 

(6) Generic for specific term. Response is a generic 

term for an item which is specific to that generic class. 

Example: Print: Be Careful With Children 

Response: street sign 

(7) Specific for generic term. Response is a specific 

term for generic class item. 
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Example: Print: Hei-Song (soft drink brand) 

Response: Root Beer 

(8) function. Response which refers to the function 

of the referent item. 

Example: Print: Coca Cola 

Response: For drinking 

(9) Physical Features. Response which refers to the 

physical quality of the referent item. 

Example: Print: Tong-Yi Pudding 

Response: A cover of a pudding cup 

(10) Related Concept. Response which is related 

conceptually to the referent item. 

Example: Print: Be Careful with Children 

Response: street 

(11) Chaining Relationship. Response which suggests 

that a chain of thought moved from referent item to 

response. 

Example: Print: Dong-Di-Shi Department store 

Response: Toy (A possible chaining: Dong-Di-shi 

Department store -- Place to shop -

Toy) 

(12) Semantically Unrelated. Response which is 

semantically unrelated to the referent item. 

Example: Print: Qin-Qin Perfumed Soap 

Response: Popsicle 



There was no misarticulated response in the data of 

this study. However, for the use of related research in 

the future, this category was kept. 

The second category involved in this section is 

Correction Attempts. The corrections the subjects made 

during any of the three phases of the task performances 

were also examined. Corrections refer to the changes of 

responses which cause meaning changes but do not 
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necessarily indicate that the initial responses were 

inappropriate. Corrections could also be made based on the 

print focus of the reader. These are some of the 

correction responses: 

Item: Bei-Ren Toothpaste 
Response 1: Toothpaste 
Correction: Hei-Ren Toothpaste 

Item: Kong-Que Crackers 
Response 1: Park 
Correction: Cookies 

Item: ~ c~. ke-kou ke-le [Coca Cola] 
Response 1: ~~ gi-shui [soda] 
Correction 1: .~~~ he i-song gi-shui 

Bei-Song soda] 
Correction 2: D.~n ping-quo xi-da [Apple Cider] 
(The subject changed his answer while he was looking 
at the graphic features of the written text and using 
them as cues to decide what the print was.) 

The corrections were coded using the subcategories 

listed below. 

Correction Attempts: 

(1) No Attempt to Correct. 



(2) Expansion. correction expands the previous 

response semantically. 

Example: Item: Public Phone 

Response 1: Phone 

correction: Public Phone 
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(3) Semantically Related Concept. Correction does not 

expand but is related semantically to the previous 

response. 

Example: Item: Dong-Di-Shi Department store 

Response 1: I go to shopping there. 

Correction: Dong-Di-Shi 

(4) Acceptable to Unacceptable. Response which is 

acceptable is corrected as semantically unacceptable, or 

the reader changes to a "don't know" response. 

Example: Item: Bai-Li Guava Juice 

Response 1: Snack time 

Correction: Cooking, ••• don't know. 

(5) Unacceptacl~ to Unacceptable. Response which is 

semantically unacceptable is changed to another 

unacceptable one. 

Example: Item: Be Careful With Children 

Response 1: Cookies 

Correction: Soap 

(6) Print-Focused. Correction is made due to focus on 

print. 
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Example: Item: Bai-Li Guava Juice 

Response 1: ~.~ba-le-zhi [guava juice] (points 

to a IIJ bai-li [brand name]). 

Correction: No, only • ~ guo-zhi [juice]. 

(because of the conflict of syllabic correspondence between 

the response and the print). 

semantic Characteristics of Responses for Task I 

Table 6 provides an individual frequency and 

percentage of each subcategory for task I. 

Table 6. semantic Characteristics of Responses in 
Relation to Referent Item. task I. 

Frequency Percentage 

Semantically Related 
Exact Identification ••••••• 50 15.6 
Partial Identification ••••• 103 32.2 APPROPRIATE 
Alternate Name ••••••••••••• 4 1.2 

Misarticulation •••••••••••• 0 0 

Parallel Item ............... 28 8.8 
Generic for specific Term •• 75 23.4 ACCEPTABLE 
Specific for Generic Term •• 2 .6 

Function ................... 14 4.4 
Physical Features •••••••••• 8 2.5 
Related Concept •••••••••••• 13 4.1 
Chaining Relationship •••••• 9 2.8 

Semantically Unrelated ••••••••• 5 1.6 
Avoidance of Response •••••••••• 9 2.8 

The responses for all subjects to the items were 

semantically related to the referent items, 95.6%, for task 
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I. Forty-nine percent of the responses were considered 

appropriate to the print setting. These responses included 

Exact Identification, Partial Identification such as 

"Tissues" for "Shu-Jie Tissues," and Alternate Name such as 

"Public Phone" (~~ .. as gong-gong dian-hua) for "Public 

Use Phone" (~Ift" I! gQng-yong dian-hua). 

An additional 32.8% of the responses were considered 

acceptable because they fell in the same classes as the 

referent items. These responses consisted of Parallel Item 

such as "Kong-Que Cookies" for "Kong-Que Crackers", Generic 

for specific Term such as "Soda" for "Coca Cola," and 

Specific for Generic Term such as "Soda" for "Hei-song," a 

brand name of soft drink products. 

Some responses referred to Function Qf the item, like 

"Washing clothes" for "Bai-Lan Detergent," while others 

referred to Physical Features of the item, like "Cover of 

pudding cup" for "Tong-Yi Pudding." Another 4.1% of the 

responses indicated a Related Concept to the referent 

items, for example, "Soda" for "Wei-Quan Milk," both are 

something to drink, and 2.8% of the responses have a 

Chaining Relationship. An example of a Chaining 

Relationship is "Toy" for "Donq-Di-Shi Department Store." 

The rationale for this chain is: Dong-Di-Shi Department 

Store -- A place mother took me to shop toy -- TQy. 
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Very few of the responses were coded Semantically 

Unrelated to the referent items, for example, "Toothpaste" 

for "Dong-Di-Shi Department store." 

The data suggest that the subjects, children as young 

as 3, 4, 5, or 6 years old, have high semantic intent when 

they read environmental print. 

For task I, 8 out of the total of 320 responses were 

either "Don't know" or "I can't read", which made a 

percentage of 2.5. These two subcategories, originally 

under the category of Communication Negotiation, were 

regrouped together as Avoidance of Response. 

Semantic Characteristics of Responses for Task II 

Table 7. semantic Characteristics of Responses In 
Relation to Referent Item. task II. 

Frequency 
Semantically Related 

Exact Identification....... 53 
Partial Identification ••••••• 58 
Alternate Name............. 8 

Misarticulation............ 0 

Parallel Item.............. 26 
Generic for Specific Term •••• 53 
Specific for Generic Term.. 1 

Function. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Physical Features.......... 9 
Related Concept............ 19 
Chaining Relationship...... 10 

Semantically Unrelated ••••••••• 39 
Avoidance of Response......... 38 

Percentage 

16.6 
18.1 APPROPRIATE 

2.5 

o 

8.1 
16.6 ACCEPTABLE 

.3 

1.9 
2.8 
5.9 
3.1 

12.2 
11.9 
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with less contextual support provided in the print for 

task II, responses of "Don't know" or "Can't read" 

increased to 10.3%, 33 out of total 320 potentials, and 

Game Playing increased to 5(1.6%), bring the Avoidance of 

Responses category to 11.9%. 

Table 7 indicates the individual frequency and 

percentage of each semantic subcategory for task II. 

Within the total of 311 responses which maintained the 

communication contract, 119 (37.2%) responses were 

appropriate, including Exact Identification, Partial 

Identification, and Alternate Name. An additional 25% of 

the responses were within the same general class as their 

referent items, consisting of Parallel Item, Generic for 

Specific Teras, and Specific for Generic Terms. Some 1.9% 

of the responses made reference to Function of the print 

and 2.8% to Physical Features of their referent items. 

Comparisons Between Task I and Task lIon Semantic 
Characteristics of Responses 

A comparison of the percentage of each category for 

each of the two tasks shows how the responses of the 

subjects changed. Table 8 shows the differences between 

these two tasks. 

with less contextual support for the print, an obvious 

decrease on Appropriate response and Acceptable response 

and an increase for both Avoidance of Response and 
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semantically Unrelated response appeared. There were no 

differences of the percentage between task I and task lIon 

the responses which referred either to FUnction or to 

Physical Features of the referent item. There were also 

small differences to the responses which were related or 

chained to the referent items. 

Table 8. Semantic Characteristics of Responses, 
comparisons between tasks I & II. By % 

Task I 

Semantically Related 
Exact Identification •••• 
Partial Identification ••• 49.0 
Alternate Name •••••••••• 

Parallel Item ••••••••••• 
General for Specific ••• 32.8 
Specific for General •••• 

Function ............... . 
Physical Features ••••••••• 6.9 

Related Concept ••••••••• 
Chaining Relationship ••••• 6.9 

Semantically Unrelated ••••••••• 1.6 
Avoidance of Response •••••••••• 2.8 

Task II 

37.2 

25.0 

5.3 

9.0 

12.2 
11.9 

Difference 

-11.8 

- 7.8 

- 1.6 

+ 2.1 

+10.6 
+ 9.1 

As the data suggest, with fewer cuing systems 

available in the print setting, children are more likely to 

avoid responding or to give a semantically unrelated 

response. On the contrary, with more supporting contextual 

clues, the greater the potential for children giving a 

semantically appropriate response. 
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COrrection Attempts 

Most subjects made no attempt to correct their 

responses. Within a total of 311 responses during task I, 

259 (83.3%) there was no attempt to correct regardless of 

whether the initial responses were appropriate or 

inappropriate. This suggests that 3, 4, 5, and 6 year olds 

were able to rapidly identify and process all information 

they feel important ~o make a communication decision and 

were comfortable with their responses. During task II, 244 

out of 282 responses (86.5%) were not corrected, again 

including initial responses which were appropriate and 

inappropriate. That there were more corrections at task 1 

than at task 2, 259 as opposed to 244, appears to indicate 

that the subjects had more pragmatic as well as linguistic 

control when more information was available to them. 

This difference may also occur because of the 

influence of my probing questions. The data show that in 

some cases as further questions were asked, the subjects 

would change their initial responses to some other 

responses. The subjects tended to give a different answer 

either simply for giving a different answer or perceiving 

the questioning as showing my dissatisfaction with their 

original answers. During task II since there were no more 

exploratory questions asked, there were less opportunities 

for the subjects to make correction responses. 



Table 9. Percentage of the kind of correction 
responses. comparisons between tasks I & II. 

Expansion ........................ . 
semantically Related Concept •••••• 
Acceptable to Unacceptable •••••••• 
Unacceptable to Unacceptable •••••• 
Print Focused .................... . 

Task I 

17.3 
30.8 
5.7 

o 
46.2 

Task II 

18.4 
2.6 
2.6 
5.3 

71.1 

The corrections made by the subjects were mostly 

either expansions of or were semantically related to the 

original responses. Otherwise, most of the cases were 
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print focused. See table 9. A correction from "Pudding" 

to "Tong-yi Pudding" was considered a semantic Expansion. 

corrections such as "Instant Rice sticks" for "Instant 

Noodles" were considered Semantically Related to original 

responses. There was a much higher percentage of this kind 

of response during task I than during task II. It appears 

that when more contextual information is available to young 

children, they are more likely to make a Semantically 

Related response. 

Most of corrections were made because of readers' 

focus on print. These corrections show consideration for 

syllabic correspondence, character identification, or the 

analysis of a graphic feature. An example follows: 



Item: Ceca Coia 
Print: iiI c iiI _ ke-kou ke-le [Coca Cola] 

R1: What is this? 
S: ~ #. qi-shui [soda]. 
R: How do you know it's qi-shui? 
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S: qi-shui (pointinq to iiI C ) ••• , no, it's AT C 7I't ~ ke 
=k2l.l qi-shui [Coca Soda] (pointinq to AT c iiI. ) . 

These correction responses usually retained the 

semantic intent of the subject as well. However, the big 

increase of this type of response during task II may be due 

to the decrease of the supportinq contextual clues which 

constrains the number of cuing systems available and 

influences a focus on the qraphic elements of the print 

settinq. 

Very few of the correction responses led to an 

unacceptable result. Semantic intent was maintained as the 

center of the communication contract most of the time by 

the subjects. Table 9 compares the kinds of corrections 

made by the subjects durinq both tasks. This table shows 

that during task 2, with fewer contextual clues, semantic 

involvement (the first four categories combined) decreased 

and the qraphic involvement increased. 

Comparisons Between Age Groups on Semantic Characteristics 
of Responses 

For task I, 6 and 5 year olds made more appropriate 

responses than 4 and 3 year olds did. See table 10. Of 

lIn this dissertation, the abbreviation of R 
represents researcher and S represents subject. 
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the total of SO responses fer each age group, 8.8% of the 3 

year olds' responses were Exact Zdentification, and 12.5%, 

22.5%, and 18.7% for 4 year olds', 5 year olds', and 6 year 

olds' respectively. On the contrary, 3 year olds had more 

responses which were semantically Unrelated to the print 

than 4, 5, and 6 year olds. There was no difference on 

Avoidance of Response a~ong all age groups. Tables 10 and 

11 show the percentages of semantic categories from each 

age group for tasks I and II. 

Table 10. semantic Characteristics of Responses 
from each age group for task I. By % 

Semantically Related 

3 yr 
oids 

Exact Ident •••••• 
Partial Ident. • ••• 31.2 
Alternate Name ••• 

Parallel Item •••• 
Genrl for Spcfc •••• 35.0 
Spcfc for Genrl •• 

Function ••••••••• 
Physical Features ••• l0.0 

Related concept •• 
Chaining ••••••••••• 17.6 

Semantically Unrelated ••• 3.7 
Avoidance of Response •••• 2.5 

4 yr 
oids 

46.3 

37.4 

7.6 

5.0 

1.2 
2.5 

5 yr 
oids 

56.2 

31.2 

3.9 

3.8 

1.2 
3.7 

6 yr 
oids 

62.5 

26.2 

7.6 

1.2 

o 
2.5 



Table 11. Semantic Characteristics of Responses 
from each age group for task II. By % 

semantically Related 

3yr 
aIds 

Exact Ident •••••• 
Partial IdEnt. • •. 16:3 
Alternate Name ••• 

parallel Item •••• 
Genrl for Spcfc ••• 27.4 
Spcfc for Genrl •• 

Function ••••••••• 
Physical Features •• 10.0 

Rel~t!d concept •• 
Cha1n1ng •••••••••• 13.8 

semantically Unrelated •• 25.0 
Avoidance of Response ••• 7.5 

4 yr 
aIds 

27.5 

6.3 

5.0 

7.5 
16.2 

5 yr 
olds 

41.2 

23.8 

3.8 

15.0 

10.0 
6.2 

6 yr 
aIds 

53.7 

21.3 

2.5 

6.3 

1.2 
15.0 

For task II, among 3 year aIds, there was a sharp 
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decrease for appropriate responses, by 14.9%, with a sharp 

increase for seaantically Unrelated responses, by 21.3%. 

Compare tables 4.8 and 4.9. Decrease on Appropriate 

response was also shown among 4, 5, and 6 year aIds at a 

similarly high deqree, by 8.8%, 15%, and 8.8% respectively, 

as the supporting contextual clues were reduced. These age 

groups, 4, 5, and 6 year old, had also increased their 

semantically Unrelated responses at this task, but not as 

dramatically as the 3 year aIds, to 6.3%, 8.8%, and 1.2% 

respectively. 
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As the supporting contextual clues were reduced, the 

subjects also made fewer responses which fell in the same 

general classes as the referent items. Under the 

categories of Parallel ztea, Generic for Specific Term, and 

specific for Generic Ter., 3 year olds made a decrease of 

7.6%, 4 year olds made a decrease of 9.9%, 5 year olds made 

a decrease of 7.4%, and 6 year olds made a decrease of 

4.9%, responses of this kind. The subjects had similar 

percentage of responses in these categories. 

Avoidance of Response also appeared to increase for 

task II, an increase of 5%, 14%, 2.5%, and 12.5% for 3, 4, 

5, and 6 year olds respectively. Interestingly, 4 and 6 

year olds avoided responding, 15 and 12 times, more often 

than 3 and 5 year olds did, 6 and 5 times. Avoidance may 

have multiple causes -- older children may feel that no 

response is better than a guess. 

The data show that the older children were more 

likely to give Appropriate responses as coded for the 

semantic categories. Three year olds gave more 

Semantically Unrelated responses than other age groups. 

This age group also referred slightly more to the Function 

and the Physical Features of the referent items. These 

were true for both tasks I and II of Environmental Print 

Reading. There was no evidence of any developmental 
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difference in giving a Don't know or Game Playing response 

among the different age groups. 

comparisons Between Age Groups on COrrection Attempts 

The data show that the younger children tend to give 

fewer correction responses, even though the initial 

response was inappropriate. The 3 year olds showed a much 

different pattern than the older groups. See table 12. 

Among all responses whether initially appropriate or not, 

the percentage of No Attempt to Correct for 3 year olds was 

higher than for 4, 5, and 6 year olds during both tasks. 

Interestingly, the 6 year olds made many more T~sponse 

evolutions at task 2 than the younger one~. 

Table 12. Comparisons between age 9r~ups on No 
Attempt to Correction for tasks I & II. By % 

3 yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olo.s olds olds 

Task I 94.7 77.2 80.5 79.5 

Task II 95.9 90.8 90.7 69.1 

An examination on the kinds of correction responses 

the 6 year olds made indicate that they paid increasingly 

greater attention to the graphic information of the print 

when there were fewer contextual clues. The 6 year olds 

made 50% corrections focused on print for task I and 90.5% 
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for task II. The high frequency of correction responses 

based on syllabic and graphic consideration during task 2 

made this group distinctive from the others. The high 

focus on print also led them to make fewer corrections 

under all other semantic categories during task II, only 1. 

This could be attributed to the notion that semantic intent 

was of less concern for this age group during task II. 

Tbese data suggest that as age increases, young 

children in Taiwan encounter reading and writing activities 

which are more socially defined in a conventional way so 

that they conceived the probing questions as a matter of 

character recognition or sounding out. The data also 

suggest that older children are developing more concepts, 

such as one-to-one syllable-character correspondence, about 

written Chinese and these concepts focus their attention 

more on print. However, it still shows a strong evidence 

of semantic intent in these response evolutions among this 

age group, as shown in the following example by a 6 year 

old: 

Task II 
Item: Gao-Gang-Wu Flavored Seaweed 
Print: • lSI. gao-gang-wu [brand name] 

~ 1~ ~ e wei-fu hai-tai [flavored seaweed] 

R: What is this? 
s: Mm ••• , it looks like :18 e hai-tai [seaweed]. 
R: How do you know that? 
s: Because of these ~ ~ [characters] (pointing to all 

print). 
R: Okay. What do they say? 



s: Mm ••• , I don't know. 
R: Where does it say hai-tai? 
s: It says :t8;;;. * hai-tai li-he [seaweed gift 

package] here (point to ~ 1q- :t8 ;;; ) • 

Three 3 year olds on the other hand made the fewest 
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responses showing consideration of graphic information, 25% 

during task I and 33.3% during task II. 

Pragmatic Involvement 

The subjects' immediate responses to the initial 

questions reveal their understanding about the 

communication contract imposed on them in the particular 

social context of this research setting. Information about 

readers' negotiations provide information about the degree 

to which 3, 4, 5, and 6 year old children control and 

understand the pragmatic constraints of written language 

use (Harste, Burke, & Woodward, 1981). The pragmatic 

involvement of their responses were coded under Reader 

Negotiation using the following subcategories: 

(1) No Response. (Neither verbal or non-verbal) 

(2) Don't Kn9W~ Includes responses such as "I 

forgot," "I can't read," and other verbalizations to signal 

unwillingness to respond. 

(3) Game Playing. Subject begins to play verbal games 

with researcher or switches attention to other things in 

order to avoid responding. 
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Example: When asked "How do you know?" subject points to 

the tape recorder and says "It doesn't say." 

(4) Subject Change. Subj ect attempts to divert 

conversation to a topic unrelated to the task. 

Example: When asked "What is this?" subject responds "I 

have a little lion like this (the toy the subject was 

playing with) at home." 

(5) Maintains Communication Contract. Response which 

answers the question being asked of the subject. 

Example: Item: Qin-Qin Perfumed Soap 

Question: What is this? 

Response: Soap. 

(6) Renegotiates Communication Contract. Responses 

which the subjects made do not answer the question being 

asked but initiate another contract of communication which 

is related to the task. 

Example: After responding to a few questions, the subject, 

verbally or non-verbally, says "I want to look at the next 

page." 

Task I and Task II 

The data show that subjects maintain the communication 

contract most of the time during both tasks of 

Environmental Print Reading. There were no instances of No 

Response for either task. These young children were aware 
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of the pragmatic constraints of the communication contract 

and were willing to maintain it. They also knew 

pragmatically that the way to move a task forward was to 

give some type of response, no matter what kind. This is 

supported by the evidence that when the subjects were not 

sure about an item they would simply callout the names of 

an item which they knew had been presented previously. A 3 

year old, for example, continuously responded with either 

"soda" or "cookies" to several successive items. This type 

of response could also indicate the subject's interest in 

the communication contract decreased after a while. In 

order to move the task forward, the subject decided to give 

a ~ommon answer to unfamiliar items. 

In most of the cases, the communication contracts were 

considered appropriately maintained. Example follows: 

Item: Shu-Jie Tissues 

Response: Tissues 
Facial tissues 
Plastic b~g for tissues 
One brand of tissues 
Flowers (Design in the print setting) 

The responses are varied and yet show that the subjects 

gave answers to the question "What does this say?" to 

maintain the communication contract. 
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Comparisons Between Tasks 

For task I, 310 out of total 320 communication 

contracts were maintained, with a percentage of 96.9. As 

the supporting contextual clues were reduced in task II, 

the percentage dropped to 88.1%, 282 out of 320 responses. 

However, some subjects renegotiated during the process of 

questioning, by verbally or nonverbally expressing that 

they wanted to move forward to the next item. Twenty-eight 

of these cases occurred during task I and 8 during task II. 

This happened especially during phase 3 when expanding 

questions were asked. Under these circumstances, both 

Maintains communication Contract and Renegotiates 

Communication contract were coded, but the second 

subcategory was not calculated into the total count under 

Response Negotiation. 

Don't Know/can't Read and Game Playing responses 

increased when the supporting contextual clues were 

reduced, an increase from 2.8% to 11.9%. It appears that 

the more abstract the written language setting, the more 

likely there will be a decrease in maintaining a 

communication contract or semantic intent. When the print 

setting is no longer familiar, it is harder for children to 

access what they already know about language. 



Comparisons Between Age Groups 

The subjects of all age groups, equally, maintained 

the communication contract. See table 13. The 4 and 6 

year olds had slightly lower rates of maintaining 

communication contracts during task II. 
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Table 13. Percentage of Maintains Communication Contract 
by each age group for tasks I & II. 

3 yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olds olds olds 

Task I 96.3 97.5 96.3 97.5 

Task II 92.5 Sl.3 93.S S5.0 

When expanding questions were asked during task I, the 

number of responses by the subjects differed for the 

different age groups. The older their ages, the more 

expanded responses they gave. Conversely, the younger 

their ages, the more likely it was for the children to give 

no responses to questions such as "What else do you want to 

tell me about this item?" The 3 year olds did not provide 

expanding responses SO.S% of the time. There are 75.9% of 

the 4 year olds' responses: 66.2% of the 5 year olds': and 

62.S% of the 6 year olds' were coded as None for the 

expanding questions indicating there was no attempt to 

expand. 
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Syntactic Involvement 

In order to understand the way the subjects as 

language users attended to language units in their reading 

of environmental print, the Syntactic Characteristic of 

Responses were coded. The categories are the same as the 

categories used for print setting including: (1) Character 

or Word Unit, (2) Compound Word Unit, (3) Clause or 

Sentence Level Unit, and (4) Multiple Clause or Sentence 

Level unit. Definitions and examples were given in the 

section of The Print Setting. 

Most of the subjects chose to focus on the 

character/word unit or compound word unit, 67.8% and 27.7% 

during task 1 and 61.3% and 33% during task 2 respectively. 

The subjects consciously and consistently gave a word or 

compound word unit as a response even though the response 

did not coincide with the print. 

Use of Information 

In order to gain insight into what aspects of the 

available features on the print setting the reader uses and 

how these related to the reader's personal background, two 

categories were developed. semantic Characteristics of 

Responses in Relation to Sources/strategies Applied was 

coded to show the general .strategies the subjects used to 
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identify items, and Available Xnforaation Used was coded to 

show the use of information in print setting. 

semantic Characteristics of Responses in Relation to 

Sources and Strategies Applied includes: 

(1) No Response. 

(2) Don't Know. 

(3) Linguistic Related. Response which is 

semantically, syntactically, phonologically, or graphically 

related to the referent item. 

Example: Print: Coca Cola 

Question: How do you know it is Coca Cola? 

Response: Because it writes Coca Cola. 

(4) Non-linguistic Feature Related. Response which is 

related to the features ot.her than written text on the 

print setting. 

Example: Print: Tong-Yi Pudding 

Question: How do you know it is pudding? 

Response: (Subject points to pudding picture on 

the item). 

(5) Personal Experience. Includes ego involvement and 

referring to person. Response refers to either the 

reader's personal experience, the reader's own self, or 

other persons. 

Example: Print: Wei-Quan Milk 

Question: How do you know that is milk? 
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Response: Because I drank that before. 

(6) Function. Response which refers to the function 

of the item. 

Example: Print: (A bag from) Dong-Di-Shi Department 

store 

Question: How do you know it is Dong-Di-Shi? 

Response: Because it is (a bag) for toy. 

(7) Fantasy. Response which is a constructed 

imaginary story by the reader. 

The Available Information Used category is similar to 

the one coded to identify the items in print setting except 

print being categorized as All Print, Main Print, and Other 

Print. All Print is coded when the subjects indicated that 

all of the print was the source of their decision making. 

Main Print is coded when the subjects indicated only the 

print representing the referent item. Other Print refers 

to any of the rest of the print available in the setting. 

All the subcategories in this category included: (1) All 

Print, (2) Main Print, (3) Other Print, (4) Number, (5) 

Picture, (6) Emblem, (7) Design, (8) Color, (9) Form, (10) 

Shape, and (11) Something outside of Display. The 

definitions and examples of all the subcategories except 

the last one were discussed earlier. Something outside of 

Display emerged from the data once in the responses of one 
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subject thus was added here. This subject indicated 

something not appearing in the print setting as the source 

of his decision making. 

Responses during phases 2 and 3 all were coded using 

the same subcategories except for no All Print under phase 

3 expandinq responses. During phase 2, the subjects were 

asked to explain their initial responses and thus were 

asked questions such as "How do you know that it says _?" 

and "Show me with your fingers what you looked at." During 

phase 3, I would ask expanding questions such as "What else 

do you want to tell me about this item?" and "What else in 

this item do you know?" to explore more information in 

addition to the initial responses. The data from these two 

phases were coded separately and thus will be discussed 

separately in the following sections. 

Task I and Task II 

All subjects demonstrated that they used information 

from both the print setting and their personal experience 

or some interaction of both in reaching their decision 

about what print says. In response to questions such as 

"How do you know that?" or "What did you look at when you 

said that?" during task I, over half of the subjects' 

responses were Linguistic Related, which included print 

information in the setting and the subjects' developing 
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knowledge about written language. See Table 14. Another 

31.3% of the responses were considered Non-Linguistic 

Related. The responses referred to the supporting 

contextual clues excepting the print. Responses which were 

influenced by the readers' personal experiences were 14.4%. 

Table 14. Sources/strategies applied by all 
subjects for tasks I & II. By % 

No Response 
Don't Know 
Linguistic Related 
Non-Linguistic Related 
Personal Experience 
Function 
Fantasy 

Task I 

0.4 
0.2 

52.7 
31.3 
14.4 
1.0 
o 

Task II 

o 
0.3 

81.5 
7.7 
8.9 
1.0 
0.6 

During phase 2 (explanation) most of the subjects 

indicated that it was print itself which influenced their 

responses. There were 47.1% of these responses focusing on 

the Main Print, 12% pointing to Other Print, and 1.7% 

indicating All Print. Information drawn from non-print 

features included 12.8% of Emblem, 11.3% of Picture, 9.2% 

of Design, 4.1% of Color, .3% of ~or.m, and 1.5% of Shape. 

Under Expanding Responses, more than half of the 

features th~ subjects attended to were print in the setting 

(52.6%) while 40.5% was related to other Print. The 

subjects attended more to other Print or non-print features 

at this phase in comparison to those at former phases. 
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Pragmatically, it is not surprisinq since the print 

had been discussed among subjects and me during the 

previous phases, and the subjects seemed to be obliged to 

now turn their attention to the surrounding context. 

For task II, as the supporting clues were reduced, 

Hon-linguistic Related responses dropped and Linguistic 

Related responses increased. See table 14. The majority 

of the responses which were Hon-linguistic Related referred 

to color in the print setting, 7.2%. Print was more 

focused on during this task since the other cuing systems 

were no longer available, 71.1% were on Main Print, 9.4% 

indicated other Print, and 10.7% referred to All Print. 

In summary, children as young as 3, 4, 5, and 6 years 

old utilize both linguistic and non-linguistic features 

when reading environmental print. Although they focused 

mostly on print, they also used pictures, emblems, and 

designs as the major non-linguistic information sources. 

To a lesser degree they made use of color, form, and shape 

cues. 

The significantly higher percentage of linguistic 

related responses suggests that these young children were 

aware of the relationship between print and meaning. They 

assume that print is a significant part of the 

communication contract during the task performance. 

Furthermore, most of the subjects pointed to print when 



they were asked "Where does it say that?" or "How do you 

know it says that?" 

Comparisons Between Age Groups 

There were differences between different age groups 
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for these categories, as shown in table 15. Three and 

four year olds focused more on linguistic features in print 

setting. Five and six year olds tended to focus less on 

linguistic features as compared with their younger 

counterparts. The data also show that although 3 year olds 

used somewhat comparable information from non-linguistic 

features, they used considerable less of personal 

experience when compared with the 4, 5, and 6 year olds. 

Table 15. Sources/Strategies applied by each age 
group during phase 2 for task I. By % 

3 yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olds olds olds 

No Response 0 0.7 0 0 
Don't Know 0 0 0 0.8 
Linguistic Related 66.7 50.8 44.2 46.5 
Non-Linguistic Related 28.1 31.1 33.3 35.4 
Personal Experience 5.2 15.9 20.0 17.3 
Function 0 1.5 2.5 0 
Fantasy 0 0 0 0 

The data suggest that the older children were more 

capable of responding with different kinds of information 

sources than the younger ones. This may be due to the 
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older children feeling more comfortable in such a research 

setting so they could be more flexible. It may also be 

simply a fact that the older ones were feeling more free to 

express or to demonstrate their use of information than the 

younger ones. It may also suggest that the older children 

have had more opportunities to interact with environmental 

print and, thus, have developed more knowledge about 

environmental print. They were also more comfortable with 

the communication constraints in this social context. 

using the print available in print setting, each age 

group showed little difference from each other on their use 

of other Print, 14.5%, 10.2%, 9.4%, and 10.9% for 3, 4, 5, 

and 6 year olds respectively. However, 3 and 5 year olds 

demonstrated greater use of the Main Print, 51.1% and 

51.2%, than 4 and 6 year olds, 37.5% and 39.5%. 

Among Hon-linguistic Feature Related responses, there 

was little difference among age gro1'ps except for the uses 

of Emblea and Design. Three yeat .~~~ ~~~d emblems less 

for identification than 4, 5, and 6 year olds, 7.6%, 15.6%, 

14.2%, and 13.6% respectively, while 6 year olds tended to 

use designs as cues more than 5, 4, and 3 year olds, 14.3%, 

8.7%, 7.8%, and 5.3% respectively. These data again show 

the variation of the use of available information among 

these young children. 
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As supporting contextual clues were reduced for task 

II, the data found during task I were generally supported 

even more strongly. For task II, the difference among age 

groups on their use of information sources was obvious. 

See table 16. 

Table 16. sources/Strategies applied by each age 
grOUP during phase 2 for task II. Bv % 

3yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olds olds olds 

No response 0 0 0 0 
Don't know 0 0 0.7 0 
Linguistic Related 95.9 82.2 79.8 72.0 
Non-linguistic Related 2.7 5.5 5.6 15.0 
Personal Experience 1.4 12.7 7.9 13.0 
Function 0 0 3.8 0 
Fantasy 0 0 2.2 0 

For Linguistic Related response the percentage was 

linearly decreased as age increased and decreased as age 

increased on Non-linguistic Feature Related response. 

Three year olds had a small percentage of responses which 

referred to personal experience as compared with 4, 5, and 

6 year olds. 

Three year olds tended to use the Main Print slightly 

more but they used other Print much less than their older 

counterparts. This may suggest that these youngsters 

already possessed the concept that it is print rather than 

other features in print setting which carries the meaning. 



Whereas as children became older they were flexible in 

responding with a wide range of print use. 
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Interestingly enough, most of the 3 year olds 

demonstrated that it was all the print, not the main or the 

other print by itself, that they attended to. This is also 

supported by the knowledge they showed that they use to 

make linguistic decisions. Two 3 year oldsconstantly 

indicated that all the print in the print setting says the 

same thing -- the referent item they identified. There was 

no difference in the use of non-linguistic features between 

each age group. 

At the phase 3 (expanding questioning/responding), 3 

year olds gave a high percentage, 95%, of responses which 

were Linguistic Related and a low percentage, 5%, of 

responses which were Hon-linguistic Feature Related. This 

age group attended to both the Main Print as well as Other 

Print, 45% and 40% during the expanding phase. The older 

children attenaed to more non-print related features in 

addition to print related feature when asked "What else do 

you want to tell me about it?" The older groups also 

attended more to other Print than the Main Print at this 

phase. This also supports the data from the Initial 

Response to the print. 
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Demonstrated Linguistic Knowledge 

For phases 2 and 3, the subject's responses were not 

only categorized based on the information the subject used, 

but in addition the possible knowledge the subjects might 

base their linguistic decision on was also analyzed and 

coded. This coding was based on interpreting the kinds of 

knowledge the subjects use in their reading of 

environmental print. The kinds of responses emerging from 

the data include: 

(1) Syllabic Correspondence. Reveals the reader is 

holding an assumption that there is some kind of 

relationship between the oral syllable and printed 

character in Chinese. The relationships hypothesized by 

the subjects include one-to-one, sound-and-print-Ienqth, 

and undifferentiated correspondence. 

Example: Print: • ~ j i-dan [egg] 

Response: ~T bu-ding [pudding] 

(2) Print Identification. Includes successful and 

unsuccessful identification of all or part of the print and 

soundinq out some or all of those characters or words. 

Example: Print: JI{ m ± a a 

Response: This is ± (pointing to ±) • 

(3) Graphic Similarity. Reveals the reader's use of 

the similarity of physical elements of characters in print. 



Example: Print: 

Response: These two characters (pointing to~) 

are very similar. 
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(4) There Is Relationship Between Print and Referent 

~. Indicates that there is some relationship between 

written text and referent item. 

Example: Item: Bo-Ka Potato Chips 

Question: How do you know it is Bo-Ka? 

Response: It is written here (points to main 

print Bo-Ka). 

(5) There Is No Relationship Between Print and 

Referent Item. Indicates that there is no relationship 

between written text and referent item. 

Example: Item: Bei-Hai Fish Chips 

Question: Where does it say Fish Chips? 

Response: (Points to the fish picture on the 

cover). 

(6) Don't Know. No reason or an irrelevant reason 

given. 

(7) Not Provided. Includes no response. 

Part of an interview session with one 5 year old gives 

a picture of how these categories were developed and coded: 

Task I 
Item: 
Print: 

Tonq-Yi Pudding 
~-*T tong-vi bu-ding [brand + pudding] 
• ~ ji-dan [egg] 
~~~K yiao-leng-canq [keep refrigerated] 
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Initial question 

R: What is this? (Showing a cover of a Tong-Yi Pudding 
cup) 

S: CJC - ~ T tong-vi bu-ding [Tong-Yi Pudding]. 

Explanation 

R: How do you know it's tong-vi bu-ding? 
S: Because I think it looks very much like it. {Personal 

Experience} 2 
R: Where? Show me with your fingers. 
S: Here (pointing to ~-~T). {Linguistic Related} 
R: Where does it say tong-vi bu-ding? 
S: «- ~ T t.2ng-n bu-~ (pointing to the exact 

characters, one by one horizontal left to right). 
{*a. Character Identification; Syllabic 
Correspondence: There Is Relationship Between Print 
and Referent xtem} 

Expnnding questions 

R: What else do you want to tell me? 
s: Mm •••• , there are two more things. 
R: What are they? 
S: (Pointing to. _ji-dan [egg] and !! ~~ K yiao-leng
~ [keep refrigerated]). {Other Print; Linguistic 
Related} 

R: What do they say? 
S: ~ T bu-ding [pudding] (pointing to .~, one by one 

vertically from top). {*b. Syllabic Correspondence; 
There XS Relationship Between Print and Referent 
Xtem} 

R: Okay. What does the other one say? 
S: Mm ••• , Jff ~ T hao-bu-ding [good pudding] (pointing to 

~~~K, one by one horizontally left to right). {*c. 
Syllabic Correspondence; There Is Relationship 
Between Print and Referent Item} 

R: Okay. Anything else do you want to tell me? 
S: That's it. 

The underlying considerations of these codings are 

described in the following: 

2Subcategory which was used to code the response is 
given right after the response and is marked using bolding 
and a bracket, {}. 
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(*a) This response was coded as: Character 

Identification; syllabic Correspondence; and There Is 

Relationship Between Print and Referent Item. While the 

subject was saying Tong-Yi Pudding, he pointed to the exact 

language unit. Character Identification was coded because 

the subject could be able to recognize all or part of the 

characters in the unit thus he identified the item 

correctly. The pointing and referent identification at 

the same time by the subject also showed his awareness of 

the print representing the referent item, thus, There Is 

Relationship Between Print and Referent Item was coded. 

The subject's choice of the Hain Print as the print which 

carries the meaning of the referent item could also be 

because of the correspondence between the number of oral 

syllables in his respor.se and the number of character in 

the print. syllabic Correspondence thus was also coded. 

(*b) This piece of data was coded as Syllabic 

Correspondence and There Is Relationship Between Print and 

Referent Item. When the subject pointed to the word unit 

•• [egg], he identified it as :fIi T [pudding]. Since there 

was no graphic similarity between these two words, a strong 

evidence was revealed that it was a seeking of 

correspondence between the number of oral syllables and 

the number of written characters which led the reader to 

this decision. However, the decision was made also based 
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on the concept that there are relationships between print 

and the referent item. Thus both subcategories were coded. 

(*c) Syllabic Correspondence and There is Relationship 

Between Print and Referent Item were both coded for this 

response. I considered that a seeking of the 

correspondence between the number of syllables in oral 

response and the number of characters in the print was one 

of the bases of this linguistic decision since there is no 

graphic similarity between ~~~K [keep refrigerated] and 

~~T [good pudding]. However, I also considered that a 

strong evidence of meaning search was also revealed in the 

response -- the language unit was saying something about 

the referent item. 

Responses as such were multi-coded. However, only the 

kind of knowledge which was evidenced most strongly in the 

response was calculated in the total count of frequency. 

In order to maintain the completeness of the data, the 

responses given during phase 2, explanation, and phase 3, 

expanding, were separately coded, and will be discussed 

separately in the next sections. 

Task I and Task II 

The majority of the subjects demonstrated in their 

responses that they considered that there was a 

relationship between print and their referent items. One 
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hundred and thirty-five (36.2%) out of 373 responses during 

phase 2 for task X and 106 (32.4%) for task IX are this 

type of response. The relationships included: (a) print, 

could be partial or all, representing the referent item, 

and (b) print and non-print features representing the 

referent item. These hypothesized relationships will be 

discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Some subjects, especially the younger ones, also 

showed that they did not have this kind of awareness. 

Responses such as "It (the referent item) is not written 

down" and pointing to non-linguistic features when asked 

"Where does it say that?" were coded as showing no semantic 

connection between print and the referent item, and were 

coded under the category of There Is No Relationship 

Between })rint and Referent Xtem. During phase 2 of task I, 

there were 34 instances (9.1%) of responses showing the 

above concept and 6 (2%) of task II. 

The SubjE ts also showed that they had established 

their hypotheses abou~ the correspondence between oral 

syllables and printed cha~acters even though they were not 

necessarily the conventional ones. During the process of 

coding, only the data which revealed a one-to-one 

correspondence was coded under these subcategories. Sixty

six times (17.7%) during task I and 67 times (20.5%) during 

task II the subjects showed this kind of awareness in their 
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responses. For instance, pointinq to.~ ji-dan [eqq] for 

*Tbu-dinq [puddinq]. 

Some subjects were able to identify a certain number 

of characters, 98 times (26.3%) for task I and 101 times 

(30.8%) for task II, while readinq the environmental print 

in this study. Few subjects used their knowledqe about 

qraphic similarity between characters to identify print or 

an item. This occurred only 8 times for task I and 2 times 

for task II. In 27 cases for task I, the subject said that 

they didn't know how to or had not been tauqht to read. 

There were 32 of these responses for task II. In 5 cases 

durinq task I no response was provided. This happened only 

once durinq task II. 

Durinq phase 3 (expandinq ~estioninq/respondinq), the 

subjects attended to characters which they knew and 

identified them in 28 cases (29.5%) out of 95. Some of the 

subjects pointed to print and then indicated they did not 

know what it was because they couldn't read or had not 

been tauqht to read. This happened 19 times (20%). 

Twenty-six times (27.4%) the subjects showed that they 

maintained the hypothesis that there was a relationship 

between written text and the referent item. It appeared 

that the subjects attended to characters more than other 

features in the settinq durinq phase 3 (expandinq 

questioninq/respondinq). The linguistic strategy most of 
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the subjects adopted during this phase, Character 

Identification, reveals the subjects' attitude toward 

reading. When they were asked to choose what to tell about 

the print setting, they chose characters to identify. This 

might also be because some of the questions asked during 

this phase, "What else do you know about it?" or "What else 

do you want to tell me?" somehow implied that the subjects 

should answer something they knew. Character recognition 

is socially conveyed as one of the most important things 

for a preschool child to know, and this fact was revealed 

in the subjects' responses. It also could be that the 

question imposed a further communication contract on the 

subjects. With the willingness to maintain the contract 

and the realization that print was the center of the 

communication contract, subjects chose character 

identifications as the responses. No expanding questions 

were asked during task II. 

Comparisons Between Age Groups 

The responses by the 3 year olds showed that they used 

more general rather than specific linguistic knowledge to 

respond to environmental print during both phases 2 and 3 

of task I. The majority of the responses by this age group 

only indicated that there was a relationship between print 

and the referent item. 



Table 17. Responses using Tbere Is Relationship Between 
Print and Referent Item, tasks I & II. By % 

3 yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olds olds olds 

Phase 2 66.0 22.3 23.6 27.4 
Task I 

~hase 3 48.0 9.1 33.4 10.3 

Task II Phase 2 69.8 16.4 24.2 15.0 
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Table 17 shows the percentage of response under this 

subcategory3 by each age group for each task. 

Three year olds were also distinguished in showing a 

hypothesis about the print-item relationship that all print 

in the setting was representing the same thing (the 

referent item). This was not found at all among the older 

age groups. There is 9% found during phase 2, 20% during 

phase 3 for task I, and 14% during phase 2 for task II. 

Relatively, the older groups demonstrated that they 

used more specific knowledge in their responses. Four, 

five, and six year olds more frequently showed their 

concept of syllabic correspondence or their attention to 

print identification than the three year olds did. This 

3In this section, the percentages are obtained by 
taking the responses which were coded under the presented 
subcategory dividing by the total number of responses which 
were coded under the category of Demonstrated Knowledge of 
Linguistic Decision. Some of the responses were multiple 
coded and some subjects did not give this kind of response, 
thus, the total percentage of either each age group or each 
subcategory is not necessarily exactly one hundred. 
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was especially true when th~ supporting contextual clues 

were reduced. The older groups had a much higher tendency 

to identify characters during the responding process. See 

table 18 and table 19. 

Notice the consistency of the percentage of these two 

subcategories under phase 2 for both tasks in all age 

groups. The percentages for task I were rather close to 

those for task II in each age group on both subcategories. 

These young children applied the strategies rather 

consistently. An increase on 6 year olds' use of Print 

Identification and 4 year olds' use of Syllabic 

Correspondence during task II may be due to the change of 

the print setting. The inconsistency of the strategy the 

subjects applied during phase 3 was related more to the 

subjects' willingness to expand and the kind of information 

they chose to attend to than to the subjects' application 

of linguistic strategy. 

Table 18. Responses using Syllabic Correspondence, 
tasks I & II. By % 

3 yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olds olds olds 

Phase 2 5.0 28.2 14.6 22.6 
Task I 

Phase 3 4.0 0 13.3 3.5 

Task II Phase 2 10.5 38.4 13.2 22.5 
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Table 19. Responses using Print Identification, 
tasks I & II. By% 

3yr 4 yr 5 yr 6 yr 
olds olds olds olds 

Phase 2 7.0 30.6 39.3 28.3 
Task I 

Phase 3 4.0 63.6 43.3 24.1 

Task II Phase 2 4.6 32.9 39.6 46.2 

Few of subjects' responses indicated that they didn't 

know how to or had not been taught to read yet during both 

phases of task I. However, 6 year ~lds tended to give 

slightly more of this kind of response, especially "not 

taught." There were 4%, 7.1%, 6.7%, and 11.3% for 3, 4, 5, 

and 6 year olds respectively under phase 2 of task I. 

There are a higher percentage under phase 3 of task I, 

55.2% for 6 year olds as opposed to 27.3 % for 4 year olds 

and none for 3 and 5 year olds. These data show that 6 

year olds paid high attention to print and character 

identification at this phase. They were not, however, able 

to identify all the characters they attended to. It also 

reveals the kind of attitude 6 year olds have toward 

reading. They seem to think reading is being able to 

identify characters. 

For task II, 3 year olds gave very few of this kind of 

response, only 1%, while the older children gave relatively 
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more responses of this kind, 8.2%, 17.6%, and 11.3% for 4, 

5, and 6 year olds. 

There was no difference among all age groups in their 

use of graphic similarity to reach their linguistic 

decision at both tasks. 

Graphic Similarity 

Graphic element was assumed to be one of the cuing 

systems that a reader may apply in her/his reading 

considering the role of graphic in written language in 

general and specifically the characteristic -- radicals 

being the meaning and phonetic cues -- of "compound 

phonetic characters" (Tien, 1983), the majority of 

characters in Chinese. The degree of similarity was 

distinguished as the following kinds: 

(1) Exact. Response is exact as the referred written 

text. 

Example: Print: .. ~ 

Response: .. ~ 

(2) Partial. Response is an exact response to a part 

of the referred written text. 

Example: Print: iiI 0 iiI • 

Response: iiI. 

(3) More Characters Than Text. Response has more 

characters than the referred written text. 



Example: Print: it. ~ 

Response: tf Ii ft 

(4) Less Characters Than Text. Response has fewer 

characters than the referred written text. 

Example: Print: • /SJ II! 

Response: 3IIJ i;; 
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(5) Partial Similarity cn Word Level. Equal character 

length but only some of the character are the same. Other 

characters are different. 

Example ~ Print: AT cAT. 

Response: iiI c ~ *' 
(6) High Similarity on Radical Level. Equal character 

length, but none of the characters are the same. One or 

more radicals are exact. 

Example: Print: ft: 

Response: ~ 

(7) Some similarity on Radical Level. Equal character 

length, but none of the characters are the same. One or 

more radicals are similar. 

Example: Print: :. 

Response: .}If 
(8) No Similarity. Equal language unit but there is 

no similarity on either word, character, or radical level 

between response and the referred written text. 
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Example: Print: ... 

Response: tJI,~ 

Task I and Task II 

Subjects in this study demonstrated that they used 

less information of this kind than what might be expected. 

During task 1, even though 97 out of the total of 266 

responses which could be coded under this category were 

graphically exact as the written text, responses were more 

the result of using more than one cuing systems as well as 

linguistic strategies to identify the item than merely a 

grapheme identification using graphic similarity. 

During phase 2, the res90nses which were partially 

similar to the written text either on a character level or 

on a radical level were relatively few, 18 out of all 

responses. The majority of the responses coded in this 

category were either no graphic similarity, 50, or had an 

unequal number of syllables between the oral responses and 

the characters in written text, 84. When there were 

unequal number of characters, the responses for the most 

part had no graphic relationship with the written text they 

referred to. During task II, the frequency of each 

subcategory stayed the same except for a small increase, 

15, on Partial Similarity on Word or Radical ievel. 
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During phase 3, the frequency of each subcategory was 

close to each other except a rather low one for Partial 

Similarity on Character or Radical Level, only 2 out of 50. 

A closer look at ~~e intents of the subjects at this phase 

helps to understand the subjects' use of graphic feature. 

There was either semantic or character identification 

intent by most of the subjects at this phase, thus there 

was high frequency on Exact or Partial as written text and 

on Unequal Humber of Characters. The responses which were 

graphically exact as the written text were more the result 

of successful identification of character during this 

phase. On the other hand, if semantic was the major 

concern, the responses usually led to unequal numbers of 

characters in comparison with the written text they 

referred to. 

Directionality 

The print settings presented to the subjects in the 

tasks represents the major variations of the directionality 

of Chinese print in the environment. These include 

horizontal left-right, horizontal right-left, and vertical 

top-bottom. However, there were more kinds of 

directionality in the data of this study characterized by 

the subjects' pointing behavior as points and sweeps. 

Points refer to discrete pointing with the finger stopping 
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and lifting while sweeps refer to pointing which was 

continuous across the print. Points included: (1) 

Horizontal Left-Right, (2) Horizontal Right-Left, (3) 

vertical Top-Bottom, (4) Vertical Bottom-Top, (5) Back and 

Forth, (6) Mixed Point, and (7) One Point. Sweeps 

included: (1) Horizontal Left-Right, (2) Horizontal Right

Left, (3) vertical Top-Bottom, (4) vertical Bottom-Top, (5) 

Back and Forth, and (6) Mixed Sweeps. 

Task I and Task II 

The majority of the subjects demonstrated their 

awareness of the directionality of written Chinese as 

suggested in the print setting as well as in the 

environmental print. For task I for the total of 277 

directionality behaviors that were coded, only 18 did not 

exist in the print setting: which included Horizontal 

Right-Left and vertical Bottom-Top. See table 20. These 

unexpected pointing behaviors almost always happened when 

the subjects were either not sure about their answers or 

during the process of explanation. For example, One 5 year 

old who got most of the directionality correct in other 

items pointed vertically from the bottom to the top 

characters in a street sign "Be Careful with Children." He 

was trying to use characters he knew in the print at the 



same time that he was searching for meaning to fit the 

setting. 
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Forty-three pointing behaviors did not suggest the 

subject's concept of directionality. These pointing 

behaviors included Back and Forth, ODe Point, and Hixed 

points/sweeps. The majority of the pointing behaviors, 

166, were Horizontal Left-Right as was most print in the 

settings. This suggests that most of the subjects possess 

the conventional concept of Chinese directionality. 

Table 20. Pointi~g behaviors by all subjects for 
tasks I & II. By frequency 

Task I ~~sk II 
Pnts Swps Total Pnts Swps Total 

Horztl L-R 119 47 166 94 28 122 
Horztl R-L 7 7 14 6 19 25 
Vertcl T-B 43 7 50 36 9 45 
Vertcl B-T 4 0 4 1 0 1 
Back/Forth 0 22 22 1 20 21 
Mixed Points 2 2 1 1 
Mixed Sweeps 2 2 2 2 
One Point 17 17 3 3 
Total 277 220 

During task II, as less print was presented in the 

setting, there were fewer pointing behaviors, only 220. 

Unconventional pointing, vertical Bottom-Top, decreased to 

1. Twenty-seven cases did not suggest subjects' concept 

of directionality, which was fewer than on the previous 

task. However, more pointing, 26, were not what suggested 
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by the print setting as compared with previous session. 

with fewer total pointing behaviors, an increase of this 

kind of pointing indicated that the subjects were not able 

to make as many expected responses as they could at task I 

because fewer supporting contextual clues were available to 

them for decision making. These data may suggest that 

given a less natural print setting, it is hard for the 

subjects to access their knowledge about written language; 

knowledge which they already demonstrated in reaching a 

linguistic decision. 

Pointing and sweeping reveal different kinds of 

syllabic correspondence concepts held by a reader. 

Pointing may reveal more about a reader's concept of 

characterness and its relationship with its representing 

syllable, while sweeping is more vague on indicating this 

concept. Pointing also suggests the reader's concept of 

writing directionality more clearly than sweeping. The 

subjects used more points, 192 (task I), than sweeps, 85, 

when asked questions such as "Show me where with your 

fingers." These points, accompanied by reading the written 

text indicated more of the subjects' operation of these 

concepts most of the time. 
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Comparisons Between Age Groups 

The older children demonstrated that they had more 

control on the directionality. Three year olds' 

uncertainty about writing directionality of written Chinese 

was significantly greater than their older counterparts. 

They had more pOinting behaviors which were either not 

available in the ~rint setting (9 times) or vague in 

demonstrating their conce~t of directionality (34 times) 

compared with four (7 & 5 times), five (5 « 20 times), and 

six year olds (6 & 3 times). They also had more sweeps 

than other groups, 43 as compared with 9, 25, 9 for 4, 5, 

and 6 year olds. There was no difference between each age 

group on their total pointing and unconventional concepts. 

Summary of Quantitative Analysis 

The Quantitative data provides evidence regarding the 

extent to which the subjects comprehend written Chinese, 

their use of information sources, and their adoption of 

responding strategies. Differenc~s on task performance 

between tasks and between age groups are also evident. 

OVerall Findings 

All the subjects showed that they were highly aware of 

the print in the environment. Most of their responses to 
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reading the environmental print were either appropriate or 

were related in some way to the print items. They 

identified the print items mostly using Naming and Referent 

Identification of the items. They also used to a lesser 

degree the Functional or contextual Description of the 

items as their responses. 

All the subjects realized the communication contracts 

imposed on them in the particular research setting and were 

willing to maintain the communication contracts most of the 

time. Most of the subjects were able to rapidly identify 

and process the available information they felt important 

and to make a communication decision. TheJ were also 

comfortable with their responses. They demonstrated that 

they were aware of the relationships, although in different 

ways, between the items and the features which represented 

the items. Most of the subjects indicated that it was 

print which carries the meaning of the referent item. They 

considered meaning as the center of the communication 

contract. Their responses also showed high semantic 

intent. 

The majority of the subjects chose words or compound 

words as the unit of language to process in most of their 

responses. Although a variety of language units appeared 

in the print setting, the subjects chose words or compound 
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words for item identifications, and this would be expected 

among Chinese language users. 

The subjects used different kinds of cuing systems 

available in the print settings, including print and non

print features, to read the environmental print. They 

showed a great variation on their use of information 

sources. Among the non-print features, emblems, pictures, 

and desiqrts -' ·,·re the items most attended to by the 

subjects. The subjects also used information in addition 

to the paint setting to help them identify the print items. 

This information included their developing linguistic 

knowledge and their personal experiences. They 

demonstrated that they used more linguistic related 

information than non-linguistic related features during 

task performances. 

The subjects also demonstrated the use of their 

developing knowledge about written Chinese in their 

responses. This developing linguistic knowledge involved 

the concept of syllabic correspondence, print 

identification, graphic characteristics of written Chinese, 

and the directionality of the writing system. They 

frequently used syllabic correspondence and print 

identification as one of their linguistic strategies. They 

used relatively less graphic information during their 

reading of the print items. It appears that the subjects 
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used the written language in a holistic way. The subjects' 

concepts about writing directionality appeared to be very 

conventional. All of the subjects except one demonstrated 

that they possessed metalinguistic awareness. For example, 

they talked about language units during responding process. 

Differences between Tasks 

During task I, with full contextual clues in the print 

setting, the subjects tended to make more semantically 

appropriate or related responses. When the contextual 

clues were reduced, during task II, the subjects gave more 

semantically unrelated responses. During task II, the 

subjects also gave more Game Playing or Don't Know 

responses. They were more likely not to maintain the 

communication contract. It appears that when more 

contextual information was available, the subjects had more 

pragmatic as well as linguistic control over their 

responses. With less supporting clues available, the 

subjects made fewer expected responses. Their responses 

also appeared to have less semantic intent. 

The subjects used different information sources during 

the two different tasks. They applied more linguistic cues 

than non-linguistic related features during task II, when 

less contextual clues were available. This could be caused 

by the decrease of the supporting contextual features or 
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the unnaturalness of the setting focusing the subjects' 

attention on the detailed features of the print setting. 

With the greater focus on the print, there was also less 

focus on the semantic intent. They produced more print 

identification responses than any other strategy. This was 

also true during phase 3 when expanding questions were 

asked. This result was also due to the influence from the 

probing questions. It implies that the questions asked and 

the nature of the print setting both influence the 

subjects' responses. 

Differences between Age Groups 

The data show that there were no differences among any 

of the age groups on their maintenance of a communicwtion 

contract, their use of non-linguistic related features, and 

their use of graphic information. However, the subjects 

did show age differences in other aspects of the responding 

process. 

Three year olds were most different when compared with 

their older counterparts. This age group tended to give 

fewer responses which were semantically appropriate or 

related to the print item. Relatively, they gave more 

semantically unrelated responses, especially when there 

were fewer contextual clues available in the setting. They 

made less use of their personal experiences to help them 
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read environmental print. They also showed a global 

concept about the relationship between print and the 

referent item. Most of them indicated at one time or 

another that all of the print features in the setting 

represented the referent item. The three year olds showed 

that they were using general rather than specific 

linguistic knowledge during the process of responding. The 

3 year olds were also less consistent and therefore did not 

show a clear concept about the directionality of the 

writing system as evidenced by their pointing behaviors. 

On the other hand, 4, 5, and 6 year olds used more 

sophisticated linguistic knowledge such as syllabic 

correspondence and print identification as some of the 

strategies for decision making. This was especially true 

during task II. 

The 6 year old group demonstrated more conventional 

use of information sources and knowledge by their greater 

attention to the print information than the younger groups. 

Some of the 6 year olds focused more on print 

identification and graphic details. This happened 

especially during phase 3 when expanding questions were 

asked and during task II when fewer contextual clues were 

provided. Six year olds revealed their established 

attitude toward reading more frequently than the other 

groups. They indicated more often that they either did not 
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know how to read or had not been taught to read yet. They 

revealed a concept of reading which is closer to what is 

socially defined -- character recognition and sounding out. 

In summary, younger subjects relied more on linguistic 

features than the older ones. They based their linguistic 

decision less frequently on graphic considerations. The 

older subjects responded to the print items using different 

kinds of informa~i~n sources especially during task II. 

Older subjects also tended to respond more often than 

younger children to questions which asked for an expansion 

of their responses. Older subjects likely conceived the 

probing questioning and responding to be a matter of asking 

for character recognition and sounding out strategies, 

especially during phases 2 and 3 of responding. 

The data suggest that older children felt more 

comfortable in the research setting and were more free to 

demonstrate their use of information and responding 

strategy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONSTRUCTING KNOWLEDGE OF WRITTEN CHINESE: 

QU~TATIVE ANALYSIS 

Analyzing the interview data of the Taiwanese 

children's responses to reading environmental print with a 

qualitative stance provides the opportunity to search for 

evidence that shows various ways the subjects construct 

knowledge about written Chinese. Such an analysis examines 

in-depth the subjects' strong semantic intent which was 

evident in the quantitative data. By rereading and 

reviewing the data carefully, categories were developed for 

the qualitative analysis. These categories are listed as 

follows: 

I. Semantic Intent 
1. Meaning search 
2. Meaning expansion 

II. The Relationship Between Print and Referent Item 
1- The r~ferent item is not represented by print. 
2. The ~eferent item is represented by print and non 

-print features. 
3. The referent item is represented by print. 

III. Syllabic Hypotheses 
1. One-to-one correspondence 
2. Sound-and-print-length correspondence 
3. Undifferentiated correspondence 

IV. Hypotheses about Language units 
1. Concept of word formation 
2 Concept of character formation 
3. Character recog~ition 
4. Graphic feature analysis 
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The discussion of the findings will be organized into two 

major sections: (a) Searching for meaning, dealing with the 

semantic intent of the subjects, and (b) Coming to Know 

Language Units: the Radical. Syllable. Character. and Word, 

dealing with how the children develop linguistic knowledge 

especially about these language units. 

Searching for meaning: the Semantic Intent 

What is the ultimate goal of a reader? Studying the 

reading process, K. Goodman (1982b) concludes that reading 

is a process of a meaning search using information from 

both the text and the reader's own background knowledge. 

He states that "reading is very much a matter of using 

language to create meaning" (1982b, p. 72). K. Goodman 

believes that the reader starts with a graphic display and 

ends with meaning, a reconstruction of the writer's message 

(1982a). If reading environmental print is similar to 

reading a passage on the printed page, then, what is the 

ultimate goal of the reader? In what ways is the purpose 

of searching for meaning during reading similar when 

comparing adult readers and young readers who are from 3 to 

6 years old? It is important to know the degree to which 

the young children in this study were looking for meaning 

when they were reading the environmental print tasks. 
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These younq children, by usinq the information 

available to them, brouqht their personal meaninq to the 

print which not only related to the item but in addition 

expanded the meaninq of the item. Althouqh the subjects 

responded to the qraphic display available to them to reach 

the meaninq of the print, the semantic intent was so ~trong 

that sometimes there was no graphic relationship between 

the qraphic display and their responses. 

Meaning Search 

The subjects qenerally considered that the print 

represented the meaninq of the item and thus searched the 

items carefully for that relationship. A close look at the 

responses in Fiqure 2, listed according to degree of 

appropriateness from top to bottom, of all the subjects to 

one print item, Bai-Li Guava Juice, shows the ranqe of 

meaninq potential that children bring to a particular print 

setting. 

These responses do not all coincide with the semantic 

features represented by the printed text item. For 

instance, the last three responses are not found in the 

print. However, the children's systematic cognitive 

processes to search for meaninq are evident when they use 

the information available in the print setting and relate 

it to their own background knowledge and experience. Bai-
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Li is a well known brand name for orange and grape juice as 

well as guava juice. It is often served at snack time in 

the kindergarten at the research site. Although there are 

different kinds of printed information on the task item, 

the subjects all identified the most important and relevant 

one. None of the responses was random or irrelevant. 

Figure 2. Responses by all subjects to the item of 
Bai-Li Guava Juice 

Item Print on Task Item Subjects' Responses Age 

Bai-L Bai-Li Bai-Li 6 
Guav Guava juice Guava Juice 4, 5, 6 
Juice Ai-Ru-Mi Food Juice 4, 5, 6 

Products Company Guava Juice 3, 4 
FactoryjZhong-Li City Guava's 5 

Xi-Yuan Road 105 Orange Juice 4 
That kind with 

grape flavor 6 
Snack time 3, 4 

The responses to the street sign Be Careful With 

Children, which was the print item most of the subjects 

were not able to identify exactly, help to support the idea 

that these young readers are focused on searching for 

meaninq. See figure 3. 

The variation of the syntax of these responses does 

not interfere with the meaning intent of the subjects. 

These responses include words, compound words, clauses, and 

sentences. The printed text ite~ Be Careful With Children 
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is a sentence but also functions as a compound word. The 

children's responses show that neither the syntactic nor 

the graphic information takes precedence over the semantic 

consideration. 

Figure 3. Responses by all subjects to the item 
Be Careful With Children 

Item/Print 

Be Careful 
with Children 

Subjects' Responses 

Be careful with children 
Traffic rule sign 
Traffic, the kind you need to 

Age 

4, 5 
6 

cross the street. 
Street 

6 
3, 4, 5 

Telling people to be careful. 
To be safe, don't get hit by car. 
A sign, says wait until 

the car stops then we can 
cross the street. 

People walking sign 
Sideways 
Transportation 

6 
5 

4 
5 
3 
4 

Examination of the responses of some individual 

subjects shows how the semantic intent functions for each 

child when she/he reads environmental print. 

Example 1. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Rui, 5 years old. 
Be Careful with Children 
11 'c: )t. dang-x in er-tong 
Children] 

[Be Careful With 

S: ,j, (: )t. xiao-xin er-tong [Be Careful With 
Children]. I think it is the place (on the way) to 
school. 

R: What does it say? 
S: I think it says that .~V~r~~.che-zi-yao 

-ting-xia-lai-zai-zou [stop the ca~ and then go]. 
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R: nuere does it say xiao-xin er-tong and che-zi-yao 
-ting-xia-1ai-xai-zou? 

S: I only know the middle two ~ zi [characters]. 
R: Okay. Which two? Show me while you read. 
S: mm ••• , I think it could be saying r.)t •• ling §l: 

-tong quo [stop, children crossing] (pointing to 
.,e)!.). 

Notice how the answers change as more questions are asked. 

It seems that my further questioning influences on Rui's 

responses, thus he switches from one answer to another. 

However, all of the answers are relevant to the task item. 

Although the responses change, the central concern of the 

sign is maintained. The syntax and semantics of Rui's 

first answer is closest to the print. In response to 

further questioning, Rui switches to a functional 

description of the sign: what a driver needs to do after 

she/he sees the sign -- stop the car and then go, which is 

a much longer language unit than the print. However, 

perhaps since I keep asking him questions he decides that 

two answers are not adequate enough. His final response 

r.)t •• ting er-tong 9YQ [stop, children crossing] is not 

acceptable syntactically but is semantically related. 

Using a less proper language unit for an answer but 

retaining the semantic intent suggests that Rui's concern 

for meaning is more important than the form of language. 

The strategies involved in Rui's responses include: 

syllable-character correspondence; meaning connection 

between the print and other cuing systems -- especially the 
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picture in the setting showing two children crossing 

street; and character identification (Rui indicated later 

that the two characters he knew were .co' and )t). Rui 

demonstrates very strong semantic intention and seldom 

deviates from the meaning of the print. 

Example 2. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Han, 6 years old. 
Tai-Nan Public Bus Line 
IE * '&'. tai-nan ke-yun 
Public 
Bus Line] 

[company name + 

S: It is ••• , it's ~~~.gong-gong gi-che [public 
bus] • . . . . . . 

R: What does it(the print) say? 
S: It's ••• , Tai-Nan something car ••• , I forgot ••••••• 
R: Try again. 
R: IE * tai-nan (pointing to IE '" first and then to • Z' 

) ••• something ••• , ah, I don't know. I can't 
read. 

A number of times Han told me that she could not read 

because her mother did not teach her; she was too little; 

and she was not yet going to elementary school. 

Information from the parent interview reveals that her 

mother, a fourth grade teacher in the elementary school at 

the research site, i~tentionally avoids teaching character 

recognition and formal writing to her children at home 

because she thinks children at that age are not ready for 

that. The family sometimes talks about this at home. Han 

realizes it's her mother's intention not to teach her 

characters until she goes to first grade, and she uses this 
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as a reason for her inability to recognize characters and 

being unable to read. 

In her responses, it appears that meaning 

consideration is the first aspect of the print item that 

Han considers. She gives the more common term for the 

public bus (Gong-Gong Qi-Che) than is on the print item 

(Tai-Nan Ke-Yun) once she decides what the item is. This 

term represents the item semantically even though it is not 

written in the print. In response to my request, she 

examines the print once again trying to make a connection 

between the print and the item based on her developed 

meaning. Tai-Nan Public Bus Line is a specific term for 

the bus company serving Tainan city. Her response of "Tai

Nan something carn shows that Han makes a connection 

between the print and the item. Her response is not the 

result of character recognition, since she does not locate 

the exact characters for her responses. Rather, it is the 

connected meaning which provides information for Han to 

locate the print for the item. 

Meaning Expansion 

Responses of the subjects include not only item 

identification but expansion on the semantic meaning of the 

item also. Usually the expansion is formed from the minor, 

smaller, print in the task item. During phase 3, when 
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exploratory questions such as "What else do you want to 

tell me about it?" were asked, children often provided 

evidence showing their meaning expansion intent. Consider 

the following examples: 

Example 1. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Rui, 5 years old. 
Wei-Quan Milk 
~ ~ wei-guan [brand nam~~ 
11 ~ ~~ m .. ~ bao-j iu te-J]' xian-ru [preserved 
superior fresh milk] 

s: I know it's ~~wei-guan [brand name]. 

R: What else does it say? 
S: There is something under Wei-Quane 
R: What does it say? 
S: mm ••• , I think it's ••• , !! ~ ~ IQ yao-tian-tian-he 

[drink it everyday]. 
R: Okay. Show me again with your fingers where it 

says that. 
S: mm ••• , (pointing to 11 ~ ~~ m If ~ one by one) 

d~~~.1Q qing-tian-tian-gyu-mai-he [please buy 
and drink it everyday]. 

Rui considers that the rest of the print must communicate a 

related concept about the item and expands its meaning to a 

functional description as "drink it everyday." Notice his 

final answer for the smaller print, " &I ~ ~ 2: • 118 [please 

buy and drink it everyday]," was a slight change to the 

meaning but provided more similarity between the number of 

written characters and the number of syllables. When asked 

to point with his fingers, Rui showed his awareness of the 

correspondence between the number of written characters and 

that of oral syllables. His response changes a little, 
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from "drink it everyday" to "Please buy and drink it 

everyday, adding two more syllables in oral Chinese to 

match the number of character in the written form. Again, 

the influence of my questioning shows here. 

Example 2. 

Subject: Hui, 6 years old. 
Item: Shu-Jie Tissues 
print: flo ~ shu-j ie [brand name] 

Wi ~.a wei-sheng-zhi [tissue] 

S: That is Wi ~ ta wei-sheng-zhi [tissue]. 

R: ~~at else does it say? 
S: It also says that Wi ~ .a fll JlT wei-sheng-zhi-hen-hao 

[tissue is good]. 
R: Where does it say that? 
S: Here (pointing to Wi ~ fa ) • 

Many times during her responses, Hui used the minor print 

of the item to add descriptive information about the item. 

Examples in addition to the above responses given by Hui 

include "very good detergent" and "seaweed is delicious" to 

the related items. 

Another interesting example comes from a 5 year old, 

Yu. Whenever she was asked what else she wanted to say 

about an item after responding to initial questions, she 

always gave a functional description or made some comments 

about the item. For instance, she pointed to the minor 

print on a cracker package and said: "It says if you buy it 

you get a box of pencils free." 



Example 3. 

Subject: Peng, 4 years old. 
rtem: Bai-Li Guava Juice 
Print: Ei IIJ bai-li [brand name] 

~ • ~ ba-Ie-zhi [guava juice] 
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S: This is .~~.~ gou-zhi-de-gai-zi [juice cover]. 
R: How do you know? 
S: • ~ auo-zhi [juice] (pointing to Ei IIJ bai-li [brand 

name]), .~. guo-zhi-qai [juice cover] (pointing 
to ~. ~ ba-Ie-zhi [guava juice]). 

Peng considers that the print on the item must be saying 

something about the item, thus he identifies the two sets 

of print as "juice" and "juice cover". He may also be 

using the concept of syllable-character correspondence to 

help identify the words, but a concern for the central 

meaning of the item is very obvious. 

The subjects in the above examples all show their 

awareness of the importance of semantic intent while 

reading environmental print. The processes of their 

linguistic decision making reveal how their developing 

knowledge about written Chinese helps them to maintain this 

intent. Almost all the subjects exhibited in most of their 

responses this overriding concern for the meaning of each 

item. 

Coming to Know Language Units: 
the Radical. Syllable. Character. and Word 

Data emerging from this study show that young children 

are constructing hypotheses about representational 
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relationships among oral language, written language, and 

language units in Chinese. These hypotheses are so complex 

that it is necessary to present the related theoretical 

arguments regarding these issues first in order to support 

the discussion of data in this section. 

In her discussion about oral and written language 

development, Ferreiro (1988) considers that literacy 

development is a process involving searching for the nature 

of the representational system. She states that "children 

try repeatedly to find an answer to a very general 

question: what do the written marks represent?; how do they 

represent it?" (p. 369). The issues of representation 

involve the complex relationships between written marks and 

the oral language units. Through their comprehension and 

production of written language, children "tell us how they 

conceive the relationship between language and written 

representation" (p.370). 

Ferreiro's discussion is of great significance to this 

study. The data reveal the subjects' developing concepts 

about the representational relationship between oral and 

written language. Representational concepts involve 

relationships among: (a) the written representation and the 

object it represents; (b) the written representation and 

oral utterance; and (c) the segmentations in written 
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representation. These representational issues in language 

involve the following questions: 

(1) What are the concepts the subjects develop about 
the relationships between print and the referent 
item? 

(2) How do the subjects conceive of written marks as a 
unit of language? 

(3) How do the subjects relate a unit of language in 
its oral form to the unit in its written form? 

(4) How early does a child begin to possess the 
concept of a language unit? 

(5) In what ways does a child begin to develop a 
concept of a language unit? 

(6) How do the subjects come to know that the word as 
a lan~~age unit is more than a single character? 

The relationships suggested by these questions cannot 

be separated from each other. These complex relationships 

may not all be answered in this study, but some insights 

regarding these issues are explored in the following 

section. The organization in this section follows the 

category system introduced at the beginning of this 

chapter. 

Relationship Between Print and the Referent Item 

It is important to know in what ways children conceive 

how an item is represented. Do they think that the item is 

represented by the graphic information? Or is it 

represented by a unit of oral language? How does a child 

perceive the relationship between the written 
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representation and the object it represents? These kinds 

of questions were raised in the very early stage of my data 

analysis. The data analysis reveals that the subjects hold 

several kinds of conceptualizations at the same time about 

the representational relationships in lanquage. Responses 

show that children believe that either print, non-print 

features or both represent the referent item. When the 

question nWhere does it say that?n was asked, some subjects 

pointed to print while others pointed to non-print features 

or both. When the print feature was pointed at, I 

interpreted this to mean that the subject considered print 

to be the representation of the referent item. Similarly, 

when a non-print feature was indicated, I interpreted this 

action to mean that the subject considered the referent 

item to be represented not by the print on the item but by 

something else, such as a non-print feature or an oral 

utterance. 

The data suggest that these are not clearly 

dichotomous relationships. There are at least three kinds 

of conceptualizations about the representational nature of 

lanquage that emerge from this data. 

I. Referent Item is No~ Represented by Print. Data 

coded in this category include responses which indicate 

that the refere~t item is not written down and that non-



print features, such as pic~ures and designs, are the 

representation of the item. An example follows: 

Subject: Yu, 5 years old. 
Item: Guai-Guai (one kind of cookies) 

R: What is this? 
S: Guai-Guai. 

R: Where does it say that? 
S: It is not written. I just know it's Guai-Guai. 
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In this case, it is not clear what Yu believes is the 

representation of the referent item, but she does relate 

the item to her oral utterance. In addition, she states 

that there is no relationship betw£en the referent item and 

the print on the item. 

other children provide more clear evidence of what 

they consider is the representation of the item. For 

instance, when asked "Where does it say that?" (Hei-Song, a 

soft drink brand), Chun, a 3 year old, pointed to the 

design on the setting. Although it is not possible to tell 

whether Chun perceives the design to be written language in 

this particular print setting, she does indicate print as 

the representation in responses to some other items. This 

supports Ferreiro's (~988) conclusions about the influence 

of the function and form of language on children's language 

use. Ferreiro contends that children do not do the same 

kind of things in their use of language if the conditions 

differ, such as f~,ction or form of the language, and they 
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do not do the same kind of things in different language 

settings (p. 369). Instead of considering Chun's responses 

as a result of the her inconsistency, I believe that Chun's 

responses reflect the differences that exist within a 

language event involving the interaction of the child, 

myself as a question giver, the print setting, and the oral 

and written language embedded in the event. 

II. Referent Item is Represented by Print and Non

print Features. When asked, "Where does it say that?" some 

subjects pointed to both print and non-print features. 

This type of response was given by one 4 year old and one 5 

year old. For these subjects, the referent item can be 

represented by both print and non-print features. However, 

this conceptualization is also related to the concept of 

the differentiation between print and non-print item: are 

they considered as two different kinds of things? The data 

do not reveal whether the subjects considered the print and 

non-print feature to be the same or different. This issue 

needs further investigation. 

III. Referent Item is Represented by Print. The 

majority of the subjects, 11 out of 16 for the majority of 

the items, indicated that the print represents the referent 

item. Examples such as the following demonstrate this 

concept: 



Example 1. 

Subject: Hui, 6 years old. 
Item: Gao-Gang-Wu Flavored Seaweed 
Print: .. lSI.. qao-qanq-wu [brand name] 

~f~~e wei-fu-hai-tai [flavored seaweed] 

s: It seems to be ~e hai-tai [seaweed]. 

R: What does it (the print) possibly say? 
S: It seems to say only seaweed. 
R: Where? 
S: Here (pointing to D* f~ :IU e ), or it could be here 

(pointing to 7:i I5!l m ) • 

There are two sets of print in the setting -- the brand 
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name and flavored seaweed. Hui decides that either one of 

them could represent the item she identifies as .seaweed. 

Example 2. 

Subject: Lu, 4 years old. 
Item: Bei-hai Fish Chips 

R: What is this? 
S: Fish. 
R: Fish. How do you know? 
S: Here (pointing to the whole printj it says fish. 

There are a number of examples in the section earlier 

under Semantic Intent that also reveal the same hypothesis 

about the relationship between the referent item and the 

print in the setting. For example, Han's responses to the 

item Tai-Nan Public Bus Line in example 2 of Meaning Search 

and Peng's responses to the item Bai-Li Guava Juice in 

example 3 of Meaning Expansion are some of this kind. 

Once the subjects' hypotheses about the relationship 

between the text item and the print is established, an 

additicnal question needs to be addressed. If the referent 



item is represented by the print, how is it represented? 

Responses of the subjects provide insights into the 

different hypotheses generated by these young children. 
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Some of the subjects consider that only a part of the 

item is written down. The following is an example: 

Subject: Hong, 5 years old. 
Item: Kong-Que Crackers 
Print: :n.,. kong-que [brand name] 

R: 
S: 

R: 
S: 

R: 
S: 

~ Ii ft xiang-su-cui [one kind of cracker] 

What is this? 
:n..WDft kong-que xiang-su-cui [brand name + 
crackers] • 

Where does it say Kong-Que Xiang-Su-CUi? 
:n.,. kong-que [brand name] (Pointing to :fL lfi kQnq 
~). 
Where does it say Xiang-Su-cui? 
It only says 1L,. kong-que [brand name]. It does 
not say .fiR xiang-su-cui [crackers]. 

In this print setting, :n. 15 kong-que [brand name] is the 

main print and if fi ft xiang-su-cui [crackers] is a much 

smaller print. Similarly, Kong-Que as the specific brand 

name is more popular than its generalized products such as 

cookies or crackers. The term Kong-Que was identified by 

Hong and related to its written representation. Why he 

considered that the term "crackers" is not written down is 

not known, although his choice of the main print as the 

written representation of the item is obvious. 

Some of the subjects considered all of the written 

text in the setting to represent the referent item. When 

asked to locate the text for their reference 
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identifications, these subjects pointed to all of the print 

in the setting. This is especially consistent among the 3 

year olds. Hao, one of the 3 year olds, gave this kind of 

response for every item during both tasks. Similar 

pointing responses appeared in two 4 year olds, but with 

less frequency. Interestingly enough, this kind of 

response was totally absent among the 5 and 6 year olds. 

It appears that the development of the concept of 

representational relationship between written text and the 

referent item relates to the ages of the subjects. The 

older the subjects are, the more likely they are to possess 

more sophisticated concepts, such as that only print 

represents an item. On the other hand, the younger the 

subjects are, the more likely they are to hold a global 

concept, such as the item is represented by all of the 

print features. 

Relationship Between Written Representation and Oral 
utterance: Syllabic Hypotheses 

R~presentational concepts also include the 

representation of oral language by written form, and vice 

versa. An oral utterance and written text relationship is 

especially important in the Chinese writing system. Before 

getting into the following sections, a brief summary of 

issues concerning the writing system of Chinese is in order 



and will also be presented as necessary within each 

section. 

Issues regarding the characteristics of the Chinese 

writing system have been discussed in the section of the 

Writing system of A Logoqraphic Language: Chinese in 

Chapter 2. These issues include: syllable-character 
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relationship; the distinction of character and word as a 

language unit in Chinese; and the concepts of character 

formation and word formation. The definitions of character 

and word are restated to facilitate the reading of this 

section: 

(a) Character: ~ll, refers to each individual written 

unit in Chinese usually representing one oral syllable. It 

could be a free morpheme or bound morpheme. 

(b) Word: a:, £i, refers to the smallest meaningful 

semantic unit, including base morphemes and compound words. 

It could contain one, two, or more characters. 

Basically, Chinese is considered a monosyllabic 

language with each syllable represented by one character. 

Thus there is a one-to-one relationship between characters 

and syllables. The character is a written unit which is 

formed with radicals in most cases. The character is not a 

complete semantic segmentation featurel , since most of the 

ISemantic segmentation feature refers to a language 
unit which is segmented to contain a meaningful character/s 
sequence. 



time it ~oes not represent ~ meaningful unit. Chinese 

language users tend to use the term "word," which may 

contain one, two, or more characters, as a semantic 

segmentation feature. "Word," thus, is considered the 

smallest complete and independent language segmentation 

feature. 
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The formation of characters and words in written 

Chinese is a complex issue involving not only graphic 

combinations but also, more importantly, semantic 

variability. Most of the time a character is formed from 

radicals which can represent semantic and/or phonetic cues 

to the character. Similarly, a word is formed with 

characters, and the characters could function as morphemes 

of the word with different kinds of semantic variations. 

That is to say, characters in a word may provide semantic 

cues for a particular word but they do not necessarily 

provide a straightforward direction for generalizing the 

meaning of that word. Knowing the meaning of a character 

is not always equal to knowing its meaning both in and out 

of a word. The developing concepts of this complexity of 

the Chinese writing system among the young children in this 

study are one of the major focuses of tbe qualitative 

analysis. 

There are three major concepts that appear in the data 

concerning the relationship between written and oral 
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language. The first concept is the relationship between 

the syllable and the character. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

the one-to-one relationship between syllables and 

characters in Chinese is well defined. Although this one

to-one relationship is considered crucial in children's 

literacy development, it is seldom discussed in the 

classroom. The assumption is that this relationship will 

be learned without direct teaching. It is probably learned 

well by Chinese readers because the relationship is 

frequent and naturally embedded in Chinese. The second 

concept concerns the representational relationship between 

oral language and written text: whether oral Chinese can 

always be represented by written characters and whether 

each written character can always be uttered orally. The 

third concept concerns the characteristics of the 

segmentation in oral language and in the written text. 

since the first two concepts are related to each other, 

they are combined and discussed as the "Syllabic 

Hypotheses" in this section. The third concept discussed 

as the "Hypotheses about Language Units" will follow in 

the next section. 

The subjects in this study show a consistent and 

systematic hypotheses about the relationship between the 

syllable and the character. The majority of them have the 

concept that there is a one-to-one syllable-character 
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relationship (discussed in I below). Those subjects who do 

not hold a one-to-one syllable-character relationship seem 

to develop one of two other possible hypotheses: Ca) There 

is a correspondence between a string of written text and a 

segment of the eral utterance with the number of the oral 

syllables and written characters not being significant 

(discussed in II below): Cb) There is an undifferentiated 

correspondence between the number of written characters and 

the number of oral syllables (discussed in III below). 

The following examples shows the evidence of 

constructing syllabic hypotheses in general. 

Example 1. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Rui, 5 years old. 
Gao-Gang-Wu Flavored Seaweed 
.. Rill .. gao-gang-wu [brand name] 
~~$~ wei-fu hai-tai [flavored seaweed] 

R: What does this say? 
S: _ Rill .. :e ~ gao-gang-wu hai-tai [br.and name + 

seaweed]. 
R: Where does it say that? Show me with your fingers. 
S: .. Rill ":re;; gao-gang-wu hai-tai (pointing to ~ 1~ 

~~ wei-fu hai-tai [flavored seaweed]) •••• 
.. gAQ ... :. ~X!:l hai-tai (not pointing), ••• 

R: Show me once again. 
S: .. gao (pointing to '* m) - ISJ srul9 (pointing to 

~ ,fy) - • l!!! (pointing to :e bail • bll (pointing 
to ;; tail ••• , how come there are five ~ £1 
[characters] (syllables, in his oral response, he 
meant here)? 

S: What do you think happened there? 
R: I think it is only _Rill. gao-gang-wu [brand name] 

(pointing to ~1~~~ wei-fu hai-tai [flavored 
seaweed]), ••• , how come there is one more ~ zi 
[character] (in the print)? 

S: What do you think this is? 
R: .. Rill,. gao-qang-wu [brand name], but I don i t know 



where it is (written). 

Example 2. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Qi, 6 years old. 
Kong-Que Crackers 
it. _ kong-que [brand name] 
.. fi J! xiang-su-cui [one kind of crackers] 
_~ xiang-yu [fish flavor] 

10 ~~ [dollar] 

R: What is this? 
S: it.,. tJt ~ kong-que bing-gan [brand + cookies]. 
R: Where does it say that? 
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S: lL kQ.na (pointing to iL kong) -- 'ii ~ (pointing to 
'5 gyg) -- tJt lUng (pointing to Ii' xiang) -- 'z gan 
(pointing to Ii §Y) ••• , mm ••• , how come one ~ zi 
[character] (syllable, in his oral responses, he 
meant here) is missing? ••• These two ~ n. 
(characters, in written text, he meant here, 
pointing to It .. xiang-vu [fish flavor]) are it.,. 
kong-que [brand name], and these two (pointing to 
it. '5 kong-que) are • .It ~ bing-gan [ cookies] • 

Qi is testing a hypothesis that there is a 

correspondence between the number of syllables in his oral 

response and the number of written characters appearing in 

the print. Rui holds a similar hypothesis, however, he is 

not able to solve the conflict between the different 

numbers of syllables and characters. 

The majority of the subjects demonstrate their 

knowledge construction about the syllable-character 

relationship during their reading of environmental print. 

However, there are developmental differences concerning 

the concept of syllable-character relationship in terms of 

the degree to which the concept is close to the 

conventions. The examples given above reflect the 
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conventional concept about the one-to-one syllable

character correspondence. There is a total of three kinds 

of responses reflecting different hypotheses about the 

syllable-character relationship: 

I. one-to-one syllable-character correspondence. Two 

groups of data reveal the concept of one-to-one 

correspondence between syllables and characters: (a) one 

group reveals a clear one-to-one concept and (b) the other 

group reveals a transition from sound-and-print-length 

correspondence to one-to-one correspondence. 

In the first group of data, the subjects show the 

conventional syllabic hypothesis as the convention. Most 

of the 5 and 6 year olds and some of the 4 year olds 

demonstrate in most of their responses that they have the 

concept of one-to-one syllable-character correspondence to 

the items presented in this study. Many of them adopted 

this concept as a linguistic strategy to reach a decision 

as to what a written text says or where an item is written 

down. The following are more examples in addition to those 

presented previously, to demonstrate how these young 

children ~pplied a linguistic strategy to their reading of 

environmental print: 

Example 1. 

subject: Peng, 4 years old. 
Item: Coca Cola 
Print: iij' 0 iij'. ke-kou ke-Ie [Coca Cola] 

2 ~ flo gong-sheng [liter] 



S: This is ~* gi-shui [soda]. 

R: Where does it say Qi-Shui? 
S: This is = ~ [two] (pointing to 2). 
R: Okay. 
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S: ••• ~*gi-shui [soda] (pointing to ~~gong-sheng 
[liter]). 

This example reveals the complicated process these subjects 

are undergoing as they use different kinds of cues in the 

print setting as well as in their own background knowledge 

to reach their conclusions. Peng shows he is aware that 

one syllable was represented by one character even though 

it is not clear how he reached the decision that the item 

was soda. 

Example 2. 

Subject: Fing, 6 years old. 
Item: Coca Cola 
Print: AT Cl AT. ke-kou ke-Ie [Coca Cola] 

2 ~ ~ gong-sheng [liter] 

S: ~ * gi-shui [soda]. 

R: Where does it say Qi-Shui? Show me with your 
fingers. 

s: ~ gi •.. , AT [J ~ * ke-kou gi-shui [Coca soda] 
(pointing to AT [J AT. ke-kou ke-le [Coca Cola]). 

Fing changed her response from "soda" to "Coca soda" after 

she was asked to locate the written text for her oral 

response. Even though the questioning technique may have 

influenced the interviewee's change of response, it is 

obvious that Fing maintained the one-to-one correspondence 

between the syllables in the oral response and the 

characters in the written text, even though the second 



response is a less common term and semantically less 

proper. 

Example 3. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Yi, 5 years old. 
Tong-Yi Pudding 
tJE - :ffj T tong-vi bu-ding [brand name + 
pudding] 
.. ~ ii-dan [egg (flavor)] 
.~~a yiao-leng-cang [keep refrigerated] 
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;~ • QJ 11 ~ 13 ~ ling-cang-ke-bao-chi-13-tian 
[good within 13 days if kept refrigerated] 

S: This is :ffj T bu-ding [pudding]. 

R: Where does it say BU-Ding? 
S: :fh T bu-ding [pudding] (pointing to JI ~ ii-dan 

[egg]). 

For this item, it wa& not uncommon for the subjects to 

point to JI ~ i i-dan as :fh T bu-ding. Both were two 

characters/syllables even though Ji-Dan is the minor, 

smaller, print in the setting. There is no graphic 

similarity between these two word units. The decision to 

point to Ji-Dan may be influenced by other cuing systems, 

such as color. However, color was never mentioned by the 

subjects. The linguistic strategy the subjects seem to be 

applying is to respond to the same number of 

syllables/characters in each unit. 

In the second group of data, the subjects show a 

relatively vague concept of syllable-character 

relationship. This concept is characterized by the 

subjects attending to an unequal number of syllables in the 

utterance as compared with the number of characters in the 
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written text. At the same time there is an indication that 

the subjects are aware of the inequality of the 

relationship. The following is an example of such an 

interaction which illustrates this concept: 

Example 1. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Hong, 5 years old. 
Bei-Hai Fish Chips 
:lb ~ bei-hai [brand name] 
II .... li xue-yu-xiang-si [one kind of fish 
chips] 

R: What is this? 
S: It ~ U you-yu-si [another kind of fish chips]. 

R: Where does it say it's you-yu-si? 
s: It ~ (pointing to ~ ill) -- .. E (pointing to 
e~) -- li n (pointing to .. ~) ••• I don't 
know what the rest (of the characters) are. 

Responses such as Hong's usually show a correspondence 

between the number of pointing behaviors made by the 

subjects and the syllables of their oral response but, an 

une~~al relationship between the oral response and written 

text. That is, during such responses the children pointed 

at the written string as many times as the number of 

syllables they uttered, even if the written text contained 

more or fewer number of characters than the number of 

points. This was accompanied by an explanation such as "I 

don't know what the rest are" as in the above example. If 

the subjects were able to show a correspondence between 

their pointing and the segments of their oral responses, an 

awareness of a one-to-one relatio~ship between these two 
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seems warranted. It is reasonable to conclude that these 

subjects are in the process of developing an awareness of 

syllabic seqmentation in oral lanquage with their pointing 

to seqments of characters. However, this concept does not 

yet include the appropriate number of written lanquage 

seqments. This response reveals that the subjects have not 

yet focussed on the concept of the word or compound word as 

a written lanquage unit, although they are aware that some 

relationship between oral and w~itten language exists. 

This ooncept appears to be developing toward the 

conventional one. 

The difference between the above two groups of data 

suggests the difference in the subjects' development of the 

syllabic concept as well as of their sophistication in 

using conflict-solving strategies during the process of the 

task performance. The second group of subjects 

demonstrated a less definite one-to-one syllable-character 

hypothesis while the first group of subjects showed a 

strongly formed concept concerning a one-to-one 

relationship. The first qroup of subjects were so 

confident of their hypothesis that they applied it as a 

strategy to identify the print in the items most of the 

time. 

II. Sound-and-print-length correspondence. This 

hypothesis refers to situations in which a one-to-one 
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correspondence between the number of oral syllables and of 

printed characters was not souqht by the snbjects, but 

another kind of correspondence did appear. The subjects 

show a correspondence between the lenqth of the oral 

utterance and the lenqth of the written text. For 

instance, Lu, a 4 year old, pointed continuously tO~-~T 

tong-vi bu-ding [Tonq-Yi puddinq] while he uttered 

~.~~~~~T ying-kang zuo qi lai de bu-ding [pudding 

made in Ying-Kang] until he finished his oral utterance. 

There were 8 points and 8 syllables in his oral response 

but 4 characters in the written text. 

Yu, a 5 year old, showed a somewhat different way of 

pointing. She pointed to every one of the 4 characters, 

.m~. tai-nai ke-yun [Tai-Nan Public Bus Line], in the 

written text she attended to and uttered.~ che--zi [car], 

2 syllables, until she finished all the pointing, 

elongating the syllables. 

III. Undifferentiated correspondence. This hypothesis 

refers to those situations in which the correspondence 

between the number of syllables and the number of written 

characters in the responses made by the subjects is not 

differentiable. The responses in this group of data appear 

to be unconventional. What kinds of concepts concerning 

the syllable-character correspondence that the children are 

developinq is not clear. This type of response is most 
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evident among the 3 year olds. Three among four of them in 

their responses to most of the print items showed this type 

of conceptualization. 

Hau, a 3 year old, demonstrated an undifferentiated 

correspondence between the number of syllables in his oral 

response, his pointing to the print, and the number of 

characters in the written text. The number of his oral 

syllables could be either more or less than the number of 

characters in the writ-ten text. His pointing might or 

might not coincide with the number of syllables in his oral 

response. The responses by another 3 year old, Tieng, were 

also similar. Wuan, another 3 year old, consistently 

pointed to one character within each string of written 

text, but the character could be a word, a compound word, a 

clause, or a sentence unit. 

It is important to keep in mind that any single 

intended explanation of this complicated language process 

probably does not account for all of the potential reasons 

for the children's responses. It could be that Wuan 

perceived the segment in her oral response as one language 

unit and reflected the sense of one unit in her pointing. 

It also could be that in a similar way she considered the 

complete string of written text as one language unit and, 

therefore, did not point to each individual character 

separately. The full complexity of the alternate 
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hypotheses cannot be dealt with by this study. There is 

not enouqh evidence to make definitive conclusions in these 

cases. However, it is interestinq to note that reqardless 

of what Wuan conceives to be a unit of the lanquaqe, she 

shows that she is less focused on the correspondence of 

syllable and character than other subjects. 

Althouqh the older children have a higher frequency of 

one-to-one relationship respcnses, a simple definite 

developmental difference by aqe of subjects is not 

sugqested by the data. The 3 year olds qenerally have 

concepts further away from the conventional syllable

character relationship while the majority of the 6 year 

olds show the one-to-one concept in their responses. 

However, the 4 and 5 year olds do not always appear to be 

less conventional than the 6 year olds in their concept of 

syllable-character relationship. Some 4 year olds 

demonstrate very strong one-to-one syllable-character 

concept, while some of the 5 year olds show that they are 

still not quite sure about this relationship. It seems 

that development is not simply age related. Development 

may well be influenced by the children's personal 

experiences although this is not the focus of this study. 



Hypotheses About Language Units 

As discussed in chapter 2, words rather than 

characters are considered the semantic segmentation 

features in Chinese. Words are formed with one, two, or 
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more characters. In Chinese, a logographic language, any 

one individual character when combined with other 

characters can change in meaning considerably. Thus, the 

word as the major semantic segmentation feature in Chinese 

is a crucial concept for language learners. 

I. Concept of Word Formation. Since the word is the 

semantic segmentation feature in Chinese, knowing the way a 

word is formed and the relationship between the word and 

the characters that form it is important to a Chinese 

learner. 

During the process of qualitative analysis, a number 

of findings became evident about the concepts of semantic 

segmentation among the subjects. Some of these young 

children in the study already possessed concepts of word 

even though they had not yet received formal reading and 

writing instruction. 

Example 1: 

Subject: Han, 6 years old. 
Item: Kong-Que Crackers 
Print: 1L '11& kong-que [brand name] 

• Ii ft xiang-su-cui [one kind of crackers] 

S: This is 1L '11& lit ft kong-que bing-gan [brand name + 
cookies]. 
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R: Where does it say that? 
S: it. ~ kong-gye [brand name] (pointing to :n. '5 kQng 
~) P~ bing-gan [cookies] (not pointing). 

R: Where does it say Pft bing-gan [cookies]? 
S: No, it's iL~.fift kong-que xiang-su-cui [brand 

name + crackers]. 
R: What is it actually? 
S: It Ii ft xiang-su-cui [crackers]. 
R: Where does it say that? 
S: Here (pointing to iL '5 kong-aue [brand name]). It 

is these two yellow ~ II [characters]. 

It may first appear that Han does not have a sense of one

to-one syllable-character correspondence, since she located 

a tWo-character word as the written unit for a three-

syllable oral utterance. However this is not the case. 

Han has an awareness of one-to-one correspondence between 

characters and syllables in her responses to many of the 

other task items. She chose not to adopt this as a 

linguistic strategy in this case. Rather, by using other 

cuing systems, such as color, which she demonstrated as a 

cue in her early responses to this item, she reached a 

decision that demonstrates her knowledge of a significant 

language segmentation. She pointed to the main print iL~ 

kong-gye [brand name] twice as the written text for the two 

different responses to the item. At the same time, she 

decided that the main print should say the general item, 

crackers, rather than the specific brand name, Kong-Que. 

More importantly, she reveals a concept of the word as 

language segments, considering .lift xiang-su-cui 

[crackers] as a segment in her oral response corresponding 
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to :n. ~ kong-que [brand name] as a segment in the written 

text. Both of them are words. 

Examples similar to Han's conceptualization are found 

among other 4, 5, and 6 year olds. 

Example 2: 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Rui, 5 years old. 
Hei-Song 
.~ hei-song [brand name of soft drink 
products] 

S: .. ~" h~i-song [brand name] • . . . . . . 
R: Anything else do you want to tell me? 
S: No more. There is only one ~ II [character]. 

It is important to know that even though the word is the 

most common language segmentation in either written or oral 

Chinese, the term for word, n £i [word], is not commonly 

used, especially among young children. Most of young 

children use ~ £i [character] instead, even though they 

may already possess the concept of A ci [word]. Rui 

obviously has a concept of word and thus considers hei-song 

as one segment. When he said one zi [character], he meant 

one word, as one language unit. 

Example 3: 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Peng, 4 years old. 
Kong-Que Crackers 
:n. ~ kong-que [brand name] 
_fiR xiang-su-cui [one kind of crackers] 
11. xiang-yu [fish flavor] 
10 ~~ [dollar] 
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R: What is this? 
S: R. ~ tJt tZ kong-que bing-gan [brand name + cookies]. · ..... 
R: OKay. Where does it say Konq-Que Binq-Gan? 
S: (Pointinq to .fiftxiana-su-~4i one by one while he 

was sayinq) R. _ tJt k2ng--~--R.ing ••• , III tZ hl.ng 
:sAn [cookies] is missinq. (Tried aqain, same way), 
• •• , tJt 'z bing-gan is missinq! 

R: How many are missinq? 
S: One ~ &i [character] (word is meant here) is 

missinq, tJt tZ bing-gan [Cookies]. 

Penq used the same term as Rui did. When he said "one li" 

[character] I he actually referred to the word unit tJt'1 

bing-gan [cookies]. His responses to other items do not 

show that he lacks of the awareness of one-to-one syllable

character correspondence. He, as Rui did, demonstrated the 

same concept about lanquaqe seqmentation in Chinese. These 

kinds of examples were found more frequently amonq older 

children (2 of 5 year olds and 2 of 6 year olds). 

A 4 year old demonstrated her concept of lanquaqe 

units less clearly than the previous examples. 

Example 4. 

Subject: 
Item: 
Print: 

Juin, 4 years old. 
Coca Cola 
~ c~. ke-kou-ke-Ie [Coca Cola] 
2 ~~gong-sheng [liter] 

R: What is this? 
S: ~ * qi-shui [soda]. 
R: Where does it say it is gi-shui? 
S: It's AT. ke-Ie [cola]. · ..... 
R: Okay. Where does it say it is ke-Ie? 
S: Let me think ••• , there are only two ~ II 

[characters] in ar. ke-le [cola] (in her oral 
utterance), ah! it's not written down. 
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When Juin says two zi (characters], she means two 

characters, in the word of ncolan in her oral response. 

Since there were four characters in the print she was 

looking at, ~ c~. ke-kou-ke-le [Coca Cola], she decides 

that it cannot be ~. ke-le [cola]. These data suggest 

that the subject has a clear concept of the written 

character and its one-to-one relationship with the oral 

syllable. She might have a developing concept that a word 

is a semantic segmentation feature but does not demonstrate 

clearly enough the degree to which her concept is the 

conventional one. Data from younger children, especially 

from 3 year olds, present much less evidence for this 

concept. 

It is important to remember that the terms of zi and 

£i are not used in the kindergarten classes. The subjects 

in this study have not yet been exposed to formal reading 

and writing instruction in school. And yet they are 

developing concepts about zi [character] and Qi [word]. 

This knowledge is very important for their iater literacy 

development but unfortunately is not taken into account by 

teachers and parents in language teaching. 

II. concept of Ch3racter FOrmation. It is commonly 

agreed that the Chinese character is formed with radicals. 

However, it is debatable whether one needs to learn all the 

radicals in order to learn to read Chinese. A similar 
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question exists in the teaching of alphabetic language 

systems. Does one need to know all the letters in order to 

learn to read? Although the answer to this is 

controversial in the teaching of alphabetic language 

systems, some studies indicate that the prior knowledge of 

all the letters of the alphabet is not prerequisite to 

learning to read (Durkin, 1966). 

It is not the intention of this study to determine 

whether or not it is necessary to know the concept of 

radicals and the ways of character formation before one 

learns to read Chinese. However, it is important to know 

how young children perceive radicals and their 

relationships to characters in order to understand early 

literacy processes in Chinese. 

During the process of the qualitative analysis, young 

children's developing awareness and perceptions of radicals 

as graphic elements in a character were revealed in the 

data. Responses from most of the subjects did not provide 

this kind of information, but two 5 year olds and two 4 

year olds showed some evidence of knowledge about the 

radical. 

Shuian, a 4 year old girl, shows rather conventional 

concepts toward radical and character formation. When she 

was responding to a street sign .~~. danq-shinq er-tonq 

[Be careful with children], besides giving the expected 
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answer, she spontaneously added her analysis of the 

character ... gsng [no independent meaning for this 

character]: "It is ... ~ in ~ IT. shiou-ding-dang [Small 

Ding-Dang, the major character of a children's ~omic] but 

one more square (referring to the radical C in .)." 

Wei, a 5 year old boy, happened to have the same analysis 

of the same character when he responded to the same item. 

A more obvious example come from Shuian's response to 

the McDonald's item. After giving the initial response of 

~.M mai-danq-Iau [McDonald], she hesitated for a short 

while and then said: "don't know if it's (pointing to H) H 

lau, maybe it is ~ ... 15 mai-dang-fang." The radical ;tJ Ii 

is in the character ft§ laue ;tJ Ii and ~ .t:smg are very 

similar which no doubt causes Shuian's self questioning. 

Shuian in some of her responses tried to copy the 

characters she was able to identify by copying the strokes 

of each character in particular writing sequences. 

Hong, a 5 year old boy, paid attention to the radical 

~ gQDg [public] in the character ~ J2QDg [pine tree] when 

he was asked about ... ~ hei -song [one brand name of soft 

drink products]. He identified, accompanying with 

pointing, ~ gQng as his answer. 

In responding to the item ::!b ~ e .. _it bei-hai ~..::YY=. 

xiang-si [brand name + fish chips], Lu, a 4 year old, 

identified the characters of .. and .. as one, maybe 
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because there are two radicals, .. and S, in the character 

of 1:. His response reveals a very clear sense of 

character formation. No such data were found among 6 year 

olds, nor among 3 year olds. 

Wei, Hong, and Lu do not show this kind of awareness 

as consistently as Shuian. Shuian demonstrates in her 

responses that her knowledge of written language is very 

close to conventional knowledge in many ways. 

Through the. parent interview, teacher interview and 

several follow up discussions with teachers at the school 

site, a profile of Shuian's literacy experiences emerges. 

Shuian had been showing high interest in characters, 

reading, writing and drawing for a number of years. 

According to Shuian's mother, a first grade teacher in the 

elementary school at the research site, Shuian has been 

exposed to books and reading materials since she was 2 

years and 6 months old. By the time of the research, at 4 

years and 11 months, Shuian was reading a large number of 

books. No character recognition or character writing, 

which is the major content of formal beginning reading and 

writing instruction in Taiwan, were given to Shuian in her 

home, according to her mother. However, the teaching of 

numbers and phonetic symbols was conducted by her parents 

or caretakers. Shuian and the adults in her home share 

many reading activities. Shuian is also involved in 
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literacy activities outside of the house, such as shopping, 

going to libraries, ~,d attending wusic lessons. 

Similar comments about Shuian were also given by her 

kindergarten teacher. The teacher commented that Shuian is 

a very fast learner. The teacher considered that Shuian's 

literacy ability had something to do with Shuian's home 

experiences. As a colleague, she commented that Shuian's 

mother had high expectations as a teacher as well as a 

parent and might place pressure on Shuian's learning of 

characters. 

In responding to several items, Shuian tried to write 

the characters in print using very conventional sequences 

of stroke writing, which is very uncommon for a 4 year old. 

Since there was no formal reading and writing instruction 

taking place at both school and home, according to the 

teacher and the parent, Shuian might learn character 

writing through ob~erving other written language users, 

such as pupils in her mother's class (she sometimes stayed 

at her mother's classroom after her kindergarten class). 

If what these two adults said about the lack of formal 

teaching for Shuian is true, Shuian is a good example of 

children who learn to read and to write through their daily 

use of language and observing other language users rather 

than through being directly taught. It appears that she is 



learning structured lan~~age skills such as sequence of 

character writing at the same time. 
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The following two sections discuss the subjects' 

responses using character recognition and graphic feature 

analysis as linguistic strategies. The responses also 

relate to the subjects' concepts about the character as a 

complete and independent written segmentation feature. 

These data also reveal how close the subjects' concepts of 

written language are to the conventions. 

III. Character Recognition. Characters themselves, in 

a string of written text, also provide cues for the reader 

to identify a text item. In this study, some subjects 

identified an item by recognizing all or some of the 

characters in the print, while other subjects used 

character recognition as the response strategy. Responses 

such as the following show evidence of character 

recognition: 

Example 1. 

Item: Bai-Lan Detergent 
Print: e NIl bai-lan [brand name] 

~ ~ *D xi-vi-fen [detergent] 

s: This is e NIl bai-lan [brand name]. 
R: How do you know? 
S: I looked at this (pointing to e) and this 

(pointing to NIl). I recognized this is e ba i 
[white], so I know its e NIl bai-lan. 



Example 2. 

Item: Tai-Nan Public Bus Line 
Print: • '" : - tai-nan ke-yun [Tai-Nan Public Bus 

Line] 

s: This is a picture of bus. 

R: What does it say here? 
S: Don't know •••• '" DAn [south] (pointing to the 

exact character), '&' M [guest] (pointing to the 
exact character). 
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The subject in example 1 indicates that she knew what the 

word was by her recognition of part of the word, one of the 

characters. The subject in example 2 was not able to 

identify the word but recognized and named two of the 

characters in that word. 

Most of the 4, 5, and 6 year olds in the study 

successfully identified characters in their responses one 

or more times. By comparing the responses by the subject 

to the same item during task I and task II, it is possible 

to discover the degree to which the subjects are able to 

identify characters. The older subjects especially showed 

high ability in character identification, considering that 

they have not yet received formal reading, writing, and 

character recognition instruction. Three of the 6 year 

olds, three of the 5 year olds, and one of the 4 year olds 

consistently demonstrated that they used character 

recognition as one of their strategies. They pointed to 

the characters and gave the exact identifications of these 

words. 
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The successful identification of the characters may be 

due to complicated information processes. Character 

identification serving as a strategy is obvious. This is 

particularly true during task II. With less supporting 

cuing systems, identification of characters remained the 

same as during task I. 

Some of the subjects, if they were not able to 

identify all of the characters in a word, sometimes used 

the cue from the character that they recognized to decide 

what the words were, as example 1 above shows. This 

linguistic decision reveals the reader's concept of word 

formation -- they do not consider characters as separate 

segments from the words or other character elements. Han 

in the above example 1 considered the print to be one 

written unit, thus she did not take the one character that 

she recognized as a complete language unit. Instead, she 

used that character as a cue to identify the whole print. 

Some of the subjects tended to focus on character 

recognition and neglected the meaning of the whole language 

unit, failing to identify the item, as shown in example 2 

above. It is interesting to note that these subjects use 

character recognition only as a last resort during 

responding. They usually show a semantic intent and 

information processing response first. However because 

they do not have enough information, either from the print 
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setting or from their background knowledge, the children 

switched their focus to the characters and identified them 

with less concern for the task item's meanings. This was 

especially true during task II. 

Two interesting issues are involved here: (a) the 

semantic role of a single character in itself and in a 

word, and (b) the function of the contextual clue in a 

print setting. The latter issue was discussed in chapter 

4, and the first one will be discussed here. 

The meaning of a character in a word is determined by 

the union of all characters in that word rather than by the 

single character itself. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 

meaning of such a union could be an expansion, a 

redundancy, a divergence, or a meaning which is totally 

unrelated to the meanings of its element characters. When 

focusing on a single character, it was much harder for the 

reader to catch the meaning of the character itself let 

alone the word that character presented. Because of the 

complex relationship of meaning variation between a single 

character and the word unit, the subject had more 

difficulty giving a semantic response when her/his focus 

was mainly on single character identification. Consider 

the following example. 

Subject: Hong, 5 years old. 
Item: Dong-Di-Shi Department Store 
Print: .~±§a dong-di-shi bai-huo [store name + 

Department store] 
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s: It is a bag. 

R: What does it say? 
S: ••• I don't know, ••• this (pointing to ± W [ one 

social class in ancient time]) is ± m. 
R: what is that? 
S: ••• I don't know. 
R: What do you think the whole thing says? 
S: ••• I don't know. 

This response took place during task II with fewer 

contextual clues accompanying the print than in task I. 

Hong was not able to relate the print and the item using 

the information available to him. By naming one of the 

characters, he still could not attach the meaning to the 

print. This type of response is similar to what has been 

found among English-speaking children in some studies of 

early literacy development. They can name letters even 

though they may not be able to identify the English word. 

The data discussed in the above sections suggest that 

since a word as a semantic segmentation feature provides 

more semantic information than a character, a word is not 

more difficult to read than a single character. Character 

identification may be the last thing that happens in the 

process of reading environmental print. Most of.the 

readers seem to make better use of word to gain semantic 

meaning than they could from the character. 

IV. Graphic feature analysis. The graphic features of 

the characters, as they occur in a string of written text, 

provide cues for the readers even though the characters 
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miqht not be successfully identified. The followinq 

examples provide information reqarding the process of 

linguistic decision making using qraphic features as cues 

to the print. 

Example 1. 

Subject: Qi, 6 years old. 
Item: Coca Cola 
Print: iij' [J iij',. ke-kou ke-Ie [Coca Cola] 

2 ~ 7t gong-sheng [liters] 

S: This is soda that kind of thinq. 

R: Where does it say it is soda that kind of thinq? 
S: Here (pointinq to iij' [J iij'. ke-kou ke-Ie [Coca 

Cola]) • 
R: Read it for me and also show with your fingers. 
s: (pointinq to ~ [J iif. one by one) .~~~ hei-song 

gi-Shui.[Hei7sonq soda], ••• it seems it's not hei
-song g1-shu1. 

R: It seems it's not hei-song gi-shui? 
S: No ... ill (pointing to iiI M) --;,: ~ (pointing 

to [J kou) -- ~ gi (pointing to iij' ~), ah! this 
(the second iiI M) is not ~ a, it should be .. 
hei. • •• 

R: What could that possibly be? 
S: ••• There are many kinds of soda... JI .. i!§ :rr Ring 

:9YQ xi-da [Apple Cider], ••• (pointing aqain) 
JI Ring (pointinq to iij' ~) -- • SYQ (pointing to 
[J kQy) -- i!§ xi (pointing to iij' M), that (the 
second iiI ~) is i!§ xi, ... its not either. 

Qi notices the first and third characte~ in the word, iij' 

~, as beinq the same. When he is readinq and pointing, he 

realizes that the same written character iij' ~ separately 

corresponds to .. W and ~ gi in his oral response, 

which he considers beinq not acceptable. This conflict 

leads him to reject his two earlier responses. Similar 

reactions happen in Qi!s responses to another item Md.@ 
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gin-gin xianq-zao [brand name + perfumed soap] when he 

notices that the first two characters in the print are the 

same. Qi's responses to these items were exactly the same 

for both tasks. 

Rui uses a similar strategy: 

Example 2. 

Subject: Rui, 5 years old. 
Item: Coca Cola 
Print: CiT 1:1 CiT _ ke-kou ke-le [Coca Cola] 

2 ~ 7t gong-sheng [liter] 

S: It is CiT 1:1 iif,. ke-kou ke-le [Coca Cola]. 
R: How do you know that? 
S: Because I saw these two (pointing to the first and 

secondiif) were very like each other. 

Rui indicates that the graphic similarity of the characters 

helps him identify the item. The response shows that Rui 

has an awareness of the graphic features of a character. 

No other responses by other subjects reveal a similar use 

of graphic feature analysis. 

The data raise several interesting issues: (a) Do 

characters also s~~:c ~z a g=~phic unit to a reader? (b) In 

what ways does a young child perceive the nature of a 

character? (c) When characters are considered to be written 

language units, are they also considered to be a graphic 

unit? The answers to these questions require 

investigation. What is significant for this study is the 

evidence that two young children do use graphic feature 

analysis to help them to read environmental print. 
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Snmmary of Qualitative Analysis 

The subjects demons~rated a very strong concern for 

the semantic intent of the task items during their reading 

of environmental print. They provided evidence that they 

were more concerned with meaning than with the form of the 

language. The syntactic and graphic considerations seemed 

less important to the subjects than their concern for 

meaning. However, the subjects used information available 

within and beyond the print setting as well as their 

personal experiences to reach a meaningful response to an 

item. 

The subjects also show their developing knowledge of 

written Chinese. They demonstrate several hypotheses about 

the nature of the Chinese writing system and constantly 

used these hypotheses as linguistic strategies to help them 

read environmental print. These hypotheses include the 

syllabic hyputheses and the hypotheses about language 

units. This knowledge also helps them maintain their focus 

on the semantic information of the text items. The cue 

systems work in an integrated fashion. 

Basically these subjects have developed certain kinds 

of concepts about the representational relationship between 

oral language and written language and between written text 

and the object it represents. The representational 

relationships between written text and the object include: 
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(a) the referent item is not represented by print; (b) the 

referent item is represented by print and non-print 

features; and (c) the referent item is represented by 

print. The relationships appear to be hierarchical in 

nature and there are some developmental differen~es 

suggested. The younger subjects tend to have more global 

concepts about the representational relationship while the 

older ones tend to have more specific concepts. 

Although they have not yet received formal reading and 

writing instruction, these subjects show that they are 

already constructing systematic hypotheses about the 

syllable-character relationship, the representational 

relationships between oral and written language. These 

hypotheses also appear in a hierarchical order: one-to-one 

correspondence, sound-and-print-length correspondence, and 

undifferentiated correspondence. The majority of these 

subjects already hold a one-to-one syllabic hypothesis. 

This means that most of the children know that a syllable 

in oral form is represented by a character in written form. 

This is especially true for the older children. No linear 

age development of these concepts is suggested by these 

data. However, the 3 year olds are less conventional in 

their concepts of syllable-character correspondence. 

Many of the subjects from ages 4 to 6 already possess 

the concept of l~nguage units. Many demonstrate that they 
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recognize a word as a semantic segmantation feature and a 

character as a written segmentation feature. They might 

not use the right term for these two lanquage units. The 

data, however, demonstrate that the concepts of language 

units are being developed and used as one of their 

linquistic strategies. Subjects in this study show little 

evidence of using the information of the radical to come to 

a decision about what is written. 

Subjects in this study recognize many Chinese 

characters before receiving reading and writing 

instruction. They use character identification as one of 

the strategies to read the environmental print. However, 

character identification always occurs after the other 

strategies such as the syllabic hypothesis in the process 

of ~eadinq environmental print. The data show that when 

focusing on single character identification, it is harder 

for the subjects to give meaningful responses because of 

the complex relationship of meaning variation between a 

character and a word. The data suggest that a word is not 

more difficult to read than a single character. Subjects 

read more holistic language units rather than individual 

characters. Very few of the subjects focus on isolated 

graphic features to help them to read environmental print. 

The data show that the conve~tional concepts of 

reading and writing have an impact on the subjects' 
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responses to the tasks. Information from parent and 

teacher interviews suggests that when the subjects are more 

aware of how adults perceive reading, they are more likely 

to reveal an attitude that to read is to recoqnize 

characters. So, when their concepts of reading are closer 

to the conventional concept, the subjects are more likely 

to pay attention to the details of the print. 

Finally, it is important to remember that the 

subjects' responses are also the result of the interaction 

among the research setting, the print setting, myself as a 

researcher, the subjects as informants, and the oral and 

written language, interacting during a single language 

event. The influences from anyone of those are part of 

the nature of this language research. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND DKPLICATIONS 
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Beginning reading instruction currently implemented in 

elementary schools in Taiwan has raised questions for me 

regarding the nature of literacy development in the Chinese 

logographic writing system. Research in early reading and 

writing development with Chinese-speaking children provides 

limited insights into the nature of early literacy 

development in Chinese. Research in early literacy 

development conducted in countries using the alphabetic 

writing systems indicates that children learn to read and 

to write through interacting with written language 

surrounding them, and many young children already possess a 

great amount of knowledge about written language before 

they enter school. 

The purpose of this study is to explore the possible 

influences of environmental print on Taiwanese children's 

construction of knowledge about written language. The 

general problem is concerned with: Ca) the influences of 

print in the environment in Taiwan on kindergarten 

children's construction of knowledge about written Chinese 

as they read selected texts, and Cb) the way Chinese 

children use cues from tt~e print in the Taiwanese 

environment to construct knowledge about written Chinese. 
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The specific questions that are addressed by this study 

are: 

1. To what extent do the subjects comprehend written 

Chinese in their environment? 

2. What contextual cues from environmental print do 

the subjects use when they read selected texts? 

3. What stylistic and linguistic features of written 

Chinese do the subjects att~nd to when they read selected 

texts? 

4. What strategies do the subjects employ when they 

read selected texts? 

5. In what way do the subjects show evidence that they 

are constructing knowledge about written Chinese? 

The study utilized Print Awareness Tasks, including 20 

environmental print items chosen from the Taiwanese 

society. These items were used to obtain responses from 16 

kindergartners. The responses of the subjects were 

analyzed using quantitative as well as qualitative methods. 

Conclusions 

Results from the quantitative analysis provide an 

overall profile of the ways the subjects respond to reading 

selected environmental. print. The qualitative analysis, on 

the other hand, provides insights into the ways these young 

children construct knowledge about written Chinese. 
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Results from both of the analyses provide information to 

answer the research questions. 

Question 1: To what extent do the subjects comprehend 
written Chinese in their environment? 

During the study, it has been important to discover 

the degree to which the subjects comprehend print in their 

environment, since researchers in the western world have 

indicated that young children begin to interact with 

written language well before they go to elementary school. 

From the data I found evidence that young children in this 

study are highly aware of the print in their environment 

even though they have not yet received formal reading and 

writing instruction. Most of them identified the selected 

environmental print appropriately. Most of their responses 

to the items are semantically related to the items. Most 

of the time they comprehend written Chinese in the selected 

environmental print items well. Among the subjects, the 3 

year olds are less aware of environmental print when 

compared with older children. They give relatively more 

responses which are semantically unrelated to the items. 

There is no discernible difference among 4, 5, and 6 year 

olds. 

The subjects have a high concern for the semantic 

aspects of language when reading the print items. For 

example, they try to make semantic connections between the 
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print and the referant item when ~~ey read an item. 

consider meaning to be the center of the communication 

contract and try to fulfill their semantic intent using 

different kinds of cuing systems, including print and non

print features and linguistic strategies. 

Th~ subjects' concerns for meaning come before 

concerns about the form of the language. For instance, 

sometimes subjects use language with a less common 

syntactic pattern in order to maintain a meaningful 

response. The change of the form, such as rearranging the 

character sequence, does not interfere with the 

construction of meaning in most of the cases. These young 

children also demonstrate that they are highly aware of the 

representational relationship between the print and its 

referent item. For instance, the majority of the subjects 

indicate that it is print which carries the meaning of the 

referent item. 

Question 2: What contextual cues from environmental print 
do the subjects use when they read the selected texts? 

Knowing the contextual cues that the subjects use 

helps us to understand the nature of their information 

processing when they read environmental print. Most of the 

subjects are rapidly able to identify and process the 

available information they believe to be most important in 

making communication decisions. 
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When reading environmental print, the subjects use 

different kinds of information sources available to them. 

The information sources include the contextual cues in the 

print settinqs. They use a qreat many contextual clues to 

read the environmental print. When asked "How do you know 

that?" or "What made you think so?" they pointed to print 

as well as non-print features, such as pictures, emblems, 

and desiqns in the settinq. There is a qreat variation 

amonq the kinds of cuinq systems they use. 

Subjects read the environmental print differently 

dependinq on the deqree of availability of the supportinq 

contextual clues. When there are more supportinq 

contextual clues available, subjects have more linguistic 

as well as praqmatic control over their responses. They 

respond more to the questions asked, identify more printed 

items appropriately, and qave more semantically related 

responses. 

On the other hand, with fewer contextual clues 

provided, subjects tend to qive more semantically 

unrelated, qame playinq or "don't know" responses. In this 

situation, they pay more a~tention to the specific details 

of the print, use more print identification as the 

respondinq strateqy and, thus, show less semantic concern. 

For instance, some of the subjects named one or two of the 

characters in the print with no meaninq connection to the 
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item when responding to the question "What is this?" Also 

they were not able to apply as much of the knowledge they 

demonstrated in task with contextual clues intact. Some of 

the subjects gave semantically less appropriate responses 

during the task when fewer contextual clues were available 

than the responses they gave to the same item with full 

contextual clues provided. In other words, the context in 

which the print is embedded plays a significant role in the 

way the children respond. 

Question 3: What stylistic and linguistic features of 
written Chinese do the subjects attend to when they read 
selected texts? 

Although it is true across languages that many young 

children learn to read through interacting with written 

language in their environment, the linguistic features of 

Chinese to which young Chinese readers attend during the 

interaction process has been unexplored. The young 

children in my study show that they attend more to major 

print in the tasks characterized by the size and boldness 

of print than they do to other print features. The 

majority of the subjects choose the word or compound word 

as the unit of language to process. 

Among all of the subjects, 6 year olds focus more 

attention than the younger children to the details of print 

information, such as the graphic features of the character. 



For example, they give more print identification and 

graphic features analysis responses. 

Question 4; What strategies do the subjects employ when 
they read the selected texts? 

Answers to this question reveal the nature of the 
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process young Chinese readers use when reading 

environmental print. It also reveals the children's use of 

their concepts about the writing system. Both pragmatic 

and linguistic strategies are significant regarding this 

question. 

Data show that all of the subjects understand the 

communication contracts imposed on them in this particular 

research setting and that they are willing to maintain the 

communication contracts most of the time. They answered 

most of the initial questions. However, when the print 

setting is less familiar to them, subjects show less 

interest in maintaining the communication contract. With 

less context available the subjects give more "game 

playing" and "don't know" responses. 

The ways in which the subjects respond are influenc~d 

by their concepts of reading as well as the researcher's 

questioning technique. The 6 year olds ~xpress relatively 

more often than the other age groups that they are not able 

to read or have not yet been taught to read when they are 

asked to locate the written text that their initial 
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responses referred to. Similarly, when asked to "Show me 

again with your fingers" in order to explain or to confirm 

their responses, some of the subjects changed their 

strategies. These changes to their original response may 

indicate that they didn't know how to read. 

While reading environmental print, subjects use 

information available in the setting and from their 

background experiences to develop their linguistic 

strategies. For example, many of the subjects relate the 

print item to other persons. 

There are differences among the different age groups 

in terms of the strategies they employ. Older children 

appear to be more developed in their knowledge of and 

experience with written language and thus use more kinds of 

information sources to read the environmental print. They 

indicate that it is print, non-print features, or their own 

knowledge which helps them to reach their dec;sions. They 

tend to feel more comfortable wi'ch the resear~h setting and 

more free to demonstrate their use of information sources. 

Meanwhile, the older subjects are also more sensitive to 

the conventional concept toward reading and they more 

frequently respond to the probing questions by using 

character identification and character naming. 

Subjects use their hypotheses about the nature of the 

Chinese writing system as linguistic strategies to read the 
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print items. These hypotheses include syllabic 

correspondence, character recognition, and graphic feature 

analysis. Most of the subjects demonstrate the use of the 

syllabic hypothesis in their responses. For example, 

subjects matched the number of syllables in their oral 

utterance by pointing to the same number of characters in 

written text. 

To a lesser degree, the children also use character 

recognition. Character recognition, however, appears to be 

the last strategy which subjects choose duri-~ the process 

of responding. A few of the subjects use graphic feature 

analysis to identify the items, and two subjects show 

evidence of having a hypothesis about the radical to help 

them read. Subjects use language in a holistic way when 

they are reading environmental print. 

When ~he subjects focus directly on character 

identification, it is harder for them to give meaningful 

responses. Some subjects couldn't give a meaningful answer 

even after identifying a few of the characters in the 

print. Subjects tend to read with a focus on the more 

meaningful language unit, the word rather than the 

character. This implies that the word as a semantic 

segment is easier for the reader to understand than a 

single character. 
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Question 5: In what way do the subjects show evidence that 
they are constructing knowledge about written Chinese? 

Qne major focus in this study is to discover how young 

children in Taiwan construct knowledge about the Chinese 

writing system. 

In their use of linguistic strategies, the subjects 

provide evidence that they are making hypotheses and are 

constructing knowledge about the nature of the Chinese 

writing system. They constantly use this knowledge during 

their reading of environmental print. During their 

responses, the subjects are making hypotheses about the 

representational relationships between oral and written 

language and between written text and the referent item. 

They are also hypothesizing about the syllable-character 

correspondence and are constructing their concepts about 

language units in Chinese. They demonstrate that they 

already L~OW a lot of Chinese characters and possess 

conventional knowledge about directionality in written 

Chinese. They also show through their use of oral language 

about language units that they are metalin~~istically 

aware. 

The subjects show that they are developing knowledge 

about the relationships between the referent item and the 

written text and other features in the print setting. This 

is shown in different ways. Some of the children consider 

that the referent item is represented by a part of the 
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print in the settinq, while. other children consider the 

referent item to be represented by non-print features. 

Most of the 3 year olds consider that all of the print in 

the settinq represents the referent item. 

In their pointinq and oral utterances, the subjects 

show that they are makinq hypotheses and are constructing 

knowledqe about the syllable-character correspondence in 

Chinese. The majority of the subjects, especially the 

older ones, consider that there is a one-to-one 

relationship between the oral syllables and written 

characters. For example, they always said as many 

syllables as the number of characters in the written text. 

Some of the subjects believe that the lenqth of a 

strinq of written text corresponds to the lenqth of the 

oral utterance, reqardless of the number of syllables and 

characters. This qroup of children would point to the 

w~itten text continuously until they finished their 

utterance. Some subjects are in a transition between the 

two concepts. These children usually match their pointinq 

with the syllables in their oral responses but not with the 

number of the written characters. 

The younqer subjects, especially the 3 year olds, have 

an undifferentiated concept about syllable-character 

correspondence. These younq children do not demonstrate 

any correspondence between the number of oral syllables and 



written characters. It is not clear what 

conceptualizations toward the syllable-character 

correspondence these young children have. 
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It appears that a syllabic hypothesis is developed 

from undifferentiated to sound-and-print-lenqth 

correspondence to a conventional one-to-one correspondence. 

Although there is no evidence to support that the subjects 

develop these concepts one after another in a fixed order, 

it is obvious that the former two concepts are less 

conventional than the one-to-one correspondence. 

The subjects are also constructing knowledge about the 

nature of a language unit. In their oral utterances 

accompanied by pointing behaviors, they first indicate an 

awareness that language is segmented. This is shown by the 

various hypotheses about the correspondence between oral 

and written Chinese. They show that they are aware of 

different segmentations in language, depending on the 

nature of the setting of the print item. For example, they 

understood that the word is the segment to represent the 

meaning of an object. When analyzing the graphic features 

of a character, even though not commonly used as a 

strategy, some of the children show that they are aware of 

the radical functioning as a written element in a 

character. 
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Many of the children are aware of the syllable as a 

segment in the oral form of Chinese is represented by one 

written character. This awareness is evidenced in their 

pointing behaviors accompanying their oral responses. 

The majority of the subjects consider the character as 

a written segment of Chinese and the word as a semantic 

segment. They often refer to the segments of language in 

their oral responses even though they might not use the 

conventional terms. 

The subjects appear to develop the concepts of "word" 

and "character" earlier than the concept of "radical," 

although the radical has been considered by many educators 

to be the basic unit to learn in written Chinese. Many of 

the subjects possess the knowledge of the "word" and the 

"character", whereas only few of the children have 

developed the concept of the "radical." These young 

children seem to develop their concept of language units in 

a relatively holistic way rather than by basing one skill 

on another. Since these young children have not yet 

received formal reading and writing instruction, their 

concepts no doubt are developed through countless 

interactions with written as well as oral language in their 

daily lives. 

It appears that there is a developmental progress in 

literacy among the subjects. The older children tend to 
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develop concepts about written Chinese which are closer to 

conventions. The 3 year olds in this study show a 

developing literacy knowledge which is relatively less 

conventional ~~~n those of the older children. There is no 

discernible difference between 4, 5, and 6 year olds. 

However, the 6 years olds show more conscious knowledge 

that ~eading is socially defined. These differences =~y be 

because the older children have had more opportunities to 

interact with language and language users in their daily 

lives and thus have developed more conventional concepts 

about the Chinese writing system. 

Comparison with the Results of vth~r Research 

One of the major concerns which motivates this study 

is to discover the similarities and differences of the 

nature of early literacy development between children using 

a logographic writing system, Chinese, and children who use 

an alphabetic writing system such as English and Spanish. 

For the purpose of addin~ ~o the global knowledge about 

early literacy development, a comparison between the 

results of this study and the results from other related 

stUdies is informative. By comparing this study with 

research by Ferreiro & Teberosky (1982), Goodman & 

Altwerger (1981), and Harste, Burke, & Woodward (1981), I 

find both similarities and differences. 
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All the children in these early literacy studies 

demonstrate that they learn written lan~~aqe before 

receiving formal instruction. They are aware of 

environmental print and expect print to communicate meaning 

and to be functional (Goodman' Altwerger 1981: Harste, 

Burke, 'Woodward 1981). 

Regardless of whether their language system is 

loqoqraphic or alphabetic, these children show that they 

are actively involved in developing their own knowledge 

about written language and are constantly constructing and 

testing their hypotheses about the nature of the language 

of their social community (Ferreiro & Teberosky 1982: 

Goodman & Altwerger 1981: Harste, Burke, 'Woodward 1981). 

All the children also show that they read different~y 

in different language contexts. With more supportive 

context in the print setting, the children are more able to 

apply their knowledge of and experience with written 

language and are more likely to read appropriately (Goodman 

, Altwer9ar 1981: Harste, Burke, , Woodward 1981). 

Both the Chinese-speaking children in this study and 

the Spanish-speaking children in the study of Ferreiro , 

Teberosky (1982) show similar ways of constructing 

knowledge about written language. Both groups of children 

demonstrate that they are hypothesizing the relationships 

among (a) print and the features the print represents: and 
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(b) written text and its representational oral utterance. 

The developmental nature of these concepts among Spanish

speaking children are also similar to the concepts 

developed by the Chinese-speaking children. The Spanish

speaking children develop the first concept in these 

levels: (a) no differentiation between print and picture; 

(b) the text is treated as an unit independent of its 

graphic characteristics; (c) a focus on the graphic 

properties of print; and (d) recognition of a one-to-one 

correspondence between gr~phic and sound segments (Ferreiro 

& Teberosky 1982, p. 65). The similarity is revealing when 

compared with the concepts developed by the Taiwanese 

children in this study: (a) the referent item is not 

represented by print; (b) the referent item is represented 

by print and non-print features; and (c) print represents 

the referent item. Both groups of children at first show 

no correspondence between oral language and written form; 

then sound-and-print-length correspondence and finally one

to-one correspondence between the syllable and its 

represented written segment. 

Because of the differences in the linguistic features 

between Spanish and Chinese, the children in this study 

demonstrate distinctive concepts about language 

segmentation (i.e., the concepts of word, character, and 

radical) that are not evident in the development of the 
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spanish-speaking children. The differences of these 

concepts about language segmentation strongly reflect the 

awareness of these young children about the nature of the 

writing system of their languages. 

Implications for Research and Practice 

This study is significant to the fields of literacy 

development, language education, as well as literacy and 

language development research. The results of this study 

provide information pertinent to classroom practices and 

curriculum development in language education in Taiwan as 

well as in other Chinese-speaking countries. 

Implications for Research 

The issues that emerge from this study suggest other 

inquiries which might contribute to the global knowledge of 

early literacy development and should be pursued. During 

the process of data collection, I was aware of the 

influence of my questioning on the responses of the 

subjects. The questions asked of the subjects appeared to 

lead the responses in some cases. For example, the 

questions "Where does it say that?" and "Where is it 

written?" have different implications for the interviewee. 

The former one is more open to a wide variety of language 

cues in the setting while the later one implie~ something 
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is written. ~esearch needs to i~entify the impact of the 

questions posed and the influence on subjects' responses. 

Occasionally expanded questioning caused the subjects 

to change their responses. Subjects seemed to perceive my 

question for clarification or confirmation as 

dissatisfaction with their previous responses, and thus 

they would change to a different response. It is important 

to remember this type of reaction during the process of 

data analysis. The influence of the questioning and other 

factors need to be considered when subjects change their 

responses. 

While analyzing the data, I also realized the 

necessity for and importance of being open to emerging 

data. For exploratory research, the results are dependent 

upon what comes out of the data rather than being 

controlled by predetermined frameworks. Thus, the process 

of analysis should always be adjusted to accommodate the 

emerging data. 

Research exploring the following issues may build 

greater understanding about the nature of early literacy 

development in Chinese. 

1. In what ways does a child begin to develop concepts 

of syllable-character correspondence and language unit 

differentiation? 
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2. What are the conceptualizations of young children 

who have an undifferentiated concept of the syllable-

character correspondence? 

3. In what ways does a young child perceive the nature 

of a character? How does a young child differentiate a 

character from other graphics such as drawings and 

numerals? 

4. When characters are considered as written units by 

a young child, are they also considered to be separate 

graphic units? 

Implications for the Classroom and Teacher Education in 
Taiwan 

If reading environmental print is considered a 

function of reading, many children in this study are 

already readers. They already possess a great amount of 

knowledge about written Chinese before receiving any formal 

reading and writing instruction. Therefore, they should 

not be taught as if they know nothing about written 

Chinese, as is the case with most of the beginning reading 

programs implemented in Taiwan. 

Subjects are developing hypotheses and knowledge by 

interacting with language around them. It is important to 

facilitate the process of constructing knowledge about 

written language found in young children. Their hypotheses 

about written Chinese need to be supported. 
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Young children also demonstrate that they do not learn 

the language of environmental print from the smallest unit, 

such as the radical. Ratner, they develop the concepts of 

written language in a holistic way. They do not read 

character by character but by meaningful word units. This 

suggests that to teach language starting with small units 

such as the character, when the children already possess 

the concept of the word needs careful reconsiaeration. 

Kindergarten children are already relating their oral 

language experiences with the written form without knowing 

all of the phonetic symbols. The issue of whether learning 

all of the phonetic symbols at early stage of reading 

program interferes or facilitates early literacy 

development needs a series of discussions. The 

advisability of teaching phonetic symbols in beginning 

reading program needs to be reexamined. All these issues 

would benefit from additional research. 

Young children show that when they read, they have a 

greater concern for the meaning of written language than 

for the form of the language. Opportunities for learning 

meaningful language should be made accessible to young 

children. 

Children also provide evidence that it is easier for 

them to read if there are more supporting contextual clues 

available in the print setting. They use various 
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information sources 
.1.- ___ ..:I 
~u ~~ca ... In order for yCtL~; 

to be able to apply the knowledge of language to reading, 

it is crucial to provide print settings with full 

contextual clues which are as natural as possible to the 

actual print setting. 

since young children learn written language through 

interaction with written language in their environment, it 

is important in the classroom to provide as many 

opportunities as possible for children to interact with 

environmental print. 

Teachers in the classrooms should be aware that young 

children come to school with a great deal of knowledge 

about written language. It is important for teachers to 

discover and to value the written language knowledge which 

children already possess in order to provide for and to 

facilitate appropriate learning experiences. 

This study also provides evidence concerning the 

influences of environmental print on children's literacy 

development. In addition to understanding the written 

language knowledge children bring to school, teachers in 

the classroom need to be aware of the significance of 

providing a rich literate environment for literacy 

learning. 
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APPENDIX A 

ENVIR01~~AL PRINT ITEMS 

English Terms Chinese Terms 

1. Shu Jie Tissues 1. It ~ • ~ aa 
2. Tong-Yi Pudding 2. OE :f6' T 

3. Guai-Guai 3. 2It 2It 

4. Hei-Song 4 • .- ~ 

5. Bai-Li Guava Juice 5. 6 ZIJ ~ ,. ~ 
6. Be Careful with Children 6. ... Ie: )t • 
7. Bo-Ka Potato Chips 7. ~ of: ::t: • .M-

8. Public Phone 8. ~ m 11 &! 

9. Coca Cola 9. AT [J AT !Ill! 

10. Tong-Yi Instant Noodles 10. m III tI "Ii 

11. Wei-Quan Milk 11. ~ ~ fl ~ ~~ m fi ~ 

12. Tai-Nan Public Bus Line 12. • * &' • 
13. Kong-Que Crackers 13. :a ~ • fi J! 

14. Bai-Lan Detergent 14. e !WI ~ ~ tD 

15. Dong-Di-Shi Dept. Store 15. JI( * ± 6 11' 

16. Gao-Gang=Wu Flvd. Seaweed 16. • Ri!J • ~ f~ :lI :e; 

17. Qin-Qin Perfumed Soap 17. M • • ~ 
18. McDonald 18. ~ ... Jf 

19. Hei-Ren Toothpaste 19. .- A ;J If 

20. Bei-Hai Fish Chips 200 ~b :. II • • "' 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE OF DECONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE ITEMS 

Task I 

Task II 
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APPENDIX C 

SEQUENCES OF THE ITEMS PRESENTED DURING TASK I AND TASK II 

TASK I TASK II 

1. Shu-Jie Tissues 1. Coca Cola 

2. Tong-Yi Pudding 2. Tong-Yi Instant Noodles 

3. Guai-Guai 3. Dong-Di-shi Dept. Store 

4. Hei-Song 4. Bai-Lan Detergent 

5. Bai-Li Guava Juice 5. Gao-Gang-Wu Flvd. Seawd 

6. Be Careful lU th Children 6. Be Careful With Children 

7. Bo-Ka Potato Chips 7. Bo-Ka Potato Chips 

8. Public Phone 8. Guai-Guai 

9. Coca Cola 9. Tai-Nan Public Bus Line 

10. Tong-Yi Instant Noodles 10. Tong-Yi Pudding 

11. Wei-Quan Milk 11. Wei-Quan Milk 

12. Tai-Nan Public Bus Line 12. Kong-Que Crackers 

13. Kong-Que Crackers 13. Qin-Qin Perfumed Soap 

14. Bai-Lan Detergent 14. Shu-Jie Tissues 

15. Dong-Di-Shi Dept. Store 15. Public Phone 

16. Gao-Gang-Wu Flvd. Seaweed 16. Hei-Song 

17. Qin-Qin Perfumed Soap 17. McDonald 

18. McDonald 18. Bei-Hai Fish Chips 

19. Hei-Ren Toothpaste 19. Bai-Li Guava Juice 

20. Bei-Hai Fish Chips 20. Hei-Ren Toothpaste 
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APPENDIX D 

PERSONAL DATA SHEET 

Adapted by Lee 
Based on Goodman & Altwerger(1981) 

Interviewer __________ __ 
Date __________ __ 

Name __________________ Sex____ LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN HOME: 

Age___ Date of birth ________ __ Mother ____________________ _ 

Class Level___ Teacher ______ __ Father ____________________ _ 

Address -----------------------
Other ____________________ __ 

Phone ________________________ _ Siblings __________________ _ 

Place of birth 
~--------------

OCCUPATION: 

Other schooling ______________ _ Mother ____________________ _ 

ADULT IN HOME: Father ____________________ _ 

Mother ______________________ __ other ----------------------
Father ______________________ __ EDUCATION: 

other ______________________ __ Mother ____________________ _ 

Siblings ____________________ __ Father ____________________ _ 

Number ______________ __ Other ____________________ __ 

Ages ________________ __ COMMENTS: 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Health of child~ ________ _ 

Mother ______________________ __ 

Father ______________________ __ Social interaction 
~----

Siblings ____________________ __ 
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APPENDIX D-1 

PERSONAL DATA SHEET IN CHINESE 



~.1lt~ M:JJIJ 

~~ W~~J.l8 

iff&l Itroli 
jtgill: 

m~ 

W~:!'fu 

;1itft!!J:~~~ 

~E:J:l*A: 

iijil 

~il 

;1itftB 

;r,~~~ 

Aft 
~ti 

W~jtg: 

iijil ______ _ 

~.------
£~~~------
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~r&)~ ___ _ 

Wir&)8M __ _ 

~E:J:l~m~-g : 
iijil 
~il 

~ftB 

;r,~~~ 

~~: 

iijft 

~il 

~ftH 

tk~~IJt: 

iijil 

~il 

~ftB 

~a. 
Q~ • 

~ •• UimM 

iitl:*E:1b _______ _ 
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APPENDIX E 

PARENT INTERVIEW FORt.~ 

Adapted by Lee 
Based on Haussler(1982) and Romero(1983) 

Child's name ----------------------
Birthdate ______________ _ 

Sex. ____________________ __ Date of Interview ______________ _ 

Class Level Spring 1989 

FATHER: 

Birthplace: 
Education: 
occupation: 

SIBLINGS: 

Brother(s): 

HOME 

Age: 

-----------

MOTHER: 

Birthplace: 
Education: 
occupation: 

Sister(s): Age: 

Do any adults live in your home besides you (and your 
husband/wife)? If so, who? 

What languages are spoken at home? By whom? 

Do you (or other adults) read to your children? How 
often? 

If you read to them, what did you read? 

Do you have children's books at home? 

Do you subscribe to newspapers or magazines? 

Do you watch television with your child? 
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Do you take your child shopping with you? If ~u, where 
do you usually go? 
Who do you think should teach reading to children? 

In what way do you think parents should give help 
kindergarten children with reading and writing? 

Do you (or other adults) teach your child reading and 
writing at home? 

What did you teach? When did you start to teach? How 
did you teach? 

SUBJECT 

At what age did __________ begin to talk? 

Did your child go to nursery school? If so what did 
he/she learn there? 

Have any of your children learned to read before 
starting school? 

How old was your child when you begin to read to 
her/him? 

Does your child enjoy being read to? 

Does your child own any books? 

Does your child visit the public library? 

Does your child have any reading activity besides 
reading books? If so, what are they? 

Does your child show interest in characters or numbers? 

At what age would you say your child first showed 
interest in written language? 

Does your child watch T.V.? What program does he/she 
watch? 

Does your child enjoy going shopping with you? 

Does you child recognize the shopping items at the 
stores? 



Does your child recognize street signs? If so, what 
signs does he/she recognize? 
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Does your child recognize business or other signs? If 
so, what signs does he/she recognize? 

Does your child point out and name characters around the 
house? If so, what are these characters? 

Does your child write (or present writing-like activity) 
at home? What kinds of things does he/she write? 

At what age would you say your child first started this 
kind of activity? 

Is your child interested in printing or writing? 
Explain. 

Additional comments: 

Lee, Lian-Ju 
11/88 
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APPENDIX E-l 

PARENT INTERVIEW FORM IN CHINESE 
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~.~~-----
~~u ____________ _ 

W~1f.J3 8 ____ _ t/jr&J 8M _____ _ 

mm ______ _ 

~f1j(*,,: amJf*4 : 
W~i{g: W~i{g: 

~ff@~: ~ff@~: 
~~ : ~~: 

tfJ»:Em~p*: 

J?,m: $~: i!fiP*: $fI~ : 

~1immJ(*1 

~7.~~~Z~,.~~~~~~~*A~?~*~'~m3A? 



{$~cpniUj~~~~P'i ? 

~~~B1J/J'~-~;(f~iiq{g ? 

~m4a\B11/J'~J:f;ijP'(I ? ~*'fi ' 4{J\~Ij~1it*m~ ? 

~jgAmlimU~tU'f;I] 5emJUl.~ ? 

~~~~~~~~rog~f;I]5e~moom~.~? 

~.~it1t{m*Ati~~/J'~OOmit.""p'li ? 

~~3*~?*~~~~Mti?~W~? 

__ .1i!~n~Ei~~ ? 
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~/~~~~~~mit •• ~~~?~*~,~/~.m.~73*m? 

~troIJ'~~ , 1itEW-{si:tEJ:./J,~z1iJruJ8J7m1.it.a? 

~ / llk.Jl_~g~M~.~ftI! / ll!!R ? 

ftB /~.Il:*A~.~fI.IJ / ll!!HP,Qj? 

fm/llk.1iElaB9.q~ ? 



~TImBt.*?I- ' fIB / ~lk~ tEfPI~{tBMiJ;.lmlifftmfjm~mm1)P'lG? 
:tnl*1i'~M$? 
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:tE~. ' ftll /~.~~~;JU&l~~*~ffmp,ti '1 141*1i ' ftll / RIk~1it 
~jjS~M~.~? 
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*~~, 1988 ~ l1,ij 
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APPENDIX F 

TEACHER INTERVIEW FORM 

Child's name Birthdate ------------------ ----------------
Sex. ______________________ __ Date of Interview ----------
Class Level Spring 1989 --------- Date of Enter ________ __ 

Teacher's name~ ______________ __ 

CLASS 

What do you think is the major function of kindergarten 
to young children's language development? 

What are the major reading activities in your classroom 
every day? 

What are the major writing activities in your classroom 
every day? 

Do you teach characters? How? How many every week? 

What other activities involve children in reading in the 
classroom? How often? When? Where? 

What other activities involve children in writing in the 
classroom? How often? When? Where? 

Do you read to children in the class? 

What do you read? 

Do you have children's books in the classroom? 

What access do the children have to these books? 

Do you think children need to be taught in order to 
learn to read or do you think children can learn to 
read by themselves? 

Do you think children need to be taught in order to 
learn to write or do you think children can learn to 
write by themselves? 
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What do you think is the best way to help children learn 
to read? 
What do you think is the best way to help children learn 
to write? 

SUBJECT 

How lonq has____________ been in your class? 

Does he/she participate in classroom activities well? 

How does he/she learn compared to other children? 

What are his/her strenqths? 

What are his/her weaknesses? 

Do you think he/she is a reader? a writer? 

Does he/she show interests in readinq? in writing? 

Does he/she enjoy literacy activities? 

What literacy activity do you think interests him/her 
most? 

Additional Comments: 

Lee; Lian-Ju 
11/88 
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APPENDIX F-l 

TEACHER INTERVIEW FORM IN CHINESE 



fJJiIft'£~ ___ _ tE 7l1J ____ _ 

W~~}38 ___ _ tOr&l8M ____ _ 

if~ ____ _ A~BM ____ _ 

~rofitt£~ ___ _ 

fJ1~~~ 

~~~~&~fi~~~.R~~~~~~.~~? 
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~~m~,~~~cm~m~~~~~mffl~m?~~-~?~~~~ 
{~? 1t~:tiB17? 



~mJ:1i Je.rSf4'bq~? 

111BIH'JJjjt~;{i , fLll~·JitUfi1l&fQ.~$m? 

~~A~.~~~~A~~~~~OOm.*~~~~~B~.? 

-ttWJg~I/z.~~~A ti:~~~~-e 111g ~*fl!HIj1iJ J;{ EJ B~* ? 

~~m~~~m~~OOm~ftH~~~~~? 

~~A~~~.~m.~~~H~~~~~? 

__ :(E~mJ:~~ T ? 

ft!! / l12~~i£J:mIlJ~mMjlHp,ti ? 

~~~~.~~s*,~~~mR~~? 

~~~ftJl / Rtk~~~~f+11!? 

~~jS{t!! / ~&~iiJa!j~{+I.i? 

~ 00. ~ ft!! / ~&11~ BQ Aft I~Qj ? 1J~ mn P,{g ? 

ft!! / ~lk Ii mJi 1m m 1i J!l MI! I~Qj ? JHt ~~ ~ In! P,li ? 
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fIB / RtB.w\OO~.i;z~l¥!JmilJP,(tj? 

~~~M-~~~m.~m~~/~Q~~~? 
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APPENDIX G 

CODING FORM FOR RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL PRINT READING 

N~..ME 
GENDER 

Item\Qustn What is 
this? 

TASK 
DATE 

How do you 
know? 

Verbal Non-vbl 

Any thing 
else? 

Verbal Non-vbl 
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APPENDIX H 
CATEGORIZATION FOR RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL PRINT READING 

I. PRINT str£LNG: Describes the characteristics of the 
print setting in terms of semantic, syntax, writing 
direction, and the source of information available. 

1.0 SEMANTIC FEATURES: Describes the relationship of 
the available print to its referent item. **1 

.1 Naming 
Print created to label referent item as a 
particular instance. 
Example: "Shu-Jie" in Shu-Jie Tissues • 

• 2 Referent identification 
Print which identifies referent item or 
referent class, usually a common name. 
Example: "Tissues" in Shu-Jie Tissues • 

• 3 Functional description 
Print which identifies what the referent does 
with the referent item, or how one is to 
perform in relationship to the referent item. 
Example: "Keep refrigerated" on the cover of 

Tong-Yi Pudding cup (telling you how 
you are to perform in relation to 
this referent item once purchased) • 

• 4 Contextual description 
Print which describes a physical quality of 
this specific instance of the item. 
Example: "2 liters" on the label of Coca Cola 

(describing the amount of coke in 
this particular bottle of Coca Cola} • 

• 5 Locative or Attributional focus 
Print which describes a characteristic of 
referent item or a relationship between the 
referent item and a particular location. 
Example: Factory address on the package of 

Bai-Li Guava Juice (describing the 
location where the referent item is 
produced) • 

lUnder the mark of ** on each category, the 
subcategories can be multiple coded. 
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.6 Related concept 
Print which refers to other concepts (or the 
name of those concepts) which are related but 
different from the referent item itself. 
Example: "Award" on the box of Gao-Gang-Wu 

Seaweed (referencing the concept 
related to the referent item). 

2.0 SYNTACTIC FEATURES: Describes the units of 
language in the print setting. ** 

.1 Character/Word unit 
A one or more character(as it was defined in 
chapter 2) sequence which contains a 
completed and independent meaning and is used 
as a single semantic unit in Chinese within 
the context of the print item. 
Example: .@ xiang-zao [perfumed soap] • 

• 2 Compound word unit 
A two or more word(as it was defined in 
chapter 2) sequence which is used as a 
semantic unit. 
Example: ~ r-1";t& ~ wei-fu hai-tai [flavored 

seaweed] • 

• 3 Clause or sentence level unit 
Example: ~;<9' K yao-leng-cang [keep 

refrigerated] • 

• 4 Multiple clause or sentence level unit 
Example: iT JlII HI , Cf:: it - Jo+ a - Jo+ • 

da-ge-du, ni-hui-yi-pian-jie-yi-pian 
[(I) bet, you'll (eat) one piece 
after another]. 

3.0 DIRECTIONALITY: Describes the writing direction of 
written text in the print setting. ** 

.1 Horizontal left-right 
Example: ot - :ffj T 

.2 Horizontal right-left 
Example: • ~ m :II 

.3 Vertical top-bottom 
Example: .. 

1.1: 
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4.0 AVAILABLE INFORMATION SOURCES: Describes those 
information which are available to the reader in 
reaching a decision as to what the print says. ** 

.1 Print 
Written text which is in Chinese. Includes 
characters, words, compound words, or 
clause/sentence units of language. 
Example: If 52 in It 52 Wi ~ m • 

• 2 Number 
Written text which is in Arabic numerals and 
are not the central focus. 
Example: "2" liters on the label of Coca Cola 

bottle • 

• 3 Picture 
Graphic design which is a pictures or real 
photo whether or not they are part of the 
logo. 
Example: Pudding picture on the cover of 

Tong-Yi Pudding cup • 

• 4 Emblem 
All graphics which are used to act as an 
identifying statement. 
Example: Golden Arches of McDonald's 

.5 Design 
Other graphic designs which are not used as 

an identifying statement. 
Example: Sea waves on the Gao-Gang-Wu 

Seaweed box • 

• 6 Color 
Example: The red color of the label of Coca 

Cola • 

• 7 IQm 
The form of the item in term of its relation 
to the whole as it is presented to the 
readers. 
Example: Cover of a pudding cup • 

• 8 Shape 
Example: Triangle design on a street sign 

(Be Careful with Children). 



II. READER RESPONSE DURDlG EACH PHASES: Describes the 
characteristics of the reader's verbal and nonverbal 
responses at each phase of questioning. 

INITIAL RESPONSE 
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10.0 SEMANTIC CHARACTERiSTICS OF RESPONSE IN RELATION 
TO REFERENT ITEM: Describes the relationship of 
response to the referent item shown • 

• 1 Exact identification 
Response which is exact as the print of the 
referent item. 
Print: Shu-Jie Tissues 
Response: Shu-Jie Tissues 

.2 Partial identification 
Response which is an exact response to a part 
of the print on the label. 
Print: Shu-Jie Tissues 
Response: Tissues 

.3 Parallel item 
Response is name for item of same general 
class. 
Print: Shu-Jie Tissues 
Response: Wu-Yue-Hua Facial Tissues 

.4 Alternate name 
Print: Pay Phone 
Response: Public Phone 

.5 Misarticulation 
Print: Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Response: Lucky Fried Chicken 

.6 Gener.;c:;: for specific term 
Response is a generic term for an item which 
is specific to that generic class. 
Print: Be Careful with Children 
Response: Street Sign 

.7 Specific for generic term 
Response is a specific term for generic class 
item. 
Print: Hei-Song(Soft drink brand) 
Response: Root Beer 
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.8 Function 
Response 
referent 
Print: 

which refers to the function of the 
item. 

Response: 
Coca Cola 
For drinking 

~ 

.9 Physical features 
Response which refers to the physical quality 
of the referent item. 
Print: Tong-Yi Pudding 
Response: A cover of a pudding cup 

.10 Related concept 
Response which is related conceptually to 
the referent item. 
Print: Be Careful with Children 
Response: Cross street 

.11 Chaining relationship 
Response which suggests that a chain of 
thought moved from referent item to 
response. 
Print: Dong-Di-Shi Department Sto~e 
Response: Toy (Dong-Di-shi Department store 

-- Place to shop toy -- Toy) 

.12 Semantically unrelated 
Response which is semantically unrelated to 
the referent item. 
Print: Qin-Qin Soap 
Response: Popsicle 

11.0 SYNTACTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONSES: Describes 
the relationship of response to the referent item 
shown • 

• 1 Word/Character unit 
.2 Compound word unit 
.3 Clause or sentence level unit 
.4 Multiple clause or sentence level unit 

EXPLANATION 

20.0 SEMANTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONSES IN 
RELATION TO SOURCES/STRATEGIES APPLIED: 
Describes the relationship of the response and 
the kind of sources and strategies the reader 
applies on responding the referent item. 



.1 No response 
• 2 Don • t know 
.3 Linguistic related 
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Response which is semantically, 
syntactically, phonologically, or graphically 
related to the referent item. 
Print: Coca Cola 
Question: How do you know it is Coca Cola? 
Response: Because it writes Coca Cola here • 

. 4 Non-linguistic feature related 
Response which is related to the features 
other than written text on the print setting. 

Print: 
Question: 
Response: 

Tong-Yi Pudding 
How do you know it is pudding? 
(Subject points to pudding picture 
on the item) • 

• 5 Personal experience 
Includes ego involvement and referring to 
person. 
Response refers to either the readp.r's 
personal experience, the readers OWll self, or 
other persons. 
Print: Wei-Quan Milk 
Question: How do you know that is milk? 
Response: Because I drank that before • 

• 6 Function 
Response which refers to the function of the 
item. 
Print: Dong-Di-Shi Department store 
Question: How do you know? 
Response: Because it is (a bag) for toy • 

• 7 Fantasy 
Response which is a constructed imaginary 
story by the reader. 

21.0 AVAILABLE INFORMATION USED -- READER: Describes 
those sources which the reader uses verbally or 
physically in reaching a decision as to what the 
print says. ** 
.1 All print 

All of the written text on print setting. 



.2 Main print 
Example: 1t:2 shu-jie [brand name] in 

1t:2.~ ~ shu-jie wei-sheng-zhi 
[Shu-Jie Tissues] • 

• 3 Other print 
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Example: • ~ m wei-sheng-zhi [Tissues] in 
If:2. ~ m shu-jie wei-sheng-zhi 
[Shu-Jie Tissues] • 

• 4 Number 
.5 Picture 
.6 Emblem 
.7 Design 
.8 Color 
.9 Form 
.10 Shape 
.11 Something outside of display 

22.0 DEMONSTRATED KNOWLEDGE OF LINGUISTIC DECISION: 
Describes the interpreted/assumed underlying 
knowledge the reader used to reach a linguistic 
decision. ** 

.1 Syllabic correspondence 
Reveals the reader is holding an assumption 
about that there is some kind of relationship 
between the oral syllable and printed 
character in Chinese. 
Example: Print: •• ji-dan [egg] 

Response: :r&' T bu-ding [pudding] 

.2 Print identification 
Includes successful and unsuccessful 
identification of all or part of the print 
and sounding out of those characters or 
words. 
Example: Print: JI( itt ± a _ 

Response: This is ± (pointint to 
the exact chracter) • 

• 3 Graphic similarity 
Reveals the reader's use of the similarity of 
physical elements of characters in print. 
Example: P:::int: iiI C iiI • 

Response: These two characters 
(pointing to iiI) are very like each 
other. 
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.4 There is relationship between print and 
referent item 
Indicates that there is some relationship 
between written text and referent item. 
Example: Item: Bo-Ka Potato Chips 

Question: How do you know it is Bo 
-Ka? 
Response: It is written here (point 
to main print Bo-Ka) • 

• 5 There is no relationship between print and 
referent item 
Indicates that there is no relationship 
between written text and referent item. 
Example: Item: Bei-Hai Fish Chips 

Question: Where does it say fish 
chips? 
Response: (Points to the fish 
picture on the cover) • 

• 6 Don't know 
No reason or an irrelevant reason • 

• 7 Not provided 
Includes no response. 

23.0 GRAPHIC SIMILARITY BETWEEN RESPONSE AND WRITTEN 
TEXT [Coded when 20.3 linguistic related is 
coded] 

.1 Exact 
Response is exact as the written text. 
Example: Print: .It ~ 

Response: .. ~ 

.2 Partial 
Response which is an exact response to a part 
of the referred written text. 
Example: Print: AT CAT. 

Response: AT • 

• 3 More characters than text 
Response has more characters than the 
referred written text. 
Example: Print: :n. ~ 

Response: ., If ft 



.4 Less characters than text 
Response has fewer characters than the 
referred written text. 
Example: Print: • Ili9 .-

Response: ~;;: 

.5 partial similarity on word level 
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Equal character length but only some of the 
character are the same, the others are 
different. 
Example: Print: 'if C 'if • 

Response: 'if C ~ *' 
.6 High similarity on radical level 

Equal character length but none of the 
characters are the same however one or more 
radicals are exact. 
Example: Print: ~ 

Response: ~ 

.7 So~e similarity on radical level 
Equal character length but none of the 
characters are the same however one or more 
radicals are similar. 
Example: Print: 111 • 

Response: • 'J!{ 

.8 No similarity 
Equal language unit but no similarity on 
either word, character, or radical level 
between response and written text. 
Example: Print: ... 

Response: 'J\'~ 

EXPANDING RESPONSE 

30.0 NUMBER OF RESPONSES: Describes the number of 
response the reader gives as to the exploratory 
q"wcstions • 

• 1 ~ 
.2 Single 
.3 More than one 

31.0 AVAILABLE INFORMATION USED -- READER ** 
.1 Main print 
.2 other print 
.3 Number 



.4 Picture 

.5 Mlem 

.6 Design 

.7 Color 

.8 l2m 

.9 Shape 

.10 Something outside of display 

32.0 SEMANTIC CHARACrERISTICS OF RESPONSES IN 
RELATION TO SOURCES/STRATEGIES APPLIED ** 

.1 No response 

.2 Don't know 

.3 Linguistic related 

.4 Non-linguistic feature related 

.5 Personal experience 

.6 Function 

.7 Fantasy 
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33.0 DEMONSTRATED KNOWLEDGE OF LINGUISTIC DECISION ** 
.1 Syllabic correspondence 
.2 Print identification 
.3 Graphic similarity 
.4 There is relationship between print 

and referent item 
.5 There is no relationship between print and 

referent item 
.6 Don't know 
.7 Not provided 

34.0 GRAPHIC SIMILARITY BETWEEN RESPONSE AND WRITTEN 
TEXT [Code when 32.3 Linguistic related is 
coded] 

.1 Exa~:t 

.2 Partial 

.3 1I0~~ ~aJ;:acters than text 

.4 I&is characters than text 

.5 ~tlial s;i.mila~i:ty on word level 

.6 Higb s;i.mila[j,ty on J;:~dical l~~~l 

.7 Some si.milarity on J;:adical level 

.8 Ho simila;r;:i:tv 
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III. READER RESPONSE DORING ALL PHASES: Describes the 
characteristics of the reader's verbal and nonverbal 
responses at any phase of questioning. 

40.0 READER NEGOTIATION: Describes the relationship 
between the researcher's request to read and the 
subject's choice of communicative response • 

• 1 No response 

.2 Don't know 
Includes responses such as "I forgot", "I 
can't read" and other verbalizations to 
signal unwillingness to respond • 

• 3 Game playing 
Subject begins to play verbal games with 
researcher or switches attention to other 
things in order to avoid responding. 
Example: When asked "How do you know?" 

subject points the tape recorder and 
says "It doesn't say." 

.4 Subject change 
Subject attempts to divert conversation to a 
topic unrelated to the task. 
EA:ample: When asked "what is this?" subject 

responses "I have a little lion like 
this (the toy the subject was 
playing with) at home." 

.5 Maintains communication contract 
Response which answers the question being 
asked of the subject. 
Example: Item: Qin-Qin Perfumed Soap 

Question: What is this? 
Response: Soap • 

• 6 Renegotiates communication contract 
Response which does not answer. the question 
being asked but initiates another contract of 
communication which is related to the task. 
Example: After responding to a few questions, 

subject verbally or non-verbally 
expresses "I want to look at the 
next page." 



41.0 POINTING BEHAVIOR -- POINTS 

.1 Horizontal left-right 

.2 Horizontal right-left 

.3 Vertical top-bottom 

.4 Vertical bottom-top 

.5 Back and forth 

.6 Mixed point 

.7 One point 

42.0 POINTING BEHAVIOR -- SWEEPS 

.1 Horizontal left-right 

.2 Horizontal right-left 

.3 Vertical top-bottom 

.4 Vertical bottom-top 

.5 Back and forth 

.6 Mixed sweeps 

43.0 METALINGUISTIC RESPONSE: Records instances of 
language use which describes or reflects upon 
the systems themselves • 

. 1 Yes 
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44.0 CORRECTION ATTEMPTS: Describes the semantical 
evolution of decision made in response during all 
phases • 

• 1 No attempt to correct 

.2 Expansion 
Correction expands semantically the previous 
response semantically. 
Print: . Public Phone 
Response 1: Phone 
Response 2: Public Phone 

.3 Semantically related concept 
Correction does not expand but is related 
semantically to the previous response. 
Print: Oong-Di-Shi Department Store 
Response 1: I go to shopping there. 
Response 2: Oong-Di-Shi 
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.4 Acceptable to unacceptable 
Response which is acceptable is corrected as 
semantically unacceptable, or the reader 
changes to a "don't know" response. 
Print: Bai-Li Guava Juice 
Response 1: Snack time 
Response 2: cooking, •••• don't know • 

• 5 Unacceptable to unacceptable 
Response which is semantically unacceptable 
is changed to another unacceptable one. 
Print: Be Careful with Children 
Response 1: Cookies 
Response 2: Soap 

.6 Print-focused 
Correction is made due to focus on print. 
Print: Ei IIJ bai-le [brand name] 

~.~ ba-le-zhi [guava Juice] 
Response 1: ~ • ~ ba-le-zhi [guava juice] 

(points to '§ ZIJ bai-li [brand 
name]). 

Response 2: No, only • ~ guo-zhi [juice] 
(points to a IIJ bai-li [brand 
name]). 
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